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The Fourteenth International Conference on Emerging Security Information, Systems and
Technologies (SECURWARE 2020), held on November 21-25, 2020, continued a series of events covering
related topics on theory and practice on security, cryptography, secure protocols, trust, privacy,
confidentiality, vulnerability, intrusion detection and other areas related to low enforcement, security
data mining, malware models, etc.
Security, defined for ensuring protected communication among terminals and user applications
across public and private networks, is the core for guaranteeing confidentiality, privacy, and data
protection. Security affects business and individuals, raises the business risk, and requires a corporate
and individual culture. In the open business space offered by Internet, it is a need to improve defenses
against hackers, disgruntled employees, and commercial rivals. There is a required balance between the
effort and resources spent on security versus security achievements. Some vulnerability can be
addressed using the rule of 80:20, meaning 80% of the vulnerabilities can be addressed for 20% of the
costs. Other technical aspects are related to the communication speed versus complex and time
consuming cryptography/security mechanisms and protocols.
Digital Ecosystem is defined as an open decentralized information infrastructure where different
networked agents, such as enterprises (especially SMEs), intermediate actors, public bodies and end
users, cooperate and compete enabling the creation of new complex structures. In digital ecosystems,
the actors, their products and services can be seen as different organisms and species that are able to
evolve and adapt dynamically to changing market conditions.
Digital Ecosystems lie at the intersection between different disciplines and fields: industry, business,
social sciences, biology, and cutting edge ICT and its application driven research. They are supported by
several underlying technologies such as semantic web and ontology-based knowledge sharing, selforganizing intelligent agents, peer-to-peer overlay networks, web services-based information platforms,
and recommender systems.
To enable safe digital ecosystem functioning, security and trust mechanisms become essential
components across all the technological layers. The aim is to bring together multidisciplinary research
that ranges from technical aspects to socio-economic models.
We take here the opportunity to warmly thank all the members of the SECURWARE 2020 technical
program committee, as well as all the reviewers. The creation of such a high quality conference program
would not have been possible without their involvement. We also kindly thank all the authors who
dedicated much of their time and effort to contribute to SECURWARE 2020. We truly believe that,
thanks to all these efforts, the final conference program consisted of top quality contributions.
We also thank the members of the SECURWARE 2020 organizing committee for their help in
handling the logistics and for their work that made this professional meeting a success.
We hope that SECURWARE 2020 was a successful international forum for the exchange of ideas and
results between academia and industry and to promote further progress in the area of security
information, systems and technologies.
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An Information Flow Modelling Approach for Critical Infrastructure Simulation
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Abstract—Building a realistic environment for simulating cascading effects in critical infrastructures depends heavily on
information received from experts, as well as on an accurate
representation of processes and assets related to critical infrastructures. The approach introduced in this paper provides the
conceptualization and implementation of an information flow
model as a foundation for the subsequent development of a
multi-layered risk model. The designed models represent both
a process view, with the focus on procedures carried out by
critical infrastructures, and a more technical object view, by
defining objects and parameters representing assets and interactions. Starting with an analysis of relevant threats and affected
infrastructures, use case scenarios are prepared in textual form
and subsequently evaluated together with critical infrastructure
representatives in end-user workshops. Based on the respective
use case, a process view is established in form of an activity diagram including information flows, displaying processes of critical
infrastructures during a threat. The activity diagram supports
the evaluation and collection of information during subsequent
end-user workshops with the aim to review and substantiate
the model. The object diagram provides technical aspects of the
use cases, for supporting the realization of a simulation and a
corresponding risk model. The approach was developed in the
context of a national research project for analyzing cascading
effects in and between critical supply networks. The resulting
diagrams demonstrate how cascading effects can be modelled in a
structured form to support discussions with and between experts
of critical infrastructures and emergency services, and how such
models can serve as a foundation for subsequent simulation.
Index Terms—Information Flow Modelling; Critical Infrastructure; Infrastructure Simulation; Cascading Effects.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In times of advanced automation in critical supply networks,
critical infrastructures (CIs) need to be resilient against a
multitude of threats in order to maintain public interests.
Regarding the protection against threats against their own
infrastructure, providers are in many cases well prepared.
However, when facing cascading effects due to failures in
other CIs due to intentional or unintentional causes, protection
measures are harder to establish as possible cascading effects
are often unknown. Therefore, it is an essential step to assist
CI providers in identifying cascading failures in scenarios
that are not part of the daily processes within the CI’s
own ecosystem, but pose relevant and potentially devastating
threat scenarios. Historic examples underlining the gravity
of cascading effects provide exceptional insights regarding
the importance of resilience against external events, e.g., as
shown in Oslo, Norway in 2007. This incident affected public
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transportation and underlying systems for around 20 hours. In
addition, network systems were also affected by disruptions
for around 10 hours and the central train station had to be
evacuated due to a fire, triggered by a short circuit caused by
a destroyed high-voltage cable [1].
In order to facilitate the mitigation of risks, an additional focus on the aspect of communication and collaboration among
dependent CIs should be considered. Collaboration among CIs
supports identifying dependencies between the infrastructures
and thus enables them to prepare themselves specifically
for impacts of cascading failures. Furthermore, sharing this
information with external stakeholders like emergency services
can lead to more efficient strategies for emergency services in
case of large-scale incidents that require close coordination
between first responders. An effective approach lies in the
implementation of an adapted information flow model, which
provides a framework that helps to organize how specific types
of information are to be communicated.
In this paper, we present an approach for supporting CI
providers and emergency services by creating an instantiated
information flow model, composed of an activity diagram and
an object diagram, based on a textual description of a threat
scenario. The information flow model offers a new way to
represent cascading effects of incidents in interdependent CIs
in a structured form. The aim of this model is to facilitate
discussions on the feasibility of cascading threat scenarios,
and to encourage CI stakeholders to contribute to the shared
knowledge represented by the information flow model. Simulations based on this shared understanding of threat scenarios
will be able to optimize response to incidents based on those
threat scenarios and help to coordinate first response with
external actors like emergency services. In the context of CI
networks, information flow does not only represent the digital
information that is exchanged between CIs, but follows the
broader definition of goods and services that are exchanged
between infrastructures.
Our approach for information flow modelling is based
on activity and object diagrams established from a textual
description of a threat scenario. The information flow model
includes an activity diagram for providing a process view and
a technical view implemented by an object diagram, which
provides a definition of objects and their parameters. The
information sources utilized to derive the diagrams included
multiple workshops with experts from CIs and emergency
services. We evaluate the results in a case study derived from
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results carried out in the ongoing ODYSSEUS project [2].
Section II provides an overview of related work and the
applied methodologies. The subsequent Section III describes
the modelling approach including the modelling prerequisites,
the activity and object diagram definitions, and iterative refinements of the models. In Section IV, we present a case study
within the scope of the ODYSSEUS project [2] and evaluate
the findings in Section V. Section VI provides a conclusion
and an outlook on future work.
II. R ELATED W ORK
The methodology used for the presented modelling approach was greatly influenced by the design-science methodology described by Hevner et al. [3], as well as initially by
the Soft Systems Methodology (SSM) described by Checkland [4]. The design-science research methodology consists
of seven guidelines, from which an in-depth understanding
of a given design problem and potential solutions can be
gained. We utilize the design-science principles to create a
design artifact in the form of a conceptual information flow
model. The refinement and evaluation of the resulting artifact
is conducted by multiple workshops with experts applying
the world cafe methodology [5] described below, as well as
technical evaluations conducted by project partners for further
refinement. The principles of design-science were applied in
the iterative refinement of the modelling results in all phases
of the process.
Regarding the execution and the results of the workshops,
the adopted world cafe process consists of seven design
principles, which offers the participants to share their expertise
in small groups [5]:
1) Set the Context
2) Create Hospitable Space
3) Explore Questions that Matter
4) Encourage Everyone’s Contribution
5) Connect Diverse Perspectives
6) Listen Together for Patterns and Insights
7) Share Collective Discoveries
In terms of information flow modelling, Kupfersberger et
al. [6] propose an approach for defining a conceptual securitydriven information flow model for international software integration projects that was evaluated in a case study regarding an
EU cybersecurity project CS-AWARE [7]. The authors focus
on the representation of internal processes, what relevant data
is used and how the communication with other components is
realized in order to derive the framework conditions of their
model [6]. Considering the comparable environments between
Kupfersberger et al. [6] and this work, a similar approach
was chosen with a set of adaptions regarding a broader field
of stakeholders, and the goal of creating a multi-layered risk
model, as well as to satisfy the requirements mentioned above.
For establishing a model representing activities as well as
information flows, a lot of available approaches exist, including UML (Unified Modeling Language) activity diagrams,
Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) or Data Flow
Diagrams (DFD). In our context, activity diagrams based on
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BPMN [8] were identified as most suitable, since BPMN is
an established standard for representing business processes
and workflows, and is not restricted to a certain domain or
organization. Additionally, BPMN is a suitable instrument for
presenting processes to different user groups, and provides a
notation for message flows between layers [9].
Regarding modelling a more technical view, UML class diagrams [10] were selected as this technique allows to develop a
representation of objects and parameters. However, the model
had to be slightly expanded to support information flows and to
suit our domain by adding modelling entities for representing
information flows including shared information.
III. M ODELLING A PPROACH
Identifying dependencies and potential risks caused by
cascading effects between CIs is a complex issue. CIs are in
many cases highly dependent on the services provided by other
CIs, and failures in both the physical and cyber systems of
one CI may cause service disruptions or failures in other CIs.
Another major concern for interdependency risks is caused
by geographical proximity of CIs, since a catastrophic event
in an area can cause major disruptions in CI services, with
potentially high impacts on the population [11]. The model
presented in this paper is specifically designed for dealing
with such sophisticated multi-stakeholder domains by applying
the design-science method [3] as well as the SSM [4]. These
methodologies offer procedures and guidelines on how to
retrieve information and model highly complex environments
such as CIs and how to reveal unknown problematic issues.
Following the design-science method introduced by Hevner
et al. [3], we pursue an iterative approach, including:
• Analyzing the modelling prerequisites, which includes
defining threat scenarios in textual form, based on an
analysis of possible threats affecting CI networks.
• Based on the previously defined use cases, activity diagrams are established including the most important
information flows between CIs and emergency services.
• For obtaining a more technical view of the use cases,
relevant objects and parameters necessary for simulation
are identified and modelled in an object diagram.
• Both the activity diagram and the object diagram are
further refined in multiple workshop settings, as described
in Section III-D.
The goal of the modelling approach is to create a structured
activity diagram from the textual threat scenarios, to be able to
model cascading effects and message flows between CIs and
emergency services. The model forms the foundation for later
simulations of the critical networks and serve as a basis for
CIs and emergency services to get more insights into cascading
effects and their impacts.
A. Modelling Prerequisite
The basis for the modelling efforts described in this work
are textually composed threat scenarios that describe procedures and cascading effects in CIs during threats. In order
to create realistic scenarios, the first step is to gather more
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information on threats affecting CIs and their dependencies.
Therefore, possible dangers in urban areas were analyzed
by creating a catalog of various threats, based on static
and dynamic sources dealing with disasters and emergencies.
These data sources include the Swiss catalog of threats,
disasters and emergencies [12], newspaper articles and reports
from authorities and other relevant organizations, dealing with
incidents and threats. The identified threats were evaluated in
terms of likelihood and impact in combination with national
and international historical data and current developments,
which resulted in a first set of use case scenarios. The main
categories of threats identified were social threats, natural
disasters and technological threats, according to the Swiss
catalog of threats, disasters and emergencies [12].
The first drafts of threat scenarios were validated and refined
in a workshop with security and business continuity experts
from multiple CIs. The workshop’s goal was to receive as
much information from end-users for establishing realistic use
cases and for the subsequent modelling activity.
In line with the principles of the SSM [4], the end-user
workshops were composed of a large variety of stakeholder
groups, in order to be able to obtain their views and expertise,
and to gain a holistic understanding of the dynamics caused
by an incident as modelled by the threat scenarios.
In the context of the project, the main stakeholders are
an interdependent network of CI providers and emergency
services, who are an integral part of the threat scenarios in the
incident response. They were deeply involved in establishing
realistic threat scenarios, as the goal of the project is to support
the stakeholders by providing simulations on cascading effects.
Furthermore, security experts are part of the stakeholder group,
as the introduced method allows to identify information flows
and dependencies between CIs, in order to gain an additional
perspective on the potential ramifications of cascading incidents. Similarly, simulation experts are part of the stakeholder
group in order to ensure that the translation of real-world
incidents into simulation is viable and realistic. Furthermore,
the perspective of first responders is crucial in understanding
the dynamics of large-scale cascading incidents. Therefore, the
input of emergency services and other first responders as part
of the stakeholder group is important
In order to facilitate information collection in end-user
workshops, the SSM [4] offers an approach that supports
gathering information from experts by enforcing participants
to model a big picture of the domain. However, due to limited
possibilities in the context of the project, the world cafe
process [5] was chosen for data gathering from the stakeholder
groups. In the context of the project, the setting of a world cafe
offered every end-user the possibility to reveal their expertise
and estimation of relevance for each defined event and the
associated impacts.
The information gathered during the workshop was used as
basis for the resulting updated textual description of the use
cases, comprising threats, impacts and the threat response by
individual CIs. An especially interesting area of discussion
in those stakeholder groups are the cascading failures that
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affect more than one CI. While failures contained within their
own infrastructures are usually well understood and managed,
there is great potential in better understanding the dynamics of
cascading failures affecting multiple CIs. CI operators rarely
have the opportunity to discuss cascading effects in a broad
multi-stakeholder set-up, leading to valuable information to
be uncovered and incorporated into the threat scenarios and
subsequent models.
B. Modelling Scenario Behavior in Activity Diagrams
The activity diagram presented in this section represents a
process view of events, including cause and impact on dependent infrastructures, extracted from the textual description
of the threat scenarios. This is an important basis for the
subsequent scenario simulation, as it transforms all the events
defined in textual form in the threat scenario description into
structured sequences, including information flows between
infrastructures.
Additionally, visual models facilitate the evaluation and adaptation of end-user provided content, since the visual representation and grouping of information facilitates comprehension
of sequences of events and cause and impact relationships [13].
The transformation of textual information to the representation in the activity diagram starts by identifying all
involved CIs and other relevant stakeholder assets, followed
by the identification of tasks and activities that are performed
by those assets during the threat scenario. Those tasks and
activities that change the state of an asset during a threat
scenario need to be considered for modelling. The identified
activities are to be sorted logically and chronologically, as that
may not be necessarily preset in textual form.
After identifying CIs and tasks, the most essential step
of the process, identifying information flows according to
activities, is conducted. These information flows are of such
importance, as they affect other CIs’ states due to cascading
effects. For example, if there is an area-wide power outage,
which may lead to traffic accidents due to failures in traffic
lights, emergency services have to secure these accidents sites,
which in turn affects the capacity of available emergency
response units. In case of another emergency, there might be
bottlenecks.
Identifying information flows between stakeholders includes
thoroughly reading the given textual use case and extracting
all information flows predefined in the description. Additionally, information flows can be identified by perusing every
identified task and deepen the knowledge relating to each
task by conducting background research or seek for additional
input from the stakeholder group, as suggested by [6] and [1].
This is especially relevant in the case of cascading failures,
where only the perspective of some elements of the failure
chain has been initially captured, and additional input from
potentially affected stakeholders is required. Other information
flows may have been revealed by end-users intentionally
or unintentionally during the conducted workshop. Once all
information from the textual form is extracted, the actual
model can be built.
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In order to ensure the practical relevance of the constructed
activity diagram, established notations, such as BPMN, were
applied. BPMN allows to demonstrate process sequences
within one layer as well as information exchange between
different layers. For facilitating the activity diagram, a layered
design is recommended, where one infrastructure is visualized
by a pool corresponding to the BPMN standard. Within one
pool, the sequence flow of processes is modelled for one
infrastructure. Tasks can be either activities that do not impact
other infrastructures, or activities that send information to
other infrastructures. To emphasize the differentiation between
the two forms of tasks, we suggest using different coloring,
as presented in Figure 1.
Sequence flow within one layer

Message flow between layers

Task

Task, Process

Sharing information

Task that sends information to other layers

Incoming message
Receiving message

Time annotations

Infrastructure
A

Additional
information

Annotations with time specifications

Additional information specifing task

Pool representing an infrastructure

Fig. 1. Notation for Activity Diagram

Receiving information from other infrastructures is demonstrated by Intermediate Message Events, according to the
BPMN concepts. Information flows are demonstrated by
dashed blue lines with an arrow, which demonstrates information exchange from one infrastructure to another one.
Information flows included in the model are unidirectional,
which means that information is exchanged only in one way,
namely from the sending to the receiving infrastructure. If
information should be shared in both ways, it is necessary to
model information flows separately, by utilizing an individual
information flow in each direction. Sequence flows within one
infrastructure are represented by a black line with an arrow at
one end. Furthermore, we would emphasize to use different
coloring for information and sequence flows, to distinctly differentiate those two flows. Additionally, the modelling entities
provide the option to add time annotations and other additional
information, if required.
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C. Modelling Scenario Parameters in Object Diagrams
The designed activity diagram allows to develop an advanced information flow model and to identify objects and
parameters needed for simulating behaviors and information
flows in CIs in the context of the described threat scenarios.
This step requires close cooperation with simulation experts,
as they offer input regarding requirements and limitations of
simulation environments.
The first step of developing an object diagram is to identify
and specify the objects that are relevant for the specified threat
scenario. This requires a closer look at the CIs and other assets
identified in the context of the activity diagram, and extract
the objects that are actually affected by it. When considering
the scenario of a blackout, which results in failure of traffic
lights, traffic light represents an object of the transport CI.
For consistency and simple representation, a layered design is
suggested, where all objects of one infrastructure are combined
in one layer.
Necessary objects that describe the use case can be revealed
by considering questions like ”Which objects present the
infrastructure in general?”, ”Which objects are necessary for
processing the tasks presented in the activity diagram?” or
”Which objects are required for processing information flows
from other infrastructures?”.
Once the objects are identified, parameters for each item
are defined, whereby only descriptive parameters are considered, as values will be assigned in another phase of the
project. Distinguishing between descriptive parameters and
their values is important, as the value changes depending on
the simulation environment, while the descriptive parameter
remains the same. However, it can be helpful to consider
values at this point for determining descriptive parameters
[14]. Declaring parameters can be facilitated by dividing them
into the following subcategories:
• Private: Parameters that are predefined
• Public: Parameters that are set during simulation
• Derived: Parameters derived from other parameters’ values
The suggested categories are based on the UML standard
attribute categories, but their meaning is adapted to the needs
of the domain. After considering all parameters, relationships
between objects are specified by considering relations between
objects within a layer and information flows between objects
of different layers, according to the activity diagram. For
completing the technical view, parameters that are shared
between infrastructures need to be identified, for allowing
correct simulation of information flows.
For visualizing the object diagram, we suggest UML class
diagram representation, since it offers entities relevant for
our method. Small adaptions were made to support the domain’s requirements, as presented in Figure 2. As UML class
diagrams do not provide modelling entities for representing
information flows, a notation for this concern was added.
Through this notation it is possible to represent information
shared between infrastructures involved in the use case, which
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is especially required for simulation purposes. In this context,
UML also does not have a notation for representing parameters
that are shared between entities according to information
flows. A notation to represent shared parameters within a blue
rectangle as an annotation to the information flows was added.
Information flow between layers
Parameter A
Parameter B

Parameters that are shared
according to the information flow
Object

- Predefined Parameter

Object with parameters

+ Parameter set during simulation of a use case
/ Parameter derived from other parameters' values
Relations between objects
within one layer
Layer
Layer that contains objects

representation of events and allows to refine modelled information flows between CIs. Furthermore, it enables to substantiate
specific aspects of objects or behaviors with more detail, until
the desired level of detail is reached to derive a meaningful
and realistic simulation.
The goal of further workshops is to reveal information
regarding every-day processes, threats which can lead to
failures in the CI’s services, how such a failure would affect
other infrastructures, how the CI can be affected by failures of
other stakeholders and to assign realistic values to identified
parameters in the context of the threat scenarios. Workshops
should support revealing such dependencies, which can be further analyzed within the simulations. Additionally, information
on communication and collaboration with other stakeholders
can be revealed.
After such workshops the activity diagrams and possibly
also the textual description can be adapted to obtain realistic
use cases that capture all relevant information for modelling
processes during a threat. The visual models enforce feedback
and discussion in workshops as information is presented more
clearly and organized than it is in a purely textual representation.

Fig. 2. Notation for Object Diagram

IV. C ASE S TUDY
Similar to the activity diagram, we recommend to use layers
for representing infrastructures. An object is represented by
the UML entity of a class and contains parameters presented
according to their characteristics. For specifying the type of
the parameter, the standard notation from UML was used
but semantically adapted to the domain’s needs. According
to UML, the symbol ”-” preceding the name of an attribute
classifies the visibility as private and ”+” defines it as public
[10]. For the presented domain the semantics of the symbols
are adapted. The symbol ”-” before the parameter classifies
that the parameter’s value is specified prior to the simulation
start, ”+” however classifies parameter values that are initiated
during the simulation and ”/” specifies a value that is derived
from other parameters’ values.
Relations between objects can either represent relations
within one infrastructure, or information flows between objects
owned by different stakeholders. Information flows in this
context are only unidirectional, with the arrow on one end
indicating the receiving object. For an easy distinction between
the two types of relations, it is also suggested to use different
coloring.
D. Iterative Refinement of Modelling Results
Once the diagrams are established, it is vital to hold
additional workshops in the stakeholder group in order to
gather additional feedback from domain experts and evaluate
information captured in the diagrams. This is in line with
the design-science methodology [3] as well as the SSM [4]
presented in Section II, which both include iterative refinement
of the established models of the studied domain as a core
principle of the methodology. Reviewing the results together
with the stakeholders allows to identify inaccuracies or wrong
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In the context of the ODYSSEUS project [2], a case study
was conducted with domain experts ranging from research
partners to employees from various CIs including experts from
the field of cyber security, operations, and business continuity.
The following section provides an in-depth overview of the
case study and the evaluation process.
The project’s goal is to identify and simulate cascading
effects between CIs in an urban area to improve procedures
and reactions in case of a threat scenario. Therefore, main endusers in this context are CI providers and emergency services,
who participated in multiple workshops and offered insights
into the procedures of their domain.
According to the approach introduced in this paper, use
cases representing threat scenarios in urban areas were designed and evaluated in the context of end-user workshops.
The workshops were held in form of a world cafe, where
use cases were evaluated by the relevance for providers of
CIs. Due to their profound feedback, only three out of four
initially defined use cases were considered as relevant enough
to be further elaborated.
Once the newly gained information was applied to adapt
the use cases, the textual form was converted into an activity
diagram. Figure 3 shows an excerpt of the created activity
model with information flows between CIs. The activity diagram shows the case of a power failure. The CIs involved and
presented in the diagram are power supply, private transport
and police forces represented as pools. The yellow tasks are
activities within the CI with no influence on other ones. The
blue tasks represent activities that send information to other
CIs. For instance, activity P2.3 ”Serious traffic accidents”
sends a message to police forces, as they receive emergency
calls due to these accidents. In consequence of these received
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emergency calls, police forces have to secure accident sites as
stated in task P3.2, sending a message flow to private traffic
indicating
that traffic will be regulated.
activitydiagram

5:30 PM
P1.1
Blackout

Private Transport

Power Supply

Power Supply

Winter evening
5:30 PM
Due to storm
damage a high
voltage power
line is destroyed

Several
vehicles
involved
Several
injured

Private Transport

5:45 PM

P2.2 Failure
of traffic
lights

P2.1 Blackout

P2.3
Serious traffic
accidents

P2.4 Traffic control
by police

Police

Police

P3.1 Receiving
emergency calls

P3.2 Securing
accident sites
and controlling
of traffic

Fig. 3. ODYSSEUS Activity Diagram - Snapshot

Additional information that is not part of the actual information flow, but can provide useful annotations for the scenario
or the users of the scenario, can be annotated to each node
via a comment, as can be seen in the context of node P2.3.
Figure 4 presents an excerpt of the resulting object diagram
in the project’s context, created according to Section III-C.
Power Supply
State of power supply
Affected area

V. D ISCUSSION OF R ESULTS

Power supply region X
+ Status
+ Region

Private traffic
Street
Traffic lights
- Location
- State

- Name
- Road capacity
- Utilization
+ Time of day
+ Weekday
+ Traffic accident [Number of injured people,
Number of emergency calls]
/ Traffic jam

Time of travel to accident site
Police
Police
- Capacity
- Location
+ Time of day
+ Current operation

Injured people
+ Number
+ Location
+ Severity of the injury

Location of accident scene
Number of emergency calls
Number of injured people
Location of traffic jams

Fig. 4. ODYSSEUS Object Diagram - Snapshot

The model presents each CI and its main objects relevant
for simulating the defined use cases. Each object includes
parameters that are necessary for presenting the infrastructure
and indicating its actual state, e.g., infrastructure private traffic
is presented by the objects traffic lights, street and injured
people. Each object is further depicted by parameters that
are additionally classified due to their behavior. The object
”Police” for example is presented by the predefined parameters
”Capacity” and ”Location”, which indicates that these parameters do not change during simulation. ”Time of day” and
”Current operation” on the other hand are parameters, which
change during simulation, according to inputs from other
infrastructures or the simulation environment itself. Most of
the objects include a parameter “Capacity” to capture whether
the object should change its state, if the maximum capacity is
reached.
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The first draft of the diagram included objects, parameters and information flows, but after evaluation with project
partners, it was decided to additionally include parameters
exchanged by information flows. Information flows are presented by blue lines, where the arrow states the receiving
infrastructure. Parameters exchanged during an information
flow are represented by blue rectangles including the parameter
names. For instance, there is an information flow from ”Power
supply region X” to ”traffic lights”. Information shared in this
example is the state of the power supply and which area is
served by the power supply.
The aim of the created models is to present processes
and information flows between CIs executed during a given
threat event and to provide a basic model for simulation.
In line with the modelling approach presented in Section
III-D, for evaluating the current state of the use cases and
according models, workshops with experts of each area of
CIs individually were performed. The main goals of these
workshops were to gain more insight regarding the general
processes of the infrastructure, as well as processes happening
during our defined threats. With each workshop, we obtained
important feedback from participating domain experts, which
was used to adapt the use cases and activity diagrams, to
provide a more realistic view of behaviors during a threat.
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The paper presents an information flow modelling approach
to support simulating cascading effects in CIs by achieving the
following objectives:
• Modelling cascading effects through CIs in a structured
form
The resulting activity diagram demonstrates how cascading effects and information flows through CIs during
threat scenarios can be transformed from a textual description into a structured visual form. The output is able
to adequately model the activities depicted in the threat
scenarios, and is especially helpful in outlining the potential cause and effect relationships of cascading failures.
Additionally, the created model supports evaluating the
realistic representation of events and information flows
with experts during information gathering workshops.
• Establishing a basis for subsequent simulation
The model has shown to be a valid basis for subsequent
simulation, as it provides a process view of the threat
scenarios including information flows and the objects
needed for establishing a simulation environment. The
activity diagram represents the process view of behaviors
and events, while the object diagram provides the technical view including assets and parameters needed for
simulation.
• Supporting discussion with and between CI providers and
emergency services
During the expert workshops, we observed that the activity diagram supported stakeholders in easier following our
intention of providing scenario based CI interdependency
models, and the activities observed in the involved CIs
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•

during those scenarios. The subsequent discussions with
stakeholders in the context of iterative refinement of
the model have shown that many of the relationships
presented in the activity diagram were not adequately
considered and understood by CI operators. In this sense,
the activity diagram has proven to add value in adding
to the holistic understanding of threat scenarios for CI
providers. The stakeholders have shown particular interest
in those findings during our workshop sessions.
Supporting emergency services to prepare emergency
plans
The activity diagram and subsequent simulation outputs
should support emergency services for establishing emergency plans in case such threat scenarios occur. At this
point we are not yet able to provide an evaluation of this
aspect, since the validation will be part of a later phase
of the currently ongoing ODYSSEUS project. Thus, a
final conclusion regarding the aspect of communication
and collaboration between CIs and emergency services
cannot yet be made.
VI. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK

The presented modelling approach demonstrates how textual
descriptions of threat scenarios can be transformed into a
process view and a technical view to support simulating
cascading effects in CIs. With this method cascading effects
through CIs can be modelled in a structured form, to support
discussions in workshops with stakeholders and to provide
a comprehensible basis for establishing communication and
collaboration between CIs and emergency services. The modelling approach consists of multiple steps from analyzing
the requirements on threat scenarios, reviewing the defined
scenarios in end-user workshops on the basis of established
activity diagrams and finally designing a technical view by
creating object diagrams. The textual descriptions and the
constructed diagrams serve as a core enabler for specifying
an environment for simulation of the scenarios, which can be
to a large extent directly based on this model. The modelling
approach was used in the context of the ODYSSEUS project,
where the method has proven to be quite helpful in building
a common understanding of the basic foundations for all
partners involved in the project, especially for the simulation
experts. Additionally, the designed activity diagrams supported
the evaluation of the defined threat scenarios in the end-user
workshops, which resulted in substantial feedback based on the
realistic representation of behaviors in threat scenarios. Future
work on this approach within the ODYSSEUS project includes
obtaining values for identified objects’ parameters and further
evaluation with end-users.
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Abstract—In order to access valuable indicator information
in the field of cybersecurity, domain experts tend to use visualizations to quickly gain an overview of a given situation, even
more so in the age of big data where initially following visual
summaries tends to be more efficient before diving into raw data.
For this purpose, researchers analyze the visual and functional
requirements of systems to facilitate data exploration. In this
paper, we conduct a trend analysis of latest research contributions
presented in VizSec symposia in terms of visualization techniques
and functional requirements. Additionally, an international and
a currently ongoing national project, focusing on Local Public
Administrations (LPAs) and Critical Infrastructures (CIs) are
analyzed and compared to current state-of-the-art research in
terms of requirements of real users in the field of CIs and
LPAs. Particularly, a deficiency concerning the requirements of
collaboration, enhanced situational awareness, multi-stakeholder
involvement, and multi-stakeholder visualization were identified
and are discussed in the context of the utilization of cybersecurity
visualizations in their work environments.
Index Terms—requirements analysis; collaboration; situational
awareness; multi-stakeholder; visualization.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Monitoring tools are meant to provide users with processed
data and, regarding human computer interaction, preferable
visualizations of various granularities. Tools evolved in terms
of functionality and monitored scope, trying to provide the best
possible user experience in times of big data and dynamic
environments. This is especially true in the field of cybersecurity, where in an environment of increasing complexity
a continuous stream of potentially massive data needs to be
automatically preprocessed and classified for increased human
comprehension.
Despite the increased sophistication of cybersecurity monitoring tools, current state-of-the-art research mainly focuses
on the concept of visualization for analyses and neglecting
additional needs of users regarding collaboration, enhanced situational awareness, multi-stakeholder involvement, and multistakeholder visualization. These additional capabilities are
especially valuable in the context of Critical Infrastructure
Protection (CIP).
As the main point of monitoring tools focusing on dynamic
environments lies in the provision of real-time data visualizations, the core work mostly focuses on which types of
visualizations are used and how data can be interacted with in
order for the user to facilitate a deeper understanding of the
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underlying data. In an organizational context, especially when
dealing with CI, it might not be sufficient to determine the
state of a given situation and provide assistance in terms of CIrelated decision making on a purely technical level. The sociotechnical and social dimension within an organization is a key
factor for decision making: In order to implement a solution
to a cybersecurity problem, it is often necessary to collaborate
within the organization to decide on an appropriate courseof-action. The decision making process includes employees
with different backgrounds on different levels of the organizational hierarchy. Yet the representation of the data describing
the issues is geared towards employees with a technical
background. In order to facilitate collaboration and informed
decision making on all levels, data representations that are
more suitable to employees without a technical background
should be investigated as well.
This shows that data driven cybersecurity requires significant consideration regarding data provision and visualization
for a wide range of stakeholders, e.g., technical personnel,
managers, first responders, authorities, and the general public.
Crucial information needs to be tailored to user groups according to their needs and ensuring irrelevant data is filtered
out.
The main objective of this work is to analyze aspects
of functionalities and visualization used in state-of-the-art
research regarding cybersecurity monitoring tools, as well as
comparing their potential for integration in existing workflow
processes of LPAs and CIs. The central research questions
addressed in this research paper are:
•

•

What are current trends in state-of-the-art research for
administrations and organizations in terms of visual and
functional requirements?
What are identified gaps between presented research
contributions and the needs of organizations?

After this introduction, this paper continues with Section
II describing the related work, providing mentions and evaluations from different domains (including CIP) regarding
visualizations and similar trend analyses. Section III inspects
core requirements analyzed in the context of the international
research project CS-AWARE [1] in the field of cybersecurity
for LPAs, and the currently ongoing national research project
ODYSSEUS [2] aimed at creating a multi-layered risk model
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in the CI sector. In Section IV, an additional analysis of stateof-the-art research of visualization and functional concepts in
the domain of cybersecurity was conducted, followed by a
comparison with findings from the previous section. Section
VI provides a conclusion and outlook on future work.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Concerning detection and analysis of cyber incidents, the
human factor plays an essential role in the continuously
evolving environment of cybersecurity. A variety of tools with
different focus areas keep on emerging and all of them bring
their own techniques and visualizations to address the specific
problems at hand in that area.
According to D’Amico et al. [3], who conducted a survey on
cyber operators in terms of cybersecurity visual presentations,
the human factor is regarded as a critical part in assessing
various situations and consequential decision making. The major issue being addressed is the fluctuant effectiveness of data
visualization due to subjectivity, different levels of experience,
as well as different goals of respective user groups. Their
findings concerning visualizations concluded that visualizations are becoming increasingly more important than regular
text-based analyses, although they should still be provided for
deeper inspection. The greatest focus of the researchers with
respect to the questions asked was whether hours worth of
time and effort to learn discerning visualizations would pay
off, to which 10 out of 15 participants agreed.
Regarding the facilitation of decision making cited by Wagner et al. [4], one of the major issues lies in the fact that a diagnostic routine in a continuously evolving environment such
as cybersecurity is virtually impossible. Generally, extensive
domain knowledge is necessary to derive valid assumptions.
Current trends show that instead of automating the process
of decision making, the existing data has to be automatically
analyzed and interactive visualizations as a basis for decision
making need to be generated from those results. To facilitate
comprehension, the output has to take the granularity of
information into account. Despite the advantage of visualizing
additional dimensions using 3D visualization techniques, a majority of tools and research contributions avoid their inclusion.
Concerning the overall type of visualizations used, 24 out
of 25 proposed systems support 2D visualizations, whereas
only 4 out of 25 proposed systems either only support 3D
visualizations or use it to complement their 2D visualizations.
Focusing on CI and CIP, Merabti et al. [5] explore major
challenges regarding CIP, differentiating between system modelling, system of systems design (addressing the problem of a
complex internal heterogeneous ecosystem), (cyber-) security,
and crisis management. Concerning crisis management, the authors developed a tool facilitating the discovery of vulnerabilities and study cascade effects of crisis management processes.
The user interface mainly relies on a 2.5D geographical map
with a node-link diagram overlay.
Nukavarapu and Durbha [6] present a dynamic simulation
model for real-time situational awareness for operational risk
management in CIs during disasters. By employing a colored
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petri net visualizing data provided through a Geographic
Information System (GIS) cascading effects can be simulated.
The usage of the model aims to provide assistance regarding
decision making and response planning for disaster response
personnel. Although use case scenarios were provided regarding the motivation of the model’s usage, there were no domain
experts involved in the design or evaluation cycles.
Lee et al. [7] present a dynamic monitoring and analysis
system incorporating multiple CI and GIS datasets. The system
includes data processing and analysis capabilities regarding
efficiency and vulnerabilities, as well as simulation of ”whatif” scenarios in the context of CI incidents. The visualizations include node-link diagrams over geographical maps,
line charts and textual representations. Follow-up work by
Tabassum et al. [8] provides demonstration scenarios based
on the previous work.
As part of communication and enhanced situational awareness analysis, Thom et al. [9] [10] conducted user interviews
comprising of 29 domain experts from disaster response and
CI management regarding the results of a social media analysis
on a real world Twitter data set during the German flood 2013.
While the results and the subsequent discussion with participating stakeholders provided various insights concerning data
provision and data processing, e.g., included media support
and classification, the domain experts stated fake news as a
major concern.
Similarly, Mittelstädt et al. [11] introduce a visual analytics system for CIs with simulation features for cascading
effects. The system facilitates enhanced situational awareness
by analyzing Twitter messages linked to a given incident. The
targeted users consist of various stakeholders from different
domains, i.e., analytics experts and police, grouped into crisis
managers, site commanders, or first responders. User evaluations and interviews conducted with domain experts from
CIs and government provided positive feedback. A significant
limitation stated during interviews was the aspect of fake news
regarding analyzed Twitter messages.
Puuska et al. [12] present a CI simulation system focusing
on the aspects of situational awareness and collaboration
regarding data sharing. They conducted user interviews with
domain experts and stakeholders from different CIs, mobile
network operators, and rescue service providers (e.g. police
force) resulting in a set of requirements covering collaboration,
interoperability, multi-stakeholder needs, visualization, as well
as general system requirements. The applied visualization
techniques focus on node-link diagrams over a geographical
map and line charts displaying the impact of natural disasters
on CI.
III. A NALYSIS OF U SER R EQUIREMENTS IN THE CI AND
LPA S ECTORS
The following section analyzes requirements of nationally
and internationally funded projects in the field of security,
including the CS-AWARE project [1], and the currently ongoing ODYSSEUS project [2]. Special attention is given to
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the concept of enhanced situational awareness to extend the
regular scope.
A. Requirements Analysis in CS-AWARE
In the context of the CS-AWARE project [1], which focuses
on the concepts of enhanced situational awareness and information sharing for LPAs, multiple end-user workshops organized in form of focus group interviews were conducted during
the design cycles with cybersecurity and representatives from
various LPA user groups (including executives, operations,
and external stakeholders, i.e., the general public). During the
evaluation cycles, a set of technical evaluations in form of
user studies and UX interviews were conducted followed by
the completion of questionnaires, if applicable.
1) User Requirements: The user requirements were acquired during the design cycle’s workshops types with the
project’s end-user partners, the cities of Rome and Larissa. The
workshops provided insights into internal processes, structure,
and limitations of LPA operations. In the workshops, the
domain experts reported their experience in form of stories
in collaborative groups starting with individual experiences
and afterwards broadening them by adding more details about
the context, issues, and the outcome of events. Stories included various topics ranging from fake news to sharing
potentially sensitive data through web conferencing tools. The
involved user groups consisted of managers (n=5), system
administrators (n=6), and local service users (n=2) in Rome,
and manager (n=1), system administrators (n=3 + 1 unit
manager) and local service users (n=2) in Larissa. The results
of the workshops allowed to derive requirements based on
each user groups objectives, including ”reduction of time for
threat understanding” and ”more effective relation with service
providers in handling cybersecurity”, system artifacts, i.a.,
”report of information shared by other LPAs” and ”weekly
incident reports”, and the desired behavior, i.a., ”Regular
communication with technical team and internal users” and
”collaboratively discussing solutions”, during the deployment
of the system.
2) Visual Requirements: Regarding the visual components
used, the CS-AWARE system primarily focuses on tabular
views and the provision of raw data. Used visualization techniques belong to the 2D display and geometrically transformed
displays category, including a dartboard chart and a nodelink diagram. The system focuses on textual representations
of information and provides the users with a high degree of
interaction including searching and filtering textual and visual
representations, as well as zooming and panning the interface
elements.
3) Functional Requirements: The main concepts of the
CS-AWARE project are, i.a., collaboration and an extended
aspect of situational awareness, as the latter focuses on the
gathering of data from a multitude of external sources, as
well as building a threat sharing community consisting of
CS-AWARE users. Kupfersberger et al. [13] describe the
information flow model of the CS-AWARE project providing
an in-depth analysis regarding its functional requirements.
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One of the major requirements of the domain experts was
the functionality of interoperability, specifically to seamlessly
support the integration of the system into the existing work
environment. This includes the sharing of findings between
applications, i.e., data import / export and email notifications.
B. Requirement Analysis in ODYSSEUS
During the ODYSSEUS project [2], which focuses on the
analysis of cascading effects between critical supply networks
in cities, the domain experts from various CIs stated collaboration and enhanced situational awareness to be critical factors
concerning the life cycle of threats.
While the core functionality of CIs (i.a., power supply or
water supply) work independently from external networks and
therefore generally remain unaffected by external outages,
problems stated by the domain experts may arise from outside
their field of activity, i.a., panic reactions from the population
and fake news. These erroneously undermine public trust
and pose a security risk for public administrations and the
population. The identified requirements include:
1) Project Environment: The project environment consists
of internal project partners encompassing research facilities,
industry, and federal ministries. After creating a set of use case
scenarios, multiple end-user workshops were conducted to
evaluate the assumptions. The first workshop had the form of
focus group interviews with domain experts from different CIs.
After an initial assessment and adaptions of the use case scenarios, a set of subsequent workshops were conducted focusing
on various domain experts regarding business continuity, and
security from each CI involved.
2) Functional Requirements: In order to cope with potential
problems, which is largely done in collaboration with other
public administrations, a reliable flow of communication between these administrations and the CIs has been identified
as essential.. In this regard, the requirement of information
sharing is to be underlined, as it facilitates timely reactions
of involved parties both in terms of communicating valuable
information, and in terms of collaboration regarding mitigation
actions and next steps.
Additional paths of information flows concerning information sharing facilitate enhanced situational awareness. While
this constitutes a favorable advantage for CIP and other
organizations, the domain experts stated the need for increased
assessment of public resources regarding trustworthiness, duplicates, and accuracy in order to correctly assess the situation.
IV. F OCUS , G APS OF M AJOR T RENDS I DENTIFIED IN
L ITERATURE
In order to objectively evaluate the work presented in
the Symposium on Visualization for Cyber Security (VizSec)
during the years 2017 to 2019, a set of different categories
were chosen ranging from visualization techniques to user
involvement. Additionally, as not all papers focus on the
demonstration of applications, general categories described by
Liu et al. [14] were used for the classification of research
contributions.
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A. Dimensions Evaluated
The following subsection describes new dimensions evaluated in this paper, derived from or complementing existing
categories.
1) Category of Contribution: Liu et al. [14] provide an
analysis of submitted research in Information Visualization
(InfoVis) concerning future trends, major goals, recent trends,
and state-of-the-art approaches. The authors classify these
works into four main categories: Empirical methodologies,
Systems & Frameworks, Applications, and Interactions. In the
context of this work the last category will be removed.
The category of contribution selects the main contribution
type presented by the authors. If authors use an application to
demonstrate their proposed model, then the contribution will
be assigned to the empirical methodology category, despite
also including an application.
2) Visualization techniques: Regarding visualization techniques, a subset of categories identified by Keim [15] and
used by Wagner et al. [4] was selected consisting of: Standard
2D/3D Displays, Geometrically Transformed Displays, Iconic
Displays, Dense Pixel Display, and Stacked Display. Additionally, as the VizSec specializes in the collaboration between
academia, government, and industry, the following categories
have been added or underlined form the list above:
•

•

•

Maps as geographical visualizations. This category is part
of the Standard 2D/3D Displays category, but due to the
coverage of specific use cases, this subcategory will be
treated separately.
Tabular View as a textual representation of summarized
or derived information, generally displayed as, but not
limited to, tabs.
Raw Data as supporting the display to raw data regarding
the data source. This category is especially valuable to
gain an in-depth understanding after an initial analysis in
order to facilitate decision making.

Multiple categories can be selected due to a range of use
cases applicable.
3) Interactivity and Mapping: The functionality of contributed applications is evaluated in part according to the
presence of interaction and distortion techniques by Keim [15]
and categorization by Wagner et al. [4]. The selected subset
consists of different degrees of Interactivity, Filtering, and
Dynamic or Static Mapping.
In addition to the categories listed in related work, we
identified several additional categories relevant for interactivity
and mapping, which is based on practical experience with user
requirements from the CI and LPA field:
•

•

Interactivity Low describes basic interactive features
between the user and the application, e.g., viewing static
visualizations.
Interactivity High describes advanced interactive features between the user and the application, e.g., inspecting
selections and applying filters.
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Collaboration as the functionality of collaboration between users using one application and external targets, or
between multiple instances of the same application.
• Customization as the functionality to adapt the application view according to various parameters, i.a., color
palette.
4) User Involvement: The categories for user involvement
differentiates between the level of expertise of people involved
either in form of user interviews before or during the initial
design processes, or user studies during the design or evaluation processes of the contributed research. The categorization
follows adapted user types described by [16] and consists of:
• No Users describes a research contribution with no involved individuals during the design or evaluation cycles.
Use case scenarios exemplifying the usage of the provided contribution without actual real user involvement
also fall into this category.
• Lay Users are users without required domain knowledge.
• Novices are users with beginners knowledge of the domain, e.g., students in the required field.
• Experts are users with extensive domain knowledge
generally working in the industry.
5) Included Content: The included content category provides an overview of all aspects involved comprising the
individual research contributions as follows:
• Tool, Prototype, etc. describes the usage of a technical
application either as the main contribution, or to support
the main contribution.
• Model, Approach, etc. describes the usage of novel
methods in order to tackle unique problem spaces through
new visualization techniques.
• User Study describes the involvement of real domain
experts for evaluation purposes.
• User Story/ Interview describes the involvement of real
domain experts for the purpose of gathering information
about the problem space being tackled.
•
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B. Analysis of VizSec symposia 2017-2019
In the context of this work, we analyzed the years 2017
- 2019 of the VizSec symposia according to the categories
described above. The VizSec symposium constitutes a forum
of research contributions encompassing academia, government, and industry, which provides a meaningful insight into
current trends. The results regarding relevant contributions
might differ according to the authors intent. The outcome of
the analysis is presented in Tables I to V, and are discussed
in Section IV-B4 and Section V.
1) VizSec 2017: In terms of visualization techniques used,
a majority of authors focus on simple 2D displays with
additional techniques, if their usage would support the purpose
of the work, i.a., dense pixel displays. Concerning interactivity,
nearly every proposed tool includes a form of high interactivity characterized by the possibility to manipulate rendered
visualizations, i.a., by applying filters, panning, or zooming.
A major gap identified of the VizSec 2017 papers is the
functionality in terms of collaboration. Only two [17] [18]
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out of ten papers addressed this topic, although Sethi and
Wills [18] only conducted expert interviews resulting in those
experts stating the need for collaboration without going into
further detail on how to ensure this functionality, or proposing
ways on the implementation. On the other hand, Franklin et
al. [17] designed a prototype specifically supporting a collaborative process by implementing a shared space to ”brainstorm,
share notes and hold [their] brains during interruption”.
2) VizSec 2018: All authors include a form of 2D displays
as visualization techniques in their work with only Krokos et
al. [19] additionally using 3D display visualization techniques.
Apart from this aspect, nearly every author included another
visualization technique in order to complement their work.
In terms of interactivity, seven out of nine papers proposing
a tool or prototype implemented additional functionality for
increased interactivity of the system.
Again, the major scientific gap identified in the VizSec
2018 papers is the aspect of collaboration, as none of the
eleven papers discussed the importance of collaboration or
incorporated collaborative functionality into their prototypes.
3) VizSec 2019: Every author with focus on a presented
application included a form of 2D display into their research,
with four out of seven authors including another visualization
technique to complement their work.
The major gap identified in the VizSec 2019 papers is
again the aspect of collaboration, as none of the eleven papers
discussing or supporting the implementation of collaborative
functionality. Ulmer et al. [20] discuss collaboration as part of
future work.
4) Current Trends: In terms of evaluation techniques,
Barkhuus et al. [21], is analyzing papers submitted to the CHI
conference and found that those techniques commonly used
in industry are generally unsuitable for academia as they are
specifically designed to meet the needs of businesses. In terms
of empirical evaluations, a strong shift in favor of qualitative
evaluations was detected.
Staheli et al. [16] analyzed the research submitted to the
IEEE VizSec symposia over a time period of ten years from
2004 - 2013. Their goal was to identify gaps in evaluation
approaches regarding information visualization. Concerning
the statement of Barkhuus et al. [21], the authors express
that the research provided in VizSec papers are designed to
be used in practical situations regarding real world use cases.
The core findings in terms of trend analysis showed a rise
regarding feature set utility, insight generation, and usability,
while the aspect of collaboration was barely present (2 out of
119 research contributions).
Current trends in the context of VizSec research contributions show that a majority of submissions tend to focus on the
presentation of novel applications or prototypes for visualization, as shown in Table I, while empirical methodologies (i.a.
novel models or evaluations) fluctuate between years.
In contributions focusing on the presentation of applications or prototypes, or using them to visualize underlying
models, a majority of research contributions use simple 2D
charts as visualization technique, as depicted in Table II.
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TABLE I. . R ESEARCH CONTRIBUTIONS CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO THE
MAIN FOCUS OF THE CONTRIBUTION .
Year
VizSec 2017
VizSec 2018
VizSec 2019
Category
[22]
[23], [24],
[28], [29], [30]
Empirical
[25], [26], [19],
methodology
[27]
Systems
and
[31], [32]
Frameworks
Applications
[33], [34],
[41], [42],
[46], [47],
[35], [36], [37],
[43], [44], [45]
[48], [20], [49],
[38], [39], [17],
[50]
[40]

Additional provision of textual representations or access to
raw data proves especially advantageous for domain experts
in conducted evaluations. Visualization techniques using iconic
displays or dense pixel displays tend to be part of empirical
methodologies to underline alternative aspects of data, which
consequently provides valuable input for further research.
TABLE II. . R ESEARCH CONTRIBUTIONS CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO
VISUALIZATION TECHNIQUES USED .
Year
VizSec 2017
VizSec 2018
VizSec 2019
Category
2D Display
[33], [34],
[23], [24],
[46], [31],
[37], [38], [39],
[41], [42], [43],
[28], [47], [48],
[17], [40]
[44], [25], [45],
[32], [20], [49],
[26], [19], [27]
[50]
3D Display
[35]
[19]
[20]
[35], [36],
[42], [44], [27]
[28], [32],
Geometrically
[37], [39], [40]
[20], [49], [50]
Transformed
Iconic Display
[25], [45]
Dense
Pixel
[29]
Display
Stacked
[38], [39], [40]
[41], [42], [19]
[29], [48]
Display
Maps
[39]
[42], [45], [32]
Tabular View
[37], [38],
[24], [41],
[31], [48],
[39], [17], [40]
[42], [44], [26],
[20], [49], [50]
Raw Data
[37], [38],
[41], [43],
[20]
[39], [17], [40]
[44], [45], [26]

As the main contribution of visualizations in cybersecurity
is related to data exploration and insight creation, applications
are bound to provide a high degree of interactivity - like
the functionality of brushing and linking for the purpose of
filtering data. The category Dynamic Mapping is especially
relevant in this evaluation, as it constitutes an essential part of
situational awareness. Detailed results are provided in Table
III. The category of collaboration shows a significant gap in the
cybersecurity ecosystem, despite a critical need for increased
increased cooperation and collaboration between cybersecurity
actors, as highlighted by the European cybersecurity strategy
of 2013 [51] and the Network and Information Security (NIS)
directive [52]. Although a few research contributions mention
the aspect of collaboration as part of related work, it is
generally not implemented by the presented conceptions.
Regarding user involvement in terms of interviews with
domain experts and evaluation processes, the results seem
to reflect the findings of Staheli et al. [16], as a majority
of users in presented research contributions were domain
experts vs. users with differing experience levels. Despite most
contributions include tools or use case scenarios, about one
third did not provide any end-user involvement (e.g. interviews
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TABLE III. . R ESEARCH CONTRIBUTIONS CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO
INTERACTIVITY AND MAPPING USED .
Year
VizSec 2017
VizSec 2018
VizSec 2019
Category
No Interactivity
Interactivity
[33], [34], [17]
[41],
Low
Interactivity
[35], [36],
[24], [42],
[46], [31],
High
[37], [38], [40]
[43], [44], [25],
[47], [48], [32],
[45], [26], [19],
[20], [49], [50]
Customization
[38]
[41], [47]
Sorting/Filtering
[37], [38],
[24], [41],
[46], [31],
[39], [17], [40]
[42], [43], [44],
[47], [48], [32],
[45], [26], [19]
[20], [49], [50]
Dynamic Map[39], [17]
[19]
[47], [20], [50]
ping
Static Mapping
[33], [34],
[23], [24],
[46], [31],
[35], [36], [37],
[41], [42], [43],
[48], [32], [49]
[38], [40]
[44], [25], [45],
[26]
Collaboration
[22], [17]

or evaluations). The detailed evaluation results are shown in
Table IV.
TABLE IV. . R ESEARCH CONTRIBUTIONS CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO
USERS INVOLVED DURING DESIGN CYCLES OR USER STUDIES .
Year
VizSec 2017
VizSec 2018
VizSec 2019
Category
No Users
[34], [35],
[24], [44], [26]
[31], [28],
[39], [40]
[29], [32], [30]
Lay Users
[25], [27]
[47]
[37], [38]
[45]
[46], [20], [50]
Novices
Experts
[33], [22],
[41], [42],
[47], [48],
[36], [37], [38],
[43], [19]
[20], [49]
[17]
[23], [25]
Not disclosed

An overall analysis of the provided content of the research
contributions includes either a tool or a user study to evaluate
their findings. Initial user interviews provide the advantage
of receiving in-depth experiences of domain experts on which
research contributions can be build upon, despite opportunities
for their implementation are often limited. A detailed table
displaying the categorizations is provided in Table V.
TABLE V. . R ESEARCH CONTRIBUTIONS LISTED ACCORDING TO
PROVIDED CONTENT.
Year
VizSec 2017
VizSec 2018
VizSec 2019
Category
Tools
[33], [34],
[23], [24],
[46], [31],
[35], [36], [37],
[41], [42], [43],
[47], [48], [32],
[38], [39], [17],
[44], [45], [26],
[20], [49], [50]
[40]
[19]
Algorithm/ Ap[34]
[23], [24]
[28], [29], [30]
proach/ etc.
User Study
[33], [22],
[23], [41],
[46], [47],
[37], [38]
[42], [43], [25],
[20], [49], [50]
[45], [19], [27]
User Story/ In[22], [36], [17]
[47], [48]
terviews

V. D ISCUSSION OF I DENTIFIED G APS
In the context of discussing gaps, the aspects of collaboration, enhanced situational awareness, multi-stakeholder involvement, and multi-stakeholder visualization are discussed,
as we have identified a need for cybersecurity visualizations
in this context from user feedback in the context of the two
research projects presented in Section III.
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The analysis shows that collaboration is rarely a factor
in current state-of-the-art cybersecurity visualization research.
The benefits of a collaborative approach include the facilitation
of information sharing between CI stakeholders and government authorities during incidents and enhance mitigation and
response actions, as shown by Puuska et al. [12], and in the
context of CS-AWARE.
Regarding enhanced situational awareness, the current stateof-the-art focuses on situational awareness within an organization rarely exceeding the boundaries of a given organization. A
growing trend to CIP research can be observed in the context
of evaluations of Twitter posts as analyzed by Thom et al. [9]
[10] and Mittelstädt et al. [11]. The expectations of enhanced
situational awareness incorporate the analysis of external data,
i.a., social media or distinct information sharing communities,
in order to gather more knowledge regarding active threats
to facilitate responsive measures. Domain experts involved in
CS-AWARE and ODYSSEUS stated an increased need for data
analysis outside the organizational scope of LPAs and CIs.
Regarding multi-stakeholder involvement in the design and
evaluation cycles of a project, the general trend in state-of-theart analysis only incorporates the views of a single stakeholder
group at most. Puuska et al. [12] and Mittelstädt et al.
[11] incorporate views and processes of multiple user groups
ranging from analysts to first responders. The expectations
include an increased incident handling capability to account
for multiple interdependent processes (i.a. supported incident
handling & data sharing across departments and increased
coordination with external organizations and authorities). During ODYSSEUS the need for the evaluation and adaption
of created use case scenarios arose, after which different
stakeholders were interviewed to gain insight into dependent
processes including domain experts from CIs and LPAs.
Regarding multi-stakeholder visualizations, the current state
of state-of-the-art research generally focuses on single use
cases for technical personnel to alleviate readability of processed raw data. A majority of CIP related work provides
visualizations encompassing at least technical user groups
and facilitates coordination with other groups like, e.g., first
responders, for which individual views need to be created. The
expectations of incorporating multi-stakeholder visualization
lies in the increased homogeneity of the ecosystem facilitating interoperability and collaboration. In the context of CSAWARE, the need for accommodating different user groups
(e.g. management, technical personnel) by representing data to
suit their specific requirements was clearly expressed during
the end-user workshops.
In order to meet those expectations, an initial assessment
of involved stakeholder groups is essential, highlighting individual needs and desirable outcomes in terms of visual and
functional requirements. Furthermore, the results may expose
dependencies previously not taken into consideration. As a
recommendation, we propose:
• Using workshops and user interviews during early stages
of a project’s life cycle to assess and define the desired outcomes for each user group. This includes the
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•

assessment of what information is required by each user
group, and how data needs to be represented to meet those
requirements.
Additionally, proposed systems need to take collaboration
and coordination efforts between multiple user groups
into account, including domain-independent stakeholders.
Notably, the functionality of supporting data/information
sharing provides stakeholders with the capability of efficient incorporation of a system into an existing environment.
VI. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK

In this work a gap analysis in the current state-of-theart of cybersecurity related visualizations is presented. The
requirements for cybersecurity visualizations of end users
from the LPA and CI sectors are analyzed, based on results
achieved during the two research projects CS-AWARE and
ODYSSEUS. A gap analysis with respect to the requirements
identified is conducted based on an in-dept analysis and
categorization of the VizSec symposia from 2017-2019.
The findings show a gap between the state-of-the-art research and the extended requirements of LPAs and CIs
specifically in the context of collaboration, enhanced situational awareness, multi-stakeholder involvement, and multistakeholder visualization. For each gap, we analyze the current
trend, as well as expectations resulting from the implementation of these aspects. Finally, we propose recommendations
aimed at increasing the efficiency of realization of projects
including multiple domain-interdependent stakeholders.
Future work encompasses the evaluation of analyzed aspects
and requirements to be included during the progress of the
ODYSSEUS project, and providing a proof-of-concept implementation of cybersecurity related visualizations that take
the aspects of cooperation/collaboration and optimization of
visualizations for different user groups within the organization
into account.
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Abstract—Military computing is migrating to cloud architecture for several reasons, one of them is the opportunities for
improved security management. One opportunity is to ensure
that cloud clients are running approved and untainted program
code, provided as a proof presented to the cloud service. Such
proofs can extend the trust in the client’s integrity further than
what traditional access control protocols can provide. While
access control protocols can ensure that a computer is operated
by authorized and trained personnel, they cannot ensure that
the client computer is unaffected by malware or poor software
control. Problems related to illegitimate program code cannot,
in general, be solved by traditional security protocols. The
contribution of this paper is an arrangement whereby proof of
software approval and integrity can be established, exchanged
and validated during service invocations. The demonstration
program is a chat forum where the exchanged messages are signed
and validated in the client computers, a typical use case which
may benefit from our contribution. Two different client-server
protocols were tested in order to study the applicability of our
contribution.
Keywords—cloud security; integrity attestation; trusted computing; Google ChromeOS

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Military computing applications are being migrated to
cloud architecture due to a number of advantages, including
those related to security management [1] [2].
The integrity of client code is important in most cloud
application, but of particular importance where sensor readings
and cryptographic operations are involved. Cloud computing
relies on mutual trust between client and the service, trust
in that the transactions between them take place in a bona
fide manner. The service offers its interface to a client which
is presumed to operate through it in a responsible manner.
The mutual trust is usually derived from authentication of the
person who is operating the client computer, together with
personnel management procedures that ensure the loyalty and
competence of this person.
Authentication does not extend the trust to the software in
use, however. Malware, version mismatch, unauthorized modification and updates may cause the interface to be operated
in a harmful manner, causing leaked or falsified information
and loss of trust in the system. What is needed is a proof of
untainted client software which can be verified by the service
during the authentication process. For the remainder of this
paper this proof will be called an integrity attest. Likewise,
the service may attest its software integrity to the client, but
we are less concerned about the software integrity in a tightly
controlled server environment. Military use cases for integrity
attests include sensor readings and cryptographic operations,
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where client malware may modify, leak or spoof information
sent to an unsuspicious server.
This paper will discuss and demonstrate schemes for
integrity attestation and how they may be combined with
personal credentials in trust management operations. A demonstrator application will be briefly presented. The application
will employ the properties of ChromeOS together with the
Cross-origin resource sharing (CORS) protocol and clientauthenticated Transport Layer Security (TLS) connections to
provide the necessary guarantees for browser based client
programs written in Javascript. This demonstrator application
employs the Web Cryptography API (WCA) [3] which also
gives useful insight in the cryptography operation and key
management in this environment. The novelty of the contribution is a new application of existing security protocols in
order to offer protection of client integrity.
A. Desired security properties
The goal for any computer program is that it behaves as
expected and conducts its transactions in a “bona-fide” manner.
Since this property cannot be assessed in general, we choose
to replace it with the following requirement:
“Only approved client code may access a given service”
This requirement entails that software running in the client
has been inspected and approved during development, and
protected from hostile modifications during deployment and
execution. If adequate procedures for development and deployment of client code are in effect, this requirement will be
equivalent to the required “bona-fide” operation of the client.
The technology elements taken into regard in this paper for
establishing the required trust are:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Platform integrity protection
Hardware bound keys and certificates
The Cross Origin Resource Sharing (CORS) protocol
Indication of Origin in the HTTP headers
Device Security Policy Management
Mutually authenticated TLS connections

B. Related work
The protection of software integrity has been a prominent
research field for decades. Oldest is likely to be the process
separation found in any operating system, and the virus detection programs that aim to recognize binary fingerprints of well
known malware types. Code signing is used to authenticate
the software creator and to detect any changes to the software
since release. The introduction of Application Stores in recent
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operating systems offers code signing as well as life-cycle
management of the distribution, deployment, upgrading and
removal of software. These research areas are distantly related
to the presented research efforts, but they all fail if the
protection mechanisms themselves are attacked. Hardware assisted protection mechanisms are needed, as operating systems
designers have known for 50 years.
A combination of hardware assisted integrity protection
and identity management is shown in [4], but the solution
presented there does not protect software above the platform
level. To the authors’ best knowledge, no other platform
than ChromeOS offer hardware-assisted integrity protection
of the entire software stack, and the protection arrangements
presented in this paper is believed to be novel.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In
Section II a discussion on the technology elements used in the
presented protection scheme will be presented, followed by a
model for the client code protection in Section III. A proofof-concept prototype for evaluation of the protection model is
presented in Section IV, follows by a conclusion in Section V.
II.

T ECHNOLOGY DISCUSSION

This section provides a more detailed discussion of the
technology elements involved in the aforementioned protection
scheme.
A. Platform integrity protection
The integrity of the software stack can be protected through
inspection techniques, where either (1) patterns of known
malware is detected or (2) through detection of any modifications from an approved/correct state through the verification
of hash values. For the latter approach, the Trusted Platform
Module (TPM) [5] offers a range of services for boot-time
software inspection, which also aids the protection of nonvolatile storage in case the platform has been compromised.
Other techniques include the verification of a digital signature created over the software image, to verify the integrity of
the software as well as its source. This approach is taken by
Google ChromeOS [6], where Google’s public key and signature verification code is located in ROM and executed during
bootstrap. ChromeOS will not operate unless the verification
stage has completed successfully, and it cannot be booted from
USB memory. Likewise, the ARM processor architecture may
use its TrustZone mode to establish a verified boot in a stepwise process similar to the TPM [7].
Two limitations are apparent in this arrangement: (1) The
platform code is inspected only during bootstrap, and (2) the
application programs are not inspected. Limitation no. 1 is
due to feasibility reasons. Software inspection must be an
atomic operation so task switching and interrupt handling must
be disabled for the duration of the operation. It is therefore
executed during bootstrap in order not to disturb other activities
in the computer. Limitation no. 2 is probably due to the dynamicity and multi-vendor nature of the application programs
in use. However, limitation no.2 is also the reason for concern
over how malware can enter into the application software and
challenge the integrity of the entire platform through exploits
of vulnerabilities in its process separation and access control.
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Among the well known and current platforms, only
ChromeOS verifies the entire software stack, including the
applications (which are limited to the Chrome browser, a file
manager and a media player). Application code running as
Javascript in the web browser is not integrity checked since
it is loaded after boot-time, but Section II-C will show how
loaded Javascript can be trusted both by its integrity and its
origin. For other platforms, device security policy management
may offer some protection from malware inside application
code (cf. Sect II-E).
B. Hardware bound keys and certificates
Private keys are used to authenticate users or devices. In
the former case, the private key should be accessible from all
devices operating on behalf of this user. Such private keys can
successfully be stored in USB dongles, smart cards, etc. In
the latter case, the private key should be bound to the device
hardware in a manner where it cannot be exported elsewhere.
The typical hardware solution for private key storage is the
TPM. For the protection arrangement presented in this paper,
the binding of a key (and its certificate) to a device is crucial in
order to establish the identity of the device and its associated
properties.
Several platforms allow certificates and keys to be installed
and bound to the hardware device, e.g., Windows 10, Android
and ChromeOS. Certificates can be designed to authenticate
both the user and the device, and allow the other party to
make assumptions about the identity of the user as well as
the properties of the software platform of the device. The
presentation of a device-bound certificate during a transaction
may (depending on platform) indicate a successful bootstrap
integrity control. Within the limitations identified in Section
II-A, the combination of integrity control and device bound
keys provides integrity attestation.
Among the well known platforms, ChromeOS has the
most complete assurances, since its bootstrap integrity control
also includes the application software: When a client proves
the ownership of a user certificate known to be bound to
a ChromeOS device, e.g., during establishment of a clientauthenticated TLS connection, the service can safely assume
that the client device is free of malware and operates as expected (disregarding potential software bugs for the moment).
The assumption relies on key management procedures where
trusted personnel install the correct keys and certificates in
the device during the device deployment phase, and later as
certificates expire.
C. The CORS protocol
Inside a browser there are restrictions on where the
Javascript code can set up network connections. Originally,
there was a same origin policy in effect, i.e., connections
could only be made using the same scheme, IP address
and port as was used to load the web page [8]. Although
originally designed to inhibit rogue Javascript programs from
leaking information to arbitrary receivers, the restriction also
protects the service from access from unauthorized clients;
only Javascript loaded from the same server could access the
service, which allowed the content of the client code to be
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Load client code
Load trust anchor
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GET members and messages
ACAO headers + response
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OPTIONS Preflight check
ACAO headers
POST message
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GET
GET

POST

Client−authenticated
TLS connections

Fig. 1. The protocol elements of the Forum application, CS is the Code
Service, ES the Execution Service and SF the Servlet Filter. Details are
explained in Section IV.

closely inspected and protected. The use of Content-SecurityPolicy (CSP) directives in the code adds to the robustness of
this arrangement [9].
The same origin policy has since been relaxed to allow
Javascript access to services which explicitly permit connections from designated origins. Termed Cross Origin Resource
Sharing (CORS), this protocol adds new HTTP headers for
the client to request a list of allowed origins from the service
[10]. These headers are termed Access-Control-Allow-Origin
(ACAO), as shown in Figure 1. A POST method requires a
“preflight-check” in the form of an OPTION method to obtain
the ACAO headers prior to the actual POST method, which is
not necessary for a GET method. In both cases, the operation
is aborted if the ACAO headers do not contain the necessary
values.
It is the responsibility of the web browser to enforce these
rules, and in order to use the CORS protocol to protect the
service from rogue client code, it must be evident that the
browser is in fact obeying the CORS rules. Integrity attestation
may provide such evidence if the mechanism also verifies this
particular property of the browser in use. Only ChromeOS
verifies the integrity of the Chrome browser (which is the only
browser allowed), while other platforms will need additional
measures to obtain the necessary proofs.

E. Device Security Policy Management
Devices can be subject to mandatory security policy management through installation of software for Mobile Device
Management (MDM). Allowing only “whitelisted” applications to be installed ensures that only approved web browsers
can be used. MDMs are comprehensive frameworks and have
not been investigated for the purpose of this paper, but it is possible that MDMs can compensate for the lack of applicationlevel integrity inspection in, e.g., Android.
MDMs can also be used to further reduce the risk coming
from disloyal, untrained or careless users, who may change
the network configuration to use a different DNS service,
install new trusted root certificates, bypass the certification
validation during TLS connections, etc. An MDM may enforce
a policy that such actions require elevated user privileges. In
particular, ChromeOS devices can be subject to Chrome Device
Management to reduce the risk from these actions [11].
III.

OF CLIENT CODE

The desired property for a client is that it only runs
code approved for the given service. This property should be
validated by the service itself, which will deny any access from
unauthorized code. The presented protection model is targeting
browser based client code written in Javascript. The validation
relies on a chain of trust elements:
1)

2)

3)

D. Indication of Origin HTTP header
As an alternative to the CORS protocol mechanisms, the
browser may include a HTTP header to indicate the origin
(the URL of the requesting web page, not the IP address of
the client computer) of the HTTP request. The service may use
this information to complete or abort the operation. The access
approval decision takes place in the service, which would
need to return an HTTP status code 403 Forbidden if the
origin value indicates an unauthorized source. Error handling
in the client is therefore different from CORS use, where the
error would be handled in a catch block. The use of the
Origin header is a fall-back strategy when the client-server
communication uses the WebSocket protocol, which does not
obey the CORS protocol.
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S UGGESTED MODEL FOR PROTECTION

4)

During the establishment of a client-authenticated
TLS connection to the service, the client presents a
certificate that is known to belong to a computer with
integrity protection of both platform and browser. In
the presented implementation, specific values in the
Distinguished Name OU element are used to indicate
this property.
A carefully implemented device administration procedure is in effect to ensure that correct certificates are
bound to the respective hardware devices, cf. Section
II-B.
An uncompromised operating system and web
browser will obey the CORS protocol rules, and the
service will know that Javascript calls only come
from approved software. Alternatively, the Origin:
HTTP header value may be trusted to determine the
source of the client code. By system management
procedures, the approved software source will be
trusted to contain only well inspected and verified
code.
Javascript program code is always loaded through
TLS (HTTPS) connections, which protect the integrity of the code during transport.

This chain of trust does not become stronger than its
weakest link, so a number of reservations apply:
1)

The CORS protocol/Indication of Origin relies on
correct IP address values from the DNS service.
The DNS service never authenticates itself to its
clients, and the IP address of the DNS service can
be forged, e.g., through manipulation of the DHCP
(Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol) service, or
by overriding the network configuration on the client
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2)
3)

4)

IV.

computer. If the connection is TLS protected, a falsified certificate would also be needed for a successful
CORS attack, see no.3 below.
There are several known attacks on the TLS protocol,
as summarized in RFC7457 [12] as well as the more
recent Heartbleed and Robot attacks.
There is an excessive number of trusted root certificates in the default configuration of the main web
browsers. If any of these roots are compromised, they
may sign fake certificates that will be validated by the
browser and jeopardize the authentication operation
in either direction.
The standard configuration of a browser allows the
user to override an unsuccessful certificate validation
during a TLS connection establishment (although
trusted not to), so the connection may be completed
despite the invalid certificate.
E XPERIMENTAL EVALUATION OF THE MODEL

For demonstration purposes, and for a detailed investigation
on the feasibility of the presented model, a message chat forum
application was programmed. Figure 2 contains a screen shot
from the Forum application. The application requirements were
as follows:
•

All clients fetch their client code from the Code
Service (abbreviated CS).

•

All clients connect to the Execution Service (ES) for
services using client-authenticated TLS.

•

The browsers need to install keys and certificates
issued by one specific Certificate Authority.

•

A client posts messages with a digital signature. They
will be received by all other connected clients.

•

Received messages will be validated for correct signature and a valid certificate, and given a trust rating.

•

Received messages will be listed on the user interface.

•

A list of the names of connected clients will be shown
on the user interface.

Fig. 2.
A screen shot from the chat forum application. Messages from
“Victoria” are sent from a ChromeOS device and are marked trust=high.
Messages from “Edward” are sent from a MacBook.

spectively. (1) The use of HTTP protocol allows for a straightforward Servlet implementation on the service side and invoking the XMLHttpRequest object on the client side. The
CORS protocol will be used together with the inspection of the
TLS client certificate to enforce the desired access policy. (2)
The WebSocket protocol does not employ the CORS protocol,
so inspection of the Origin: HTTP header value will serve
as a replacement. The TLS client side certificate will still
need to be inspected by the service. Details related to the
two implementations are described in Sections IV-B and IV-C,
respectively.
A. Loading of keys and certificates
The Javascript environment does not have access to the
browser’s keystore, so the necessary public and private keys
will need to be loaded from elsewhere. The chosen solution
was to load the private key and certificate from the Execution
Service (ES) over a client-authenticated TLS connection. ES
returns the private key corresponding to the certificate used
for TLS authentication, effectively copying the keys from
the browser’s keystore to the Javascript environment, where
they are imported into the WCA for subsequent signature and
validation operation. This solution appeared to be the best of
only poor options, but a private key needs better protection
than this. The trust anchor is loaded from the Code Service
(CS) and also imported into WCA.

Digital signatures on messages were created and validated
for the reason to explore end-to-end security mechanisms in
Javascript. The Web Cryptography API [3] was used and provided the authors with useful experience with WCA and related
libraries for key management and cryptographic operations.

The service (ES) does not validate any signatures on the
message traffic, and does not need any other keys than what
is necessary for the TLS protocol. Signatures are validated by
the clients, while ES is merely relaying messages.

Figure 1 shows the protocol elements of the Forum application in three blocks: (1) is executed as the client program
starts, (2) is executed at regular intervals as a polling operation,
(3) is executed each time the user sends a message to the
forum. Since the client code is not loaded from ES (Execution
Service), all accesses to ES must obey the CORS rules. During
a GET operation, the ACAO headers are returned with the
returned value (block 2), whereas a POST operation requires a
preflight check as shown in block 3. Note how the Servlet Filter
(SF) handles the ACAO headers isolated from the application
code in ES.

B. Managing CORS protocol and client certificate

Two alternative implementations of the applications were
programmed, based on HTTP and WebSocket protocols, re-
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The service program was implemented as a Java Servlet,
and during a client-authenticated TLS connection the client
certificate is made available to the invoked servlet through
the HttpServletRequest object. This certificate may be
inspected for any access control purposes, i.e., to allow only
clients with attested integrity to invoke services. Although the
Java Servlet interface does handle HTTP OPTION methods,
the processing of the CORS “preflight checks” is done by a
Servlet Filter for reasons of loose coupling between protocol
handling and application logic. The Servlet Filter manages
both the certificate inspection as well as the CORS protocol,
decoupled from the Servlet application logic. The certificate
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inspection only accepts one specific issuing CA. Parts of the
code in the Servlet Filter is shown in Figure 3.
Being able to inspect the client TLS certificate is essential
for the protection arrangement based on attested integrity. Java
Servlets (and PHP to some extent) appears to be the only
widespread server technologies to offer this opportunity.
C. Inspection of the Origin header in WebSocket communication
The WebSocket protocol is an asynchronous communication protocol, which allows for push-based information exchange. Push-based dissemination offers lower latency and
better scalability than polling operation through HTTP. A
WebSocket service is easily implemented in Java through
annotations described in JSR356 - “Java API for WebSockets”
[13]. The server class does not inherit from HttpServlet
and the client certificate is therefore not readily accessible
since the HttpServletRequest object is not within scope.
The WebSocket service is (possibly through annotation
processing) still running as a Servlet and some servlet
containers (i.e., Tomcat and Glassfish) will allow Servlet
Filters to be inserted in front of it, giving access to the
HttpServletRequest object from there. Furthermore,
the HttpSession object can be used to convey information
into
a
ServerEndpointConfig.Configurator
object, which can move the desired information into
the UserProperties object (found through the
ServerEndpointConfig object). The WebSocket
server class can pick up this information in the @OnOpen
method through the EndpointConfig object.
Quite a few problems arose during the WebSocket based
experiment. Setting up the TLS configuration on Glassfish
revealed that the configuration console is not working properly,
and manual editing of configuration files (a poorly documented
process) was necessary. The Glassfish server has a large
installation footprint but worked otherwise as expected with
regards to the arrangement presented in the previous paragraph.
The Jetty server (version 9.3.8) supports WebSocket
through the JSR356 API and is easily configured for client authenticated TLS. It is, however, not possible to insert a Servlet
Filter in front of the WebSocket server object, and no other
way to access the client certificate was found. Additionally,
Jetty refuses to set up TLS protected WebSocket connections
(through the wss:// protocol prefix) from a Javascript client
running in Chrome (contrary to Firefox). Jetty was therefore
deemed unsuited for our demonstrator application.
The Tomcat server (version 8) also implements WebSocket
JSR356 API, and supported the presented arrangement for
retrieval of the client certificate. The installation footprint is
smaller than Glassfish (since this is not a full J2EE server) and
a standalone configuration with automatic WAR-file deployment was quite easy to set up. Tomcat is therefore regarded
as the best alternative for applications that seek to employ the
presented security arrangement for WebSocket communication.
For the selection of a client certificate during the establishment of a TLS connection initiated by the XmlHttpRequest
object or an ordinary page loading operation, all the browsers
used in this experiment have prompted the user with a list of
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available certificates to choose from. For subsequent connections, this certificate will be used for the same server, also for
connection made through the WebSocket object (using the
wss:// protocol prefix). On the other hand, the WebSocket
object does not itself prompt the certificate selection dialogue,
and the connection will fail if there is no existing association
between certificate and server in the client browser (created
by a page load or the XmlHttpRequest object). During the
application design, one must assure that a client authenticated
TLS connection is established (by the XmlHttpRequest
object or an ordinary page loading operation) before the first
WebSocket TLS connection so that the necessary association
is created.
D. Interoperability and performance observations
The presented client code was tested on several platforms
and on several browsers and their interoperability properties
were observed. The client candidates were:
•

Google Chrome on ChromeOS, Linux, Android and
MacOS

•

Mozilla Firefox on MacOS and Linux

•

Apple Safari on MacOS

The results were encouraging: Firefox required an extra CORS
header (Access-Control-Allow-Credentials) in
the HTTP response to allow client-authenticated TLS connections. Otherwise, Chrome and Firefox both executed the
application without differences. Safari was not able to run
the application for several reasons, the main one being an
immature implementation of WCA lacking support for the
chosen cryptographic algorithms.
V.

C ONCLUSION AND REMAINING RESEARCH

This paper has investigated the necessary mechanisms for
the provision of attested integrity for cloud security. The attests
provide trust in the correctness of the client platform and client
application code. It has been shown that remote attestation
and device-bound private keys are necessary elements, and
that Google’s ChromeOS provides the most complete solution
for platform trust. Together with the CORS protocol and TLS
communication protection, it is feasible (with a few identified reservations) to obtain trust in the client-side application
software as well.
The demonstration application offers a chat forum of
signed messages based on these mechanisms. The exchanged
messages use the JSON syntax with digital signatures as
defined by RFC 7515 [14]. The demonstrator has identified
two major shortcomings in the WCA definition and library
availability:
1)

2)

There is no way to import keys from the browser’s
key store into WCA, and the application had to
import keys from less protected channels (HTTPS
connections or the local file system)
There is no support for SOAP-based security objects,
like XML-DSIG or XML-ENC, and derived objects
like WSS, SAML, etc. on the client side.

Finally, the ability to trust the application code for correctness alleviates the well known what you see is what you sign
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public class CrossSiteGuard implements Filter {
PublicKey caPubKey = ... // loaded from internal resource
final static String csName = "https://cs.ffi.no:8443";
final static String chromeOSindicator = "OU=ChromeOS";
public void doFilter(ServletRequest request, ServletResponse response, FilterChain chain)
throws IOException, ServletException {
if (request instanceof HttpServletRequest) {
HttpServletRequest req = (HttpServletRequest)request;
HttpServletResponse resp = (HttpServletResponse)response;
String method = req.getMethod();
X509Certificate[] clientCert =
(X509Certificate[])req.getAttribute("javax.servlet.request.X509Certificate");
if (clientCert == null) resp.sendError(401,"Client authentication is required");
String clientDN = clientCert[0].getSubjectX500Principal().getName();
try { clientCert[0].verify(caPubKey); // Throws exception if not ok
} catch (Exception ce) { throw new ServletException("Illegal certificate issuer"); }
if (clientDN.contains(chromeOSindicator)) request.setAttribute("no.ffi.anf.trust", "high");
else request.setAttribute("no.ffi.anf.trust", "low");
if (method.equals("OPTIONS")) {
resp.addHeader("Access-Control-Allow-Headers", "Content-type");
resp.addHeader("Access-Control-Allow-Origin", csName);
resp.addHeader("Access-Control-Allow-Credentials", "true"); // For Firefox
} else if (method.equals("POST")) {
resp.addHeader("Access-Control-Allow-Origin", csName);
resp.addHeader("Access-Control-Allow-Credentials", "true");
} else if (method.equals("GET")) {
resp.addHeader("Access-Control-Allow-Origin", csName);
resp.addHeader("Access-Control-Allow-Credentials", "true");
}
}
chain.doFilter(request, response);
}
...

Fig. 3.

Java source code for integrity attestation control through a Servlet filter

(WYSIWYS) problem, well explained in [15]. The WYSIWYS
problem concerns the user’s ability to ensure that the signed
object really contains the data that the user intends to sign, and
that the private key is not leaked during the process. Although
unintended modification of the object, as well as a leaked key,
can happen due to vulnerabilities in the original software, the
presence of malware that affects the signature operation is a
more plausible cause. It is likely that the WYSIWYS problem
becomes less acute if one can ensure that the client software
(which generates the signature) is integrity protected, inspected
and approved by the owners of the related service. The same
advantage can apply to clients who read sensor data, as long
as the connection between the sensor and the computer is
protected: The sensor readings can be trusted not to have been
modified by malware or rogue client software.
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Abstract—In order for Software Defined Network (SDN)
technology to work in a military network, several identified
problems need to be solved. This paper reports from experimental
efforts to extend the application of SDN to a multi-domain,
coalition, mobile network with wireless links and with end systems
belonging to several Communities Of Interest (COI). The paper
also demonstrates how SDN technology allows different network
services to be integrated with a single class of Network Elements
(NE). Considerations related to authentication, COI separation
and intrusion prevention is given special attention during the
discussions.
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I.

The SDN paradigm grew out of data center operations
where links are abundant, have high capacity and low error
rates. In a mobile and temporary military network used for
military operations (named tactical networks), however, the
links are often radio based. Radio links are few, costly, vulnerable, and with high error and packet loss rates. Consequently,
the use of SDN in a tactical environment must consider the
scarcity, latency and error rates of links in the system design
[2].
SDN reduces the complexity of configuration, improves the
cooperation and integration of network functions, extends the
flexibility and dynamicity of traffic policing, and increases the
link efficiency. The configuration of an SDN network involves
fewer routine operations, but requires more software insight
and programming skills.
The task at hand is to investigate the potential advantages
offered by SDN in a tactical coalition network. The current
problems related to this class of networks are identified as:

•

They are based on Internet Protocol (IP) version 4
protocols, adding address planning, subnetting and
frequent configuration changes even in small network
enclaves.
Virtual Local Area Network (VLAN) configuration in
switches are weakly related to the IP layer, yet must
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•

Intrusion detection and protection is most often done
in a single point, e.g., in the network backbone connection point. A compromised end system may have
unrestricted access to services and end systems on the
same network.

•

Coalition partners wish to keep their traffic separate,
but still need to coordinate their IP address plans, since
separation takes place in link layer (VLAN) while
sharing IP routes.

•

Traffic policing becomes complicated since it requires
coordinated use of IP Type Of Service (TOS) field
(DiffServ) values across management domain borders.

•

Authentication of end systems is based on MAC
addresses, if used at all. Authentication on user level
is done by application level services, e.g., MS Active
Directory. No credential based scheme for authentication of end systems is in use.

I NTRODUCTION

Software Defined Networking (SDN) [1] offers an unprecedented flexibility in network configuration and operation. An
important potential is how a spectrum of specialized Network
Elements (NE), often called middleboxes, may be replaced
with a single class of Network Elements called switches. The
configuration and run-time operation of the NE is controlled
by a single piece of programming logic running in a separate
computer called the SDN controller (SDNC).

•

be coordinated with the subnetting structure.

ISBN: 978-1-61208-821-1

The efforts presented in this paper address these listed
problems and suggest an SDN-based configuration (based
solely on SDNC software) which is purely a link-layer network. The network layer may be independently organized and
the address plan does not need to be coordinated between
Communities Of Interest (COIs). Any network layer protocol
can be used (most likely to be IPv4 or IPv6).
The design has been prototyped in a virtualized environment and evaluated for functional correctness, performance
and efficacy. Problems related to scalability are also being
addressed.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In
Section II, a requirement analysis for a tactical SDN network
will be discussed. The technology chosen for the experiment is
presented in Section III and the actual network configuration
is shown in Section IV. The new network functions added
during this part of the study are discussed in Section V. The
evaluation of the network functions is presented in Section VI,
followed by a presentation of related research in Section VII.
The paper concludes with a summary in Section VIII, where
also topics on future research are presented.
II.

D ESIGN ANALYSIS

Strong coupling between the link layer and the network
layer complicates their configuration. Where MAC-learning
switches are being used, the connection between the two
address structures is solved by the Address Resolution Protocol
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(ARP) protocol. Where VLAN separation is used, the separation will normally reflect the IP subnet separation. During
splitting or joining of subnets the VLAN configurations must
be configured accordingly.
Many of these problems may be solved by configuring
the network purely based on link layer mechanisms, over
which any network layer structure can be built. Scalability
problems related to multicast distribution can be alleviated
through COI separation, besides that a tactical network enclave
is not expected to grow to a large scale. Functions related to
load balancing and traffic policing are not easily offered in
link layer network, but may be provided through SDN flow
mechanisms.
A. Broadcast free operation
A link layer structure may not contain cycles, since the
forwarding of broadcast frames will cause endless loops. The
spanning tree protocol (STP) may prune a cyclic structure into
a spanning tree, leaving the redundant links available only for
fail-over purposes, not for load balancing. The scarcity and
capacity of radio based links in a tactical network renders this
limitation to be unacceptable.
It is possible, however, to command SDN switches to
forward multicast frames along the links of a spanning tree
with root in the originating switch, rather than to every output
port in the switch. For this to be possible the SDNC need a
topology map of the link structure in the network, something
that has been accomplished with a link discovery protocol.
Also, the broadcast operation during the MAC-learning
process of a link layer switch can be avoided through the same
topology map, through which the next hop in the path towards
any other switch is known. The association between the MAC
address of an end system and its connected switch port is
known by the SDNC from the first frame transmitted by the
end system.
Frames need an extra header to convey information about
the originating switch (in multicast frames) or the destination
switch (in unicast frames), in addition to COI membership
information. Header extensions like MPLS and 802.1Q are
both candidates, possibly a combination of both. The choice
will be made based on the ability of OpenFlow to set, mask
and test these data elements.
B. Whitelisted flows
An obvious application of SDN flow processing is to
protect end systems. Switches can block or allow traffic based
on a blacklist or a whitelist made of flow rules. A whitelist is
the more aggressive protection, where an end system (client or
server) is allowed to transmit/receive frames only if they are
related to known protocols, identified by transport level port
numbers. Restrictions on IP addresses may also be applied,
e.g., to specific subnets. Every end system can have different
whitelists since they match individual ports or MAC addresses.
Flows rejected by the whitelist may be discarded, passed on
to an Intrusion Detection System (IDS) or a Honeypot system.
The efficacy of this mechanism has been investigated and will
be reported later in the paper.
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C. Authentication of end systems
End systems should be authenticated, in particular end systems which are temporarily connected through public access
networks. This mechanism must provide a link layer tunnel
over a network layer connection, and bind the authenticated
connection to the link layer tunnel. The authenticated identity
of the end system should be communicated to the SDNC which
will install flows enforcing the permissions granted to this end
system, e.g., in the form of a flow whitelist.
On end system platforms with sufficient separation of user
spaces and storage areas, user credentials can be applied to the
authentication process, so that the trust relation shifts from the
end system to one end user.
III.

T ECHNOLOGY PLATFORM

In this section, the choice of technology components will
be described. The components are all software, including
operating system, hypervisor and system-level components.
The study of a medium sized networks with more than
10 nodes is best conducted in a virtualized environment. The
hypervisor of choice is Oracle’s VirtualBox, which is free,
easily configured, and offers the right degree of scalability.
The limit of four ports per VM was the most limiting factor
during the experiments.
For the Network Elements, complete instances of Linux
were chosen. The reason for this choice is that the experimental
network is used for testing several services and protocols
auxiliary to the OpenFlow protocol, and a general computing
platform offers the necessary flexibility and software availability, contrary to Mininet [3]. The Linux instances do not need a
GUI and were installed with a text-only console interface for
the sake of saving memory.
The chosen OpenFlow switch (the NE) implementation
is OpenVswitch [4], which is easily installed, relatively easy
to configure, and offers the necessary inspection and logging
mechanisms for testing and debugging purposes.
As the network controller (SDNC), the Ryu framework was
used [5]. Ryu is very popular as an experimental platform
with a relatively low abstraction level: OpenFlow statements
are generally not automatically generated, but individually
constructed through Python programming code. For the experimentation at hand, Ryu performs well and with good stability,
although the API and the required design patterns takes some
time to learn.
For all the chosen technology components, an important
convenience point is the community support offered. Most
problems are easily solved through these support resources.
IV.

E XPERIMENTAL NETWORK

The network used in the experiment is shown in Figure
1. The network consists of a number of green switching
nodes (NEs), a number of yellow and brown end systems
and a number of server nodes for serving OpenVPN, Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP), Domain Name
Services (DNS), Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP), Server
Message Block (SMB), Network Address Translation (NAT),
etc. End systems are separated in two COIs indicated by their
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Figure 1: Current SDN laboratory configuration

brown/yellow color. The nodes are arbitrarily given names after
colors, which should not be confused with the coloring codes
of the diagram.
The links between the NEs Lime/Pink/Red are redundant
and consequently form a loop. The redundant links are essential for the study of fail-over mechanisms and load balancing
services [6]. The experimental network was used for investigating security mechanisms in an SDN based environment
[7], for which reason the presence of OpenVPN, MACsec and
Transport Layer Security (TLS) is indicated in the figure.
A. Existing network functions
From previous iterations of the SDN laboratory experiment,
security functions and control plane redundancy has been
investigated [6] [7]. These earlier efforts have shown:
•

•

The links between NEs can be protected from a range
of attacks using MACsec encryption. OpenFlow does
not easily assist in the key management though, so
static keys were installed during the NE configuration.
NEs connect to the SDNC using TLS authentication
and protection, using public key certificates and private keys for bidirectional authentication. Since the
network uses in-band control plane a robust cryptographic separation between control plane and data
plane was found to be mandatory. Certificate information is not made available to the Ryu application
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(nor the OpenVswitch code, for that matter) so the
authentication control is restricted to the checking for
certificate validity without revocation control.
•

End systems connecting temporarily through an access
network are authenticated by a Virtual Private Network (VPN) service before allowed access to the data
plane. A Virtual Extensible LAN (VXLAN) tunnel
through an IP Security (IPSec) connection was used
in [7], but later replaced with a better solution based
on OpenVPN.

•

The control plane is constructed as an overlay network
on top of the data plane, for more efficient use of the
links available. The control plane was also constructed
to automatically find alternative paths through the data
plane if links were broken and NEs were isolated from
the SDNC [6].
V.

N EW NETWORK FUNCTIONS

Two new network functions have since been introduced and
are subject to presentation in this paper: COI separation and
traffic whitelisting.
A. COI separation
Coalition members do not trust each other completely, so
their network traffic need to be robustly separated. Similar to
VLAN functionality, both unicast and multicast frames should
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802.1Q label (12 bit)

Ingress/egress NE id

COI value
unicast/
multicast

Figure 2: Encoding of NE id and COI value in 802.1Q label

only reach destinations which belong to the same Community
Of Interest (COI) as the sender. Contrary to the well-known
Ethernet switch, the presented solution does not need any direct
configuration of NEs, the configuration is controlled by the
SDNC software. The COI value of a frame is contained in the
frame header, as described in Section V-B.
The assignment of a COI value to an end system can be
based on its MAC address or its VPN authentication certificate.
The latter alternative requires that the end system connects
through a VPN server in a public access point and provides
credentials in the form of a public key certificate. The VPN
server will pass the certificate identifier to the SDNC which
will decide the COI value accordingly. In both cases, the COI
value of an end system is represented as a flow rule in the
connected NE, the end system has no information about this
value and is not able to modify it.
OpenVPN was chosen for the VPN service. OpenVPN
offers a link layer tunnel as a core service, which also binds the
MAC address of the tunnel adapter on the end system to the
authenticated network layer connection. The end system will
not be able to modify the MAC address in order to circumvent
the access control. An IPSec connection can also contain a link
layer tunnel (using, e.g., VXLAN), but no method to bind this
tunnel to the authenticated IPSec connection was found.
For scalability reasons, multicast distribution may affect
only the subset of NEs necessary to reach all end systems with
the same COI value as the sender. The present implementation
has a simpler implementation and distributes multicast frames
to every NE.
B. Choice of link header extension
The link layer frame needs extra header information carrying its COI affiliation and the identifier of the egress (for
unicast frames) or ingress (for multicast frames) NE. Since
these information elements are independently processed, they
need to be stored in one maskable element or two separate
elements. MPLS, 802.1Q, MPLS-over-802.1Q or Q-in-Q are
candidate structures for this purpose.
The chosen structure was to use one 802.1Q header for both
elements. The 802.1Q label has 12 bits, which are divided into
7 bits NE designation, 1 bit for multi/unicast distinction, and
4 bits for COI value, as shown in Figure 2. The low number
of bits limits the scale of the SDN network, but is sufficient
for the experiment at hand.
Other type of candidate link headers were considered: The
MPLS header contains more bits and could accommodate more
COIs, but the MPLS header is not maskable in OpenFlow and
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therefore not useful for use with forwarding information (Cf.
Section II-A). A combination of an outer MPLS header for
forwarding information and and inner 802.1Q header for COI
separation is not supported by OpenFlow. Two 802.1Q headers
(called Q-in-Q or 802.1ad) is now supported by OpenVswitch,
and may be considered for use in the future.
The COI relation of an end system is expressed as a
numeric value 0-15 as 4 bits in the 802.1Q VLAN label of
the Ethernet frame. The VLAN label value is added to the
frame in the ingress NE after the whitelist control has been
passed. In the egress NE, the COI value is again checked with
the COI value of the MAC address associated with each port
before passing the frame to the receiving end systems.
C. Traffic whitelisting
An SDN NE lends itself well to simple filtering of traffic
based on flow matching, for reasons of end system protection.
A client system need to connect to a set of server ports,
possibly a small set of known IP addresses, in addition to
services like DNS, DHCP and ARP. It should never receive
a TCP segment with the flag ACK=0, since that indicates an
inbound connection attempt. For a service provider end system,
the opposite is the case, one would not see an outbound TCP
segment with ACK=0, except to a small number of subordinate
services. Through the chosen table structure (described in
Section V-D) it is possible to pass both outbound and inbound
frames through a set of flow rules which will submit the
approved frames to the next flow table or output port, otherwise
pass the frames on to an intrusion detection system (IDS)
or to a Honeypot system, or to discard the frame. For the
experimental evaluation, a realistic set of whitelist entries
were made: ARP, DHCP (UDP/67,UDP/68), DNS (UDP/53,
TCP/53), HTTP (TCP/80, TCP/443), SMB2 (TCP/445) and
LLMNR (UDP/5355), which allows the client end-system to
operate on the majority of web and file sharing services.
This simple arrangement does not inspect the application
layer payload, and it does not aspire to replace an Intrusion
Detection System (IDS). The main advantage is that the
whitelist control takes place in every port connected to an end
system, so it will also contribute to the internal protection in
the LAN, whereas an IDS is usually seen as a single instance
inspecting the traffic across a WAN connection point. Besides,
an IDS do not protect systems, it only detects attacks.
The whitelist does not replace a firewall. A firewall will
effectively protect an inside network (LAN) from attacks coming from outside (WAN), and stop any connection attempts to
computers on the LAN, while allowing any outbound activity
from end systems on the LAN. This is not the purpose of the
whitelist, which will also block connection attempts to/from
non-approved ports or to non-approved IP addresses.
Since a whitelist also blocks outgoing traffic and connections from server end systems, it also stops malware payloads
(resulting from the exploitation of a vulnerability) from connecting back to an attacker, thus allowing for a security-indepth arrangement.
The efficacy of the whitelist has been evaluated and will
be reported in Section VI-B.
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Figure 3: SDN flow table table structure in the NEs

D. Flow table structure
The flow arrangement in the NEs has been divided into
several tables as shown on Figure 3, and will be presented in
this section. Flows related to link and topology discovery, and
path discovery in in-band control plane has been left out for
reasons of clarity.
Table 0 Contains outgoing whitelist which will inspect
frames from end systems connected to this NE.
Frames with an 802.1Q label (added by a previous
NE in the path) will be submitted directly to Table
2.
Table 1 Will assign an 802.1Q label with ID of the egress
switch (ID of ingress switch in case of multicast
frame) and COI value. Will then submit the frame
to Table 2.
Table 2 Will determine next hop for the frames based on
the 802.1Q label value, and forward accordingly.
If the frame should be distributed locally, then the
frame wil be submitted to Table 3.
Table 3 Strip off the 802.1Q label and apply the COI
control and incoming whitelist control. If the
frame passes both controls it is forwarded to the
port connected to the receiving end system.
It should be pointed out that the whitelist arrangement
breaks the desired isolation of the link layer since it introduces
flows specific to network and transport protocols. On the other
hand, the whitelist is structurally independent from the rest
of the control program, and can be removed or modified
at will without affecting other functionality. For the present
experimentation only IPv4 packets will pass, but additional
rules for IPv6 can be added with little efforts.
VI.

L ABORATORY EVALUATION

Besides the testing for functional correctness two series
of experiments were conducted to evaluate the presented
arrangements:
•

The cost of the extensive set of flow rules which has
to be evaluated for every forwarded frame, in terms
of NE throughput.

•

The efficacy of the traffic whitelist protection.

A. Cost of flow processing
The OpenFlow protocol is designed with execution by
specialized hardware in mind. Ternary Content Addressable
Memory (TCAM) is a memory structure which is able to
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match byte strings in parallel in one clock cycle and therefore
will not be penalized by complicated matching criteria. When
OpenVswitch runs in normal computing hardware, the opposite
is expected to be true. This section will report on simple
throughput measurements on traffic passing 1, 2 or 3 NEs
between the communicating end systems. Throughput between
end systems separated by a VPN tunnel was also measured.
The MACsec protection of the Blue-Red link was disabled on
one run to measure its cost. References to nodes with color
names are according to the colors used in Figure 1.
In order to establish a baseline for performance, throughput
through the localhost adapter (row 1 in Table I) was measured
as well as through the VirtualBox internal network (row 2).
The OpenVswitch was tested in standalone fail-mode (row 3)
where it behaves like a MAC-learning switch as well with a
single flow rule to make it behave like a MAC-learning switch
(action:NORMAL, row 4) or an Ethernet hub (action:FLOOD,
row 5).
The iperf program was used to measure TCP throughput
between the nodes Black (running iperf in server mode and
a TCP receive window of 85.3 kBytes) and Green, White and
Violet respectively. The node Green was temporarily connected
to Blue in order to measure a connection passing only one NE
(rows 3-6). The measurement involving Violet determines the
performance of the VPN tunnel.
TABLE I: THROUGHPUT EVALUATION OF OPENVSWITCH
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Client end system
Black (localhost comm)
Green (directly connected)
Green (connected to Blue in standalone mode)
Green (connected to Blue with action:NORMAL)
Green (connected to Blue with action:FLOOD)
Green (connected to Blue, WL in effect)
Green (connected to Red, WL with MACsec)
Green (connected to Red, WL w/o MACsec)
White (connected to Pink, WL with MACsec)
Violet (though VPN)

NEs
0
0
1
1
1
1
2
2
3
1

Throughput
23 Gbps
1116 Mbps
853 Mbps
811 Mbps
250 Mbps
835 Mbps
250 Mbps
561 Mbps
260 Mbps
42 Mbps

Using the VirtualBox hypervisor, the upper limit of the
network throughput was estimated in row 2 (1116 Mbps).
Furthermore, the simplest configuration of OpenVswitch, operating it as a MAC-learning switch yielded a throughput of
853 and 811 Mbps, respectively (rows 3 and 4). Operating
it as an Ethernet hub gave a significantly lower performance
(row 5), unsurprisingly since this mode involves a larger traffic
volume to be processed. Row 6 reports the performance when
Blue was operating with whitelist in effect (WL), which is
only marginally lower than in standalone mode.
The traffic via Red and Blue (both with WL enabled) was
tested both with MACsec protection turned on and off (rows
7 and 8), and the numbers (250 and 561 Mbps) indicate the
high cost of MACsec protection. The traffic over three NEs
(White to Black, row 9) is statistically equal to traffic across
two NEs (row 7) when MACsec is enabled, while rows 6 and
8 indicate a significant drop in performance when extending
the path from one to two NEs.
The lower number for traffic across more NEs may partly
be due to the fact that all activities in the virtual network
compete for the same pool of computing resources, and when
more NEs are in action the each process gets a smaller fraction.
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For the purpose of design evaluation these results are
encouraging, since a more comprehensive set of flow rules
does not seem to impose a significant performance penalty, by
comparing rows 3 and 6.
B. Efficacy of whitelist protection
The whitelist is a simple protection mechanism with its
scope limited to the stateless inspection of link-, network- and
transport header elements. The chosen design is to associate
a filter with a MAC address, so that several end systems may
share the same switch port if needed (although the whitelist
protection will not apply to traffic between these end nodes),
and to list the approved UDP and TCP ports for this MAC
address. The flow rules also inspect the ACK-flag in the TCP
header to ensure that TCP connections are opened in the
allowed direction.
By employing whitelist protection, vulnerabilities in end
systems may only be exploited through approved ports, and
payloads deployed through a successful exploit will meet
the same restrictions. The list of approved ports is expected
to reflect the services in actual use, so the ports are likely
to be occupied by running services and not available for
allocation by payload scripts. Delivered payloads which do
not communicate are not restricted by the whitelist protection.
IP addresses may also be subject to restrictions, although
this has not been demonstrated yet. Such restrictions can avoid
fake DNS and DHCP services to be accepted by end systems.
Exploits that exclusively use approved ports are not expected to be stopped by the whitelist protection. SQL injection
and other attacks on poorly written web service software,
EternalBlue, Heartbleed, etc. are examples of this category.
General cyber hygiene for OS platform and applications should
therefore still be in place in end systems.
C. Evaluation of whitelist protection
A number of known vulnerabilities were examined in the
SDN laboratory which is shown in Figure 1. The Blue NE was
configured as a MAC-learning switch and a full SDN switch
with whitelist protection, respectively, while the same set of
exploits where run. The focus of interest was to find exploits
that could pass through the whitelist protection. Only exploits
successful through the MAC-learning switch were tested on
the whitelist protected NE.
Kali Linux [8] running in a virtual machine was connected
to a port on Blue and given whitelist protection as a client,
i.e., was only allowed to make outbound TCP connections on
the approved ports. Also, virtual machines running Windows7,
WindowsXP and Metasploitable Linux [9] were connected to
other ports on Blue and were given whitelist protection as
servers, where only inbound TCP connections are allowed.
For the evaluation we used Metasploit [9] installed on the
Kali Linux virtual machine. Metasploit is a penetration testing
framework shipped with a database of scripted exploits for
known vulnerabilities, and various payloads to be combined
with the exploits. The Windows7, WindowsXP and Metasploitable virtual machines acted as targets. Metasploitable is a
deliberately vulnerable Linux server, while the Windows7 and
WindowXP virtual machines were unpatched installations with
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Windows Firewall disabled. All three targets thus had known
vulnerabilities.
From the design we expect all exploits which use destination ports other than the allowed ports (53,80,443,445) to be
stopped by the whitelist protection. Exploits that depend on
outbound connections from the attackee are not expected to
succeed either.
These exploits were tested (names refer to their designation
in Metasploit):
Unreal ircd 3281 backdoor utilizes the IRC service port
which is blocked by the whitelist. The attack is therefore not
able to deploy a payload, and the attack is unsuccessful, even
though Metasploitable is vulnerable to this exploit.
Ms08 067 netapi utilizes the SMB service port which is
not blocked by the whitelist. A payload may be deployed
to WindowsXP, but the shell reverse tcp is not allowed to
make outbound TCP connections since this virtual machine
is protected by a server-side whitelist. On the other hand, the
shell bind tcp payload communicates over an incoming TCP
connections which was bound to port 443, which is open in
the whitelist. The attack was therefore successful.
Samba symlink traversal utilizes the SMB service port
on a Linux computer and a poorly configured Samba service.
The attack creates a symbolic link from a writeable share and
opens every world-readable file for read access to an SMB
client. Since the SMB service port is open in the whitelist,
this exploit is successful.
Ms17 010 eternalblue utilizes the SMB port and exploits
a bug in the server code in Windows7. It successfully deploys a
payload. The chosen payload was meterpreter bind tcp which
was instructed to bind to port 443 and wait for incoming
connections. The exploit was successful.
Beside the Metasploit scripts, SQL injection and command
injection were demonstrated on a web application on Metasploitable Linux (Mutillidae) deliberately coded for demonstration of the OWASP top ten web application vulnerabilities
[10]. As long as these vulnerabilities are exploited through the
normal service port, protection based on whitelists will have
little effect.
The exploits shown above were carefully chosen for the
demonstration of the limitation of whitelist protection mechanisms. Many possible exploits were not tested since they
would obviously not succeed. It should also be noted that
unpatched WindowsXP, Windows7 and Metasploitable Linux
have obvious security flaws and would never be put in service
in real life. And even a well maintained OS platform cannot
protect a poorly programmed application service.
Some of the exploits succeeded only because there were
whitelisted ports unoccupied by running services, in these
cases TCP port 443. The whitelist should closely reflect the
running services on the individual end system.
VII.

R ELATED RESEARCH

The SDN architecture lends itself well to a range of
techniques for intrusion detection and -prevention (IDS/IPS).
The techniques differs on matters like:
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•

Does it offer prevention in addition to detection?

•

Is the detection signature based or anomaly based?

•

How much traffic does it create in the control plane?

•

To what extent does it involve centralized computational resources?

In [11], Jankowski and Amanowicz demonstrate a IDS
mostly targeted on attacks on the SDN controller and NEs, and
are employing a range of machine learning techniques to detect
anomalies. They base their evaluation on the KDD99Cup
reference dataset for intrusions, which is commonly regarded
to be obsolete [12]. Machine learning does not take place in
NEs, so the design involves the SDNC to a large extent in the
communication with centralized computational resources.
Intrusion prevention using SDN would involve dynamic
updates of flow statements as a result of a positive intrusion
detection. False positives (something anomaly based IDS is
known for) will unnecessarily block suspected flows of traffic
and obstruct legitimate use of the network. There are no known
examples of such arrangement in the academic litterature, only
a GitHub project which demonstrates this design [13].
The OpenFlow matching function is limited to the inspection of link- network- and transport headers, although an
OpenFlow switch can also report traffic volumes associated
with match statements as well as volumes across ports. Intrusion detection can base its decisions on matching function
alone, in combination with traffic volume counters, or through
inspection by the SDNC of the entire network frame. These
approaches represent different observation horizons and different traffic load on the control plane links.
Several studies on anomaly based detection are known,
they often limit their sensing to the reading of traffic volume
counters and some even apply machine-learning algorithms for
this purpose. For a survey of these reports, see [14].
Other approaches have been to raise suspicion on the basis
of traffic counter values or the matching function, and to take
in suspected flows in its entirety to the SDNC for deeper and
stateful inspection of the payloads [11] [15] [16].
Signature based IDS is not seen as an SDN application,
probably because the detection rules are way too complicated
for the SDN matching functions, and bringing all network
frames to the SDNC for stateful inspection would create a
performance bottleneck in the control plane links.

functions may be integrated into existing Network Elements
without requiring new hardware components. The two new network functions, COI separation and whitelist protection, were
demonstrated and evaluated for computational requirements
and protection efficacy. The protection based on whitelists
applies to every end systems in each connection point and becomes a valuable supplement to centralized security functions
like intrusion detection and firewalls.
Remaining research topics on tactical SDN include the
design and study of distributed SDN controllers. Wireless
links are less reliable than wired links, and an in-band control
plane arrangement will need to accommodate the event of lost
connection between NEs and the SDNC. For this reason, a
distributed SDNC design for tactical coalition SDN will be a
subject for future research.
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Abstract—Traditional compression bombs often work by recursive decompression, so the usual defensive way is by single
decompression. However, a new type of compression bombs
has recently appeared, which can take effect with a single
decompression. We show the two structures of this type of
compression bombs and provide the basic idea of detecting such
bombs. At the same time, we point out the details in need of
attention in the detection process as well. Moreover, we propose
a detection algorithm for this type of bombs and we analyze the
accuracy and detection efficiency of this algorithm.
Index Terms—Software safety; File viruses; Compression
bombs.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Compression bombs are the compressed files that have a
very high compression ratio and can generate a huge amount
of invalid data after decompression. They can be used to cause
many serious problems, such as buffer overflows, memory
leaks. Some bombs even come with Trojan horse programs
[4]. Sometimes, compression bombs are also used as email
bombs which will lead to denial of service [3].
The zip bomb is a typical type of compression bombs. Zip
bombs can be divided into two types: recursive zip bombs and
non-recursive zip bombs [1].
The recursive zip bombs also fall into two types. The
first type is the compression bombs, represented by the most
famous zip bomb, 42.zip [7]. The original size of 42.zip is
0.6MB before decompression, but after six layers of recursive
decompression, it will expand to 4.5PB. The second type is
zip quines, whose feature is that once they are decompressed
recursively, they will copy themselves infinitely. A typical
example of zip quines is the bomb mentioned in Zip Files
All The Way Down [2]. These two types of zip bombs have
an obvious disadvantage: as long as they are not recursively
decompressed, they will not take effect.
To overcome the obvious disadvantage, David Fifield proposes the non-recursive zip bomb [1]. This type of zip bombs
uses a special structure “overlap” so that they can still work
when being single decompressed. However, there is only a
little decompression software currently providing detection
services for non-recursive zip bombs. To the best of our knowledge, only Mark Adler has written a patch for unzip [9]. In
Table 1, we test whether mainstream compression software can
prevent the non-recursive zip bombs. For anti-virus software,
when Kaspersky, 360 total security and Windows Defender
scan these bombs, they all decompress the bombs. However,
only Kaspersky can detect and defuse the bomb. Meanwhile,
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TABLE I
S OFTWARE D ETECTION R ESULT
Software
bomb status

bandizip
work

unzip(unpatched)
work

360zip
work

tar
work

winrar
work

7-zip
work

these software cannot prevent such bombs from taking effect
when the existing non-recursive bombs are decompressed. So,
lots of work should been done to defend against non-recursive
zip bombs and it makes sense to detect this type of bombs
before decompression.
This paper introduces the working principle of the nonrecursive zip bombs and the detection of this type of bombs
without any decompression software’s help. Unlike the antivirus programs mentioned, our detection method does not need
to decompress the zip bomb.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The features
of such bombs are outlined in Section 2. Section 3 introduces
how to detect these bombs. Section 4 presents the details of
the detection algorithm. Finally, we summarize our work in
Section 5.
II. N ON - RECURSIVE ZIP BOMB
Before detecting zip bombs, we need to know the structures
of info-zip (standard zip file) and non-recursive zip bombs.
A. The structure of info-zip
As in Figure 1, an info-zip is composed of several local
file entries, a central directory and an end of central directory
record [6]. Each file in an info-zip has one local file entry
and one file header in the central directory. A local file entry
consists of a local file header and the corresponding file data.
The local file header records the metadata of the file and the
file data is actually the compressed data of the origin file.
The central directory is a series of file headers, which records

Fig. 1. The structure of info-zip
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not only the metadata of the file but also the position of the
corresponding local file header.
B. The structure of non-recursive zip bomb
The non-recursive zip bombs use a special structure to make
the files overlap. Such a bomb consists of many local file
headers, one file data, a central directory and an end of central
directory record, as in Figure 2 [1]. The bomb resets the length

TABLE II
F ILE H EADER S TRUCTURE
Offset
0
...
42
46
46+m

Bytes
4
...
4
m
n

Description
Signature(0x02014b50)
...
The position of the local file header
File name
Extra Field

TABLE III
L OCAL F ILE H EADER S TRUCTURE

Fig. 2. The structure 1 of the non-recursive zip bombs

of each local file entry so that all local file entries overlap.
Supposing there is a bomb containing n files, its i-th local file
entry will consist of the i-th local file header, the i+1-th file
header, ..., the n-th file header and file data n. In other words,
the i+1-th local file header, ..., the n-th local file header and
file data n constitute the file data of the i-th local file entry, as
in Figure 2. Due to the special structure of overlapping files,
the type of bombs has the characteristics of high compression
ratio and it works directly after a single decompression. After

Fig. 3. The structure 2 of the non-recursive zip bombs

analyzing about 1000 non-recursive zip bombs, we find that
there are some non-recursive zip bombs which have a different
structure. As in Figure 3, the bombs have only one local file
header and all the file headers point to this local file header. Of
course, such bombs with this structure also have overlap. For
example, the first local file entry consists of local file header
1 and file data 1. The second consists of local file header 1,
file data 1 and file header 1. In other words, the 2nd local file
entry’s file data is file data 1 plus file header 1. The overlap
is the whole local file entry 1. Such a type of bombs have a
higher compression ratio.
III. H OW TO DETECT THE NON - RECURSIVE BOMB
This section introduces the basic idea of the detection and
some questions that need attention.
A. The basic idea
According to the previous description, overlap is the most
important sign of the non-recursive zip bombs. Therefore, we
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Offset
0
...
18
...
26
28
30
30+n

Bytes
4
...
4
...
2
2
n
m

Description
Signature(0x04034b50)
...
File data size
...
File name length
Extra field length
File name
Extra Field

need to check whether the detected zip bomb is a non-recursive
zip bomb by detecting the overlap among the local file entries.
The first thing to do is to get the position of each local file
entries. The file header can help us. In Table 2, the offset 42 in
the file header records “The position of the local file header”.
This is the position we need.
Second, the length of each local file entry should be known.
We cannot directly get this value. For the local file entry
consists of the local file header and the file data, we just need
to find out the length of the two parts. The length of the local
file header is 30 bytes’ fixed length plus the file name length
and extra field length. In Table 3, the two lengths are both
recorded in the local file header. The file data size is also
recorded in the local file header (in some documents, the file
data length is called compressed size). Then we can calculate
the length of a local file entry.
Now, since we get the position of the local file header and
the length of the local file entry, the last thing to do is to
determine whether the overlap exists. For a pair of adjacent
local file entries, if the end of the previous local file entry
covers the start of the next one, then there is an overlap and
the start position of a local file entry is just the position of its
local file header. We can easily calculate the position of the
end of the previous local file entry and compare it with the
start of next one.
B. Some questions that need attention
First of all, we should open the zip file in hex because
our idea requires the usage of the zip file structure in hex.
Referring to Table 2, we can find out these file headers
by their signature (0x02014b50). Here, we need to consider
the problem of small-endian and big-endian. For the smallendian, the signature used to search the file headers is actually
“0x504b0102” instead of “0x02014b50”.
There is an important question: what should we do if some
data segments have values exactly equal to 0x504b0102 but
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are not a real file header signature. Although the probability of
this situation is very small, it should not be ignored. Referring
to Figure 4, we happen to encounter such a situation. The data
segment from 0x14ac to 0x14f5 is two local file headers in a
non-recursive bomb and “file header signature” exists in the
segment: the first is from 0x14c3 to 0x14c6 and the second is
from 0x14e8 to 0x14eb. So to solve the above problem, we do
such a thing: after finding out a file header by “0x02014b50”,
according to the file header’s offset 42, we get and check the
position of the local file header(refer to Table 2). If the first
four bytes of the position are not “0x04034b50” or the position
exceeds the size of the entire zip file, this file header must be
fake and can be ignored. Another question to note is the search

A. Algorithm Description
Previously, we explain the basic idea of detection and some
questions that need attention and then let’s organize the idea.
First, we need to search reversely to get the first pair of
adjacent file headers. We define this process as a function
named “GetAdjacentFileHeader” which requires a position
pointer and returns a list. This list contains the positions of the
first pair of adjacent file headers which are reversely searched
from this position pointer. At the same time, the function
will change the position pointer’s value: if such a pair of file
headers can be found, supposing the file header at the front is
called FH1 and the file header at the back is called FH2, at
the end of the function, this pointer is set to point to the end
of FH1. If not, the value is set to -1 as the sign of the search’s
end and the list returned is empty.

Fig. 4. Fake file header

method. The most important information is the positions of
each file header because according to them, we can find the
information we need. Since the file headers are concentrated
at the end of the zip file, we choose to search the zip file from
its end to its beginning for file headers. Obviously, we only
need to search from the end of the file till we find the first
file header, instead of searching the whole zip file. Thus, the
key point is to know how to confirm whether a file header is
the first one. We can use a trick: the position of the first local
file header is always at the beginning of the zip file. In other
words, if the file header is the first one, its offset 42 which
records the position of the corresponding local file header is
0. So, when the offset 42 of a file header is 0, we just stop
the search. But this trick does not work on the non-recursive
zip bombs with the second structure because the offset 42 of
each file header is always 0, as in Figure 3. Therefore, when
finding out a file header whose offset 42 is 0, we should check
whether there is another real file header before it. If such a file
header appears, there must be overlapping files in the detected
zip file.
The last question is whether it is necessary to detect all
adjacent file headers in the zip file. For the non-recursive zip
bombs that currently have two structures, it seems that we only
need to check the last two files headers to identify whether
they are non-recursive zip bombs. But we consider that it is
necessary to check all the adjacent files headers, because if
only the last two files headers are detected, the bomb maker
can easily bypass our detection by a certain amount of forgery.
IV. A LGORITHM
This section describes the details of the algorithm, show the
accuracy and the efficiency of the algorithm.
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Fig. 5. The detection algorithm

Secondly, after we get a pair of adjacent file headers, we
should check if their corresponding local file entries overlap.
We define this process as a function called “CheckOverlap”.
This function needs a list which consists of the positions of two
file headers and returns a Boolean value indicating whether
there is overlap. Specifically, for the two file headers included
in the list, we suppose the one at the front is called FH1
and the one at the back is called FH2. This function will
get the start position of their corresponding local file entries
LF1, LF2. Then it will calculate and get the end position of
LF1. If the end position of LF1 exceeds the start position of
LF2, this function will return True because LF1 and LF2 are
overlapping. If not, it will return False.
Finally, for the whole zip file, we should traverse all adjacent
file headers unless file overlaps have already been detected.
To achieve it, we initialize a flag called Flag and a position
pointer CurPos. Flag is set to False initially, which is used
as the output of the entire algorithm to indicate whether the
detected zip file is a non-recursive zip bomb. CurPos is initially
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set to the end of the zip file. It is passed to the function
GetAdjacentFileHeader as the starting point for reverse search
and when its value is -1, the search will stop and the algorithm
returns Flag. We summarize the steps in Figure 5.
B. Algorithm Accuracy
To check the accuracy of the algorithm, we prepare two sets
of samples. One is full of info-zip and the other is full of the
non-recursive zip bombs.
TABLE IV
T HE D ETECTION R ESULTS
File Type
Info-zip
Zip bombs

Yes
0
2000

No
1424
0

C. Algorithm Efficiency
For info-zip, this algorithm will inevitably search the entire
file to confirm that all local file entries do not overlap and for
non-recursive zip bombs, no matter which of the two structures
the bomb has, this algorithm can determine that this is a
bomb immediately after detecting the last two file headers.
Therefore, for info-zip, the detection time grows linearly as
the zip file size increases, as in Figure 6. For non-recursive
zip bombs, the figure appears as a horizontal line which
demonstrates that there is almost no connection between the
detection time and the size of the zip file, as in Figure 7.
V. C ONCLUSION

Error
0
0

For the first set involving info-zip, we prepare 1424 infozip containing different files with different sizes. These compressed files include plain text files and the files that have
their own logical structures like .doc. For this second set of
bombs, we use the generation tool which is offered by the
bomb designer [8] to make 2000 different bombs. This set
contains both types of non-recursive zip bombs. The detecting
results are listed in Table 4. This algorithm has extremely high
detection accuracy.

Fig. 6. The relationship between the detection time and the size of info-zip

In this paper, we introduce the structures of the nonrecursive zip bomb and design an algorithm for detecting such
a zip bomb. At the same time, we list some details that should
be noticed in the detection and the algorithm efficiency about
non-recursive zip bombs and info-zip is given.
Most decompression software can use this algorithm as a
reference to make corresponding patches. Since this algorithm
does not rely on decompression software, for security software, it can be used to quickly detect whether a zip file in the
emails or removable media storage devices, such as USB or
disks is a non-recursive zip bomb.
In today’s world of big data, more and more compressed
files are transmitted on the Internet or uploaded to cloud
servers. Because of the lack of detection methods for nonrecursive zip bombs, it is likely that bombs will be uploaded to
cloud servers or downloaded to personal computers. Once such
bombs are decompressed, there will be serious consequences.
Therefore, this bomb detection algorithm we propose is very
useful.
In real life situations, an attacker may not use a standard
structure bomb. The attacker can make a non-recursive bomb
whose structure is different from the previously mentioned
structures. However, as long as the bombs use overlapping
structures, they will be detected by our algorithm.
We do not take zip64 and encrypted zip files into consideration, so this algorithm may not have such good compatibility
with these zip files. There are some structural differences
between these two types of zip files and info-zip. For example,
Zip64 has some extra unique structures (such as Zip64 end
of central directory locator); encrypted zip files have some
additional structures to store encrypted information. These are
two directions worth analyzing in the algorithm improvement
in the future.
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Abstract—Over the past decade, the Darknet has created unprecedented opportunities for trafficking in illicit goods, such as
weapons and drugs, and it has provided new ways to offer crime
as a service. Along with the possibilities of concealing financial
transactions with the help of crypto currencies, the Darknet
offers sellers the possibility to operate in covert. This article
presents research and development outcomes of the COPKIT
project which are relevant to the SECURWARE 2020 conference
topics of data mining and knowledge discovery from a security
perspective. It gives an overview about the methods, technologies
and approaches chosen in the COPKIT project for building information extraction components with a focus on Darknet Markets.
It explains the methods used to gain structured information in
form of named entities, the relations between them, and events
from unstructured text data contained in Darknet Market web
pages.
Keywords–natural language processing; Information extraction;
named entity recognition; relationship extraction, event detection.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

In the last ten years, the trade in illegal goods, such
as weapons and drugs, has increased significantly in the
Darknet. Financial transactions can be obscured by means of
cryptocurrencies and buyers and sellers have the possibility
to act covered. The Dark Net Market (DNM) landscape is
continuously evolving. During the last years, many of the
markets which had attracted much attention, such as SilkRoad,
Alphabay, Hansa, or Wall Street Market – just to name a few
examples – had been seized by the police. However, some
of the markets are reopened elsewhere and new markets are
continuously being opened. In such a rapidly evolving ecosystem, efficient tools are required which allow acquiring and
analyzing data quickly. In this context, the European project
COPKIT [1] aims at analysing, mitigating and preventing the
use of new information and communication technologies by
organised crime and terrorist groups.
The purpose of this paper is to give an overview about
the methods and technologies based on state-of-the-art NLP
technology used in the COPKIT project to extract structured
information from DNM Forums. An evaluation of the performance of selected frameworks has been presented in [2], for
example.
The guiding research questions in this context are the
following:
•

What are the domain-specific challenges for information extraction in the application domain of DNM
Advertisements and Forums?
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•

What examples can be given for applying state-ofthe art NLP technology in the domain of automated
information extraction from DNM advertisements and
Forums?

The NLP tasks considered for implementation were Named
Entity Recognition, Relationship Extraction and Event Detection. For each of these tasks, several state of the art technologies and frameworks were considered for implementation
with the purpose to determine the general applicability for
information extraction in the domain DNM advertisements and
Forums.
The paper is structured as follows: section II will outline
related work. Section III describes the challenges of information extraction from DNM advertisements and forums. Section
IV provides the general setup of the information extraction
process. Section V describes the technical approach. Section
VI summarises the conclusions.
II. R ELATED WORK
Information Extraction (IE) is is an important field of
Natural Language Processing (NLP) and linguistics which
plays an important role in specific NLP tasks, such as Question Answering, Machine Translation, Entity Extraction, Event
Extraction, Named Entity Linking, Coreference Resolution,
Relation Extraction, etc. For this reason, we will only highlight
publications which have a special focus on the DNM analysis
application domain.
In the law enforcement domain, the approach of using web
data to extract relationships between concepts was researched
and used in the EU FP7 funded project ePOOLICE [3]. The
project aimed at identifying and preventing organised crime
and applying NLP text mining techniques. Concept extraction
methods were applied to build conceptual graphs based on
indicators and their relationships [4].
Christin [5] showed in 2012 that the DNM Silk Road was
mostly about selling drugs. Following this publication, many
attempts have been made to classify products on DNMs. Most
of the approaches were using Bag of Words (BOW) [6] or TFIDF [7] to vectorise texts in combination with Support Vector
Machines, Logistic Regression and Naive Bayes as machine
learning models. Feature reduction is often performed using
principle component analysis [8] and latent Dirichlet allocation
[9].
More recently, Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [10] and
word embeddings [11] have been used for the task of text
classification of product descriptions in DNMs to differentiate
between legal and illegal text in the Dark-net.
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Regarding the NER task, the research focus lied in the
Labelling & Model Building phase and the goal was to choose
a basic framework for the NER model creation. An overview
and comparison of popular frameworks for this kind of NLP
tasks was published by [12].
An unsupervised approach to extract semantic relationships from grammatically correct English sentences has been
proposed by [13]. The assumption of the authors is that
relationships can be derived patterns of the deep grammatical
structure of sentences and structured knowledge is deliberately
not considered in order to make this approach universally
applicable. However, in the form proposed and stated by the
authors themselves, the method is limited to extracting entity
relationships that are found within a single sentence.
First, the difference of our approach compared to the above
mentioned ones is the focus on the cold-start-problem, i.e.,
if no labelled data is available for a new use case. Second,
the COPKIT information extraction focuses on the ability of
making use of labels from pre-trained models, i.e., transfer
learning. Third, COPKIT is researching the integrated use of
the NER, relationship extraction, and event detection NLP
tasks.
III.

C HALLENGES E XTRACTING I NFORMATION F ROM
DARKNET M ARKET A DVERTISEMENTS
NER is one of the typical Information Extraction tasks in
Natural Language processing. The goal is to identify selected
information elements, so called Named Entities (NE), a term
which was originally coined at the 6th Message Understanding
Conference (MUC) to denote names for people, organizations,
locations, and numerical expressions [14]. In the Automatic
Content Extraction (ACE) Program lead by the National Institute of Standards and Technologies (NIST) additional entity
types, such as organization, geo-political, facility, vehicle,
weapon, were introduced. Nowadays, a plethora of specific
entity types are defined across various application domains,
such as Biomedicine, Chemistry, Finances, etc. Differences
do not only concern the entity types, but also the way the
performance of named entity recognisers is evaluated. The
performance numbers reported by evaluations that relate to
different corpora, such as MUC, CoNLL03, and ACE, for
example, can therefore not be compared directly [15].
Regarding the classical NER element types, the task usually
achieves high success ratios over 95% in terms of precision
and recall on task specific evaluation data sets [15]. While
the task is very successful on typical entity types, it remains
challenging to adapt NER classifiers to perform accurately on
new entity types in specific application domains. One of the
main challenges in this regard is to optimise NER to extract the
entity types of interest, such as the weapon, drugs, or digital
fraud, as well as common entity types, such as locations and
organizations, for example.
An example for information extraction are the so called
”infoboxes” of some Wikipedia articles which are gained by
extracting related attribute/value pairs from the article text.
In the domain of DNM forums and marketplaces, the main
challenge lies in the amount and the diversity of the structure
and content that needs to be dealt with. Texts from Wikipedia
articles are usually written in grammatically correct language
and without spelling errors because there is a crowd-based
quality control procedure. In contrast to that, a significant part
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Figure 1. DNM Advertisement (German)

of the unstructured text that can be found in DNM forums and
marketplaces have grammatically incorrect sentences, spelling
errors, and is using slang. Published advertisement texts or
postings were often created with little care or decorated with
emoticons and ASCII art (see Figure 1). The assumption of
a meaningful semantic and grammatical structure is therefore
inadequate in many cases.
Another challenge arises because of the specific characteristics of the texts published in online markets. The most
outstanding difference compared to standard corpora is that
the data is not always structured in sentences and paragraphs.
Figure 1 shows an example of a drug advertisement with
special characters, emoji and ASCII art which are used to
structure the text and to make the advertising more appealing.
On top of that, grammar and syntax are not always strictly
followed. In many cases, the offers consist of bullet lists
and enumerations rather than full sentences. The style of
the remaining text can be compared to the type of language
used in typical advertisements. Additionally, offers occur in
multiple languages and the dataset contains PGP keys and lists
of keywords for search engine optimization that needs to be
filtered. On top of that, the true nature of products is often
obfuscated using code words or vague language.
In the COPKIT project, event extraction is associated with
extracting knowledge from DNM forum’s online discussions.
Event extraction in the domain of text-mining in general is
regarded as a complex task of extracting complex relationship
between various heterogeneous entities. Efficient methods of
extracting event from unstructured text requires knowledge and
experience from a number of domains, including computer science, linguistics, data mining, and knowledge modelling. The
first and foremost challenge in event extraction from text is that
there is no strict definition of event. General consensus is that
event is something that happens at a particular time and place
[16], a specific occurrence involving participants, or a change
of state of a monitored quantity/measure. Generally, an event is
represented with a “template” of who did what to whom when
and where. The event detection method generally aims to fill
(a subset of) this information where who, when and where are
common and basic dimensions in information retrieval which
can be retrieved with NER (discussed previously). However,
who vs whom and what dimensions of the event require deep
understanding of underlying text and its semantics.
The second challenge in event detection is the selection
of appropriate approach for a given task. Event detection
techniques are generally classified into two main categories;
closed-domain and open-domain [17]. The closed domain
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events detection technique is where a set of event types are
given, and task is to identify each type of event from the raw
text whereas open-domain event detection refers to extracting
different types of events from text without prior knowledge
on the events. Techniques in closed-domain event extraction
scenarios are usually cast as supervised-classification tasks
that rely on keywords to extract event related text. The opendomain event detection is more challenging since it is not
limited to a specific type of events and usually requires
training of unsupervised models. In the COPKIT project, our
approach of extracting events from DNM forum data is based
on unsupervised methods and belongs to the open-domain
event detection scenario.
A machine-learning based event detection pipeline extracts
events from documents that already contain annotated entities.
Given appropriate training data, a processing pipeline can be
trained to extract different types and structures of events.
A learning-based event detection module generally contains
POS tagging, entity/trigger detection, and argument detection
modules. All these modules are generally trained on large
corpora where to perform general tasks. However, in COPKIT
one of the main challenges is to train these modules on Darknet
data and build the required ground-truth specific to event
triggers and arguments.
IV. I NFORMATION EXTRACTION PROCESS
Figure 2 illustrates the general information extraction process which is separated into the Harvesting, Scraping, and
Information Extraction steps. The process starts with the
Harvesting step by collecting web data from online or DNMs
or forums. This process preserves the evidence of collected
web data in its original form.
After the Harvesting step, the Scraping step performs the
transformation of unstructured web data into structured information tables (CSV files). These tables can already contain
specific information entities. For example, in a typical online
market, the vendor, price or shipment details appear on specific
locations of the web pages, and it is possible to directly
extract them. Apart from these structured information entities,
the scraping also extracts unstructured information in form of
descriptive texts.
The design of the information extraction components takes
the context of harvesting and scraping into account. Related to
the use case of extracting information from DNM crawls, this
means that the harvested data is done with a specific purpose
at a specific point in time (snapshot). The scraping extracts
information from semi-structured web documents which allows
relating entities extracted from descriptive text paragraphs to
the entities, which are given by the context from the scraping
results. For example, if we know the market and user of a
crawl from the scraping results, we can conclude with a certain
probability that a user entity is the vendor which issued an
offer in form of a DNM advertisement. Therefore, we can
introduce these entities in the result relationship graph and
claim relations based on the automatically extracted entities
(e.g., offered products).
V. I MPLEMENTATION OF NLP TASKS
This section describes the technical approach chosen for
the implementation of the NER, Relationship Extraction, and
Event Detection NLP tasks.
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Figure 2. Main processing steps

A. Datasets used
The components for named entity detection and relationship extraction provide custom models for the detection of
weapons. The model is trained on a subset of the Grams crawl
in Gwern’s archive [18] that contains strings from a list of
weapon related terms.
Additionally, a collection of Darknet forum posts, collected
on September 25, 2019 from the Avengers forum, a DNM
forum for discussions focusing on the purchase and testing of
drugs in DNMs was used.
B. Processing steps
Generally, the processing of data after completing web
harvesting is divided into different phases which are described
in the following. In order to create an overview about the
harvested data, a set of techniques are applied to highlight
important keywords and topics that are present in the data set.
As the data collected from Darknet sources contained different
areas, Topic Modelling was used to get insights about the
thematic distribution of a dataset.
The subsequent phase of pre-processing & filtering deals
primarily with the preparation and cleaning of the data for
the model creation. The overview of the topic distribution is
helpful in this phase to find adequate labels for the automated
classification of the data. Topic Modelling can highlight thematic clusters (e.g., weapons, drugs) and show the ranking of
important keywords required to build a classifier. The results of
the overview tools are used to find suitable labels for the classification and, if necessary, for filtering the dataset according
to specific categories. For example, suppose a DNM’s dataset
contains weapons and drug advertisements and the goal is
to create a model which is able to distinguish weapons and
drugs in advertisements (note that strings, such as ”AK 47”
can refer to both, a weapon or a drug). After classifying the
text contents, advertisements about weapons and drugs can be
extracted to build a classifier for this specific purpose.
In the labelling & model building phase, the preparation
of the data for creating machine learning models takes place.
For the creation of supervised machine learning models this
includes the creation of Ground Truth data where human
annotators label the data according to defined features which
are then utilised to learn a model optimised to find similar
patterns in previously unseen data.
For the initial release, the relationship extraction was
implemented using a rule-based approach for extracting relationships based on results from SpaCy’s Part of Speech
tagging and dependency tree parsing [19]. It is assumed
that the rule-based approach will provide a higher precision
and lower recall in identifying relationships in comparison
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to a model-based extraction. The disadvantage is that the
rules are highly dependent on the use case, i.e., switching
from a DNM offering weapons and drugs to a forum that is
about crime-as-a-service requires manual effort in adapting and
customizing the rules. The intention is therefore to add model
based relationship recognition as an experimental feature to
the relationship recognition of the final release.
Another specific information extraction task is the “event
detection”, which is related to the COPKIT project use-case of
knowledge discovery from DNMs and aims to process forum
discussions between DNM members. Forum posts test are
processed and converted into vector representations. For the
model creation, an unsupervised clustering approach is adopted
due to unavailability of labels in the dataset. Clusters represent
posts with a definite number of topics and topics are assigned
manually after inspecting posts in each cluster. Events are then
considered a post which does not belong to any cluster. In
the final release, a hybrid approach will combine linguistic
features of each post with features learnt through machinelearning based methods.
C. Named Entity Recognition
NER is one of the classical NLP tasks with a wide range of
applications that is of relevance in fields such as information
retrieval, question answering, text summarization, and machine
translation [20].
Neural networks have proven to be successful in natural
language processing and to generalise better to new datasets
[21], and they are now also increasingly being applied in
the domain-specific language used in organised crime and
terrorism textual sources. An intrinsic difficulty in the domain
of fighting organised crime and terrorism where textual sources
are likely to be not well written (informal, linguistically
incorrect, ...). On top of that, best of class technologies based
on automatic learning still rely on human/expert feedback to
accurately learn models. The absence of efficient tools supporting the elicitation of this ground true limit the application
of these technologies.
In the context of DNM advertisements, these entities can be
names of objects that are relevant in criminal investigations,
such as weapons or drugs, or entities which are related to
digital identities or shipment details provided as part of an
offer, for example.
In a supervised machine learning approach, a labeled training set is used to create a model for automatically extracting
entities. Recently, the use of word embeddings has become
one of the most significant advancements in natural language
processing (NLP). Word embeddings are usually trained on
large text corpora and convey knowledge about the general
structure of the language by providing comparable vectors for
words and expressions.
The text corpus is the starting point for the supervised
training of a named entity recogniser and highly depends on the
texts of the corresponding application domain and use cases.
Specific vocabulary for labelling named entities is used, such
as ”weapon”, ”calibre”, ”price” in the weapon advertisements
domain, and ”exploit kit”, ”hacking”, ”keylogger”, ”malware”
in the crime-as-a-service domain, for example. For this reason,
the data is first collected from a variety of web data sources
which are specific to the law enforcement domain.
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The first version of the COPKIT NER service integrates
several state-of-the-art named entity recognisers, such as the
Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) and SpaCy, each of them
with standard models [22] [23]. Apart from these standard
models, domain specific models for the COPKIT project which
are focused on text data acquired through crawling DNMs
offering weapons and drugs were added.
D. Relationship Extraction
Relationship Extraction is one of the classical NLP tasks,
which aims at extracting semantic relationships from unstructured or semi-structured text documents. Extracted relationships usually occur between two or more entities of a certain
type (e.g., Person, Organisation, Location).
It aims at finding relationships that exist between the
entities, which in the DNM application domain could be
”vendor X is selling a Glock 17”, for example, or the properties
of an entity, such as ”calibre” of a weapon or ”price” of a
product. Information regarding the entity relationships can be
either present in the analyzed text itself or available from the
context of the text. In the COPKIT project, individual text
paragraphs can be advertisements published in online markets,
for example. The complete set of web data from this market
represents the context that can be taken into consideration
when suggesting relevant relationships between named entities.
The Relationship Extraction Component developed in
COPKIT takes a the text of a DNM advertisement as input and
it produces a named entity graph. The component depends on
the entities recognised by the NER module. With the rulebased approach, the results depend on an adequate set of
rules which can be applied in the specific application domain.
The examples provided offer the extraction of entity relations
and properties which are present in weapon advertisements
of DNMs and would not be applicable to other application
domains.
In the current state, the relationship extraction component
takes only texts from individual offerings as input and produces the named entity graph without taking the context into
consideration. Entities which are given from the harvesting
context, such as a concrete “vendor” or “market” are therefore
variables which can be replaced if the vendor is given as input
from the web scraping or if it is detected as an entity in the
text (functionality planned for the final release).
It must be noted that the result of the relationship extraction
must be revised in order to gain validated knowledge from the
automatically extracted information. This is a labour-intensive
process. However, to cope with the challenge of a steadily
growing anonymous marketplace ecosystem [24] methods
are needed that can deal with large amounts of existing data
without requiring human intervention.
E. Event detection
This component is focused on the detection of events in
the context of DNMs, and, more specifically, their associated
Forums. A forum generally is a platform for DNM members
to have discussions on various topics and a thread in the forum
is a sequence of messages posted by members on a particular
topic. In this regard, each thread on the forum has a title, an
initial post and one or more posts responding to initial post.
Discussions on forums are generally lengthy and are highly unstructured which means understanding of these discussions and
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which will be explained in the following.
1) Phase 1: Raw Data Extraction: This component first
extracts text from HTML pages of DNM forum. In particular
following data elements are extracted:
•
•

Figure 3. MoRec component flow diagram

extracting intelligence from them is a challenge for LEAs in
the context of organised crime. Therefore, the MoRec (Moment
recogniser) component enables LEA analyst to understand the
forum discussions in the knowledge discovery phase. The
component provides functionality for the analysis of forums
at two levels; (i) thread level, (ii) individual post level. The
component parses forum posts and clusters them into following
themes.
•

•

•

Business – these are forum posts of business nature
where author of the post is selling or buying products
that are advertised on DNM (Agora in our case). These
type of posts also include exchange of information
related to products.
Community support – Posts in this category include
content for community and social support. For example, posts welcoming new users and providing best
practices can fall under this category.
Risk Management – this type of forum posts represent
content related to manage risks by users. For example,
product reviews related posts can influence the buying
decision and these posts can support in controlling the
risk of buying from fraudulent vendors.

The current release contains a custom BERT (Bidirectional
Encoder Representations from Transformers) [25] model finetuned on DNM forums dataset. The model is trained for
classification task, more specifically for categorizing the forum
posts into categories of dialogue acts. The sentence level word
embeddings are extracted from BERT and used in the clustering of posts. The clustering part aims to cluster posts in groups
based on their content similarity. We used Word2Vec [26] and
BERT embeddings for sentence-based vector representation
for posts. For clustering, an unsupervised clustering approach
Density-based Spatial Clustering of Applications with noise
(DBSCAN) [27] is adopted due to unavailability of labels in
the dataset. The DBSCAN algorithm groups posts into clusters
based on their similarity with each other. We used Cosine
similarity as the measure of similarity between forum posts.
Clusters represent posts with a definite number of topics and
topics are assigned manually after inspecting posts in each
cluster. Events are then considered a post which does not
belong to any cluster. In the final release, the intention is
to adopt a hybrid approach combining linguistic features of
each post with features learnt through machine-learning based
methods. The service interface is mainly for making technical
integration into a system environment easy.
This component has three phases as shown in Figure 3
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•
•

Forum topic (title)
Initial post text (This is the text that initiates a thread
of discussion. For example, a question is asked by a
member of the DNM)
Text from all the reply posts
Meta-data associated with posts. This includes postauthor, author rating, published date and time, sequence within the thread, etc.

2) Phase 2: Pre-processing and Intelligence extraction: In
this phase, extracted text data is cleaned and transformed into
the format which machine learning models can understand.
Over the course of COPKIT project, analysis of DNM forums
for the following tasks is in scope:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Categorise posts into categories of crimes such as
hacking, carding, trafficking, etc.
Search for text with context related to a query
Identify the trend of a topic over time
Finally, highlight the important moments during the
discussions to help LEAs in intelligence elicitation.

3) Phase 3: Integration: At this phase, trained machine
learning models are made available as a service to be used
by other components. The features of this component will be
available as REST services and user-guide will be provided
for easy adoption of those services.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
In the current release, the model creation process of the the
information extraction components is implemented as a fixed
order of steps that starts with the pre-processing and filtering
of datasets to prepare the training data required for model
building. The entity recognition and relationship extraction
models are the result of this process and are integrated into
the demonstrators.
For the final release, an extended pipeline will be available
which allows continuous model creation and adaption based
on human annotators are reviewing labels predicted by the
models. It is therefore required that the model creation process
supports continuous model adaption regarding the automatic
recognition of named entities as well as the extraction of
relationships between them.
The baseline of NER was established by providing custom
NER models that were trained on DNM datasets related to
drugs and weapons (a note regarding the baseline dataset
can be found in [2]). Research in this field lead to choosing
SpaCy as the framework for implementing the named entity
recognition for the final release. The next step is therefore to
built upon the model training pipeline.
Concerning the relationship extraction, the module was implemented as a rule-based and pattern matching approach using
shallow linguistic features. The plan for the final release is
to use a dataset with annotated relationships between selected
entities to build an automatic relationship classifier. The service
for named entity recognition takes individual text paragraphs
(e.g., from DNM advertisements) as input and produces a
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graph for the input text without taking the context (DNM
crawl) into consideration. However, the service is designed to
load a set of result tables from web scraping to support the
injection of context information (e.g., market name, recognised
vendor names, shipment location, etc.). For the final release it
is planned to produce a merged graph for a set of harvested
files which can be imported into a results graph database.
The DNM forum discussions provide invaluable information for LEAs to enhance the comprehension of users interest
and the onset of new events. Forum discussions can contribute
to situation awareness as well as to understand trending topics
over the DNM. However, the comprehension of unstructured
text in discussions is a challenge for LEAs. The first release of
event extraction component includes a unsupervised technique
to cluster forum posts into various topics and then summarizing
each topic for the LEAs. It labels each post with cluster it
belongs to and builds a baseline labelling method for new
upcoming posts. Future release of event extraction aims to
develop a hybrid approach combining lexical and machine
learning based features into an online clustering method to
discover events of interest over a period of time.
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Abstract—Zero-day attacks and attacks based on publicly disclosed vulnerability information are one of the major threats
in network security. To cope with such attacks, it is important
to collect related information and deal with vulnerabilities as
soon as possible. Therefore, we propose a system that collects
vulnerability information related to Web applications from realtime information on the Web and generates Web Application
Firewall (WAF) signatures. In this paper, at ﬁrst, we collected
vulnerability information containing the speciﬁed keyword from
the National Vulnerability Database (NVD) data feed and generated WAF signatures automatically. Then, we conﬁrmed the
possibility of WAF signature generation from one tweet. Finally,
we extracted tweets that may contain vulnerability information
and labeled them according to the ﬁltering algorithm. From these
results, we could prove the efﬁciency of the proposed system.
Keywords–Web Application Firewall(WAF); Zero-day Attack;
Vulnerability Information; Real-time Information.

I. INTRODUCTION
Web applications are recognized as an important part of
the social infrastructure and we use various Web applications
every day. On the other hand, cyberattacks are increasing year
by year and are widely recognized as an obstacle to social
infrastructure. There are many cases of serious damage such as
classiﬁed information leak by unauthorized access and attacks
using vulnerabilities [1] [2].
Among cyberattacks, attacks that used published vulnerabilities are especially increasing [3] [4]. As an actual case, the
number of detected attacks for Apache Struts 2 has increased
immediately after the announcement of its vulnerability [5],
and some of them resulted in personal information leakage due
to lack of necessary countermeasures such as timely system
update [6] [7]. Another major information security issue, zeroday attacks that occur before both a release of vulnerability
information and a provision of patches [18]. For example,
Google Chrome suffered such a zero-day attack in 2019 [9].
Generally recommended countermeasure against such cyberattacks is to apply ﬁxed patches distributed by the vendor
on time. However, there is an unprotected period against
cyberattacks until the patch has released if the attack is a zeroday attack.
In this paper, we propose a Web Application Firewall
(WAF) signature generation system using real-time information on the Internet to mitigate zero-day attack problems. Realtime information sources like twitter are used for a variety of
purposes [10] [11]. They may contain the latest vulnerabilities
and emergency plans, which are useful to mitigate the problem before formal vulnerability information and patches are
released. Therefore, in this study, we propose a system that
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automatically collects vulnerability information to construct
new WAF signatures to mitigate the problems until the release of formal countermeasures. Although there are previous
studies on the automatic generation of signatures for Intrusion
Detection System (IDS) [12] [13] [14], we use WAF in this
study because it targets web applications. To acquire the latest
vulnerability information from the Web, the system collects
vulnerability information from real-time data feeds such as a
Social Networking Service and websites for discussions on
security technologies. After performing data cleansing on the
collected data, the system checks for associated vulnerable
Web applications and generates WAF signatures for them as a
virtual patch.
In this paper, we extracted the vulnerability information including the speciﬁed keyword from the vulnerability information provided by the National Vulnerability Database (NVD)
[15], and automatically generated the signature of WAF, as a
proof of the concept. Then, we collected vulnerability information from Twitter, which is one of the well-known real-time
information sources, and attempted to generate WAF signatures
from tweets. Finally, we extracted and ﬁltered tweets using
a manual approach. From the results, we could prove the
efﬁciency of the proposed system.
In the following, in section II, we describe the background
of this study, such as exisiting countermeasures. In section
III, we describe our proposed system and architectures which
implement this system. In section IV, we describe the experiments using the inplemented system. In section VI, we
discuss additional real-time information sources. Finally, we
summarize this paper in section VI.

II.

BACKGROUND

Existing countermeasures against zero-day attacks include
defense-in-depth solutions that combine multiple security appliances such as ﬁrewalls, IDS/Intrusion Prevention System
(IPS) based allow/deny list, and so on. However, these countermeasures may result in an unprotected period against attacks
if the countermeasure is based on static rules. To mitigate the
damage caused by the zero-day attacks, we propose a WAF
signature generation system using real-time information on
the Web. The proposed system generates a WAF signature for
blocking access to the vulnerable Web application when the
system ﬁnds vulnerability information of the Web application
from real-time information on the Internet. As a result, the
unprotected time against attacks is shortened and the damage
may be mitigated.
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A. Web Application Firewall (WAF)
Web applications are becoming more complicated year by
year so that it is getting harder to detect vulnerabilities from
Web application implementations. Therefore, WAF is used as
a security measure to protect Web applications from ingress
trafﬁc and mitigate attacks that exploit vulnerabilities [16]. The
WAF could be installed at multiple locations, such as a host
type installed on a Web server, a network type installed on
a communication path to the Web server, and a cloud type
using WAF services on a cloud provided by the cloud service
provider. By setting rules to prevent attacks aiming at typical
Web application vulnerabilities, we can protect the Web server
from attacks that used the typical vulnerability. Some WAFs
allow you to set your own rules for speciﬁc attacks so that it
is possible to prevent the zero-day attacks by applying custom
signatures. The WAF uses the following basic functions to
prevent external attacks and notify the administrator.
Analyzing
Analyze Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP)
communication based on the detection pattern
deﬁned as to allow/deny list.
Processing
Performs pass-through processing, error processing, replacement processing, blocking processing,
and so on. Judgement is based on the result of the
analysis function.
Logging
Record WAF activity. An audit log records the
unauthorized HTTP communication detected and
its processing method. An operation log records
WAF operation information and error information.
B. ModSecurity
ModSecurity is an open-source host type WAF software
provided by Trustwave. ModSecurity has the following functions.
•
•
•
•

Recording and auditing whole HTTP trafﬁc
Real-time monitoring of HTTP trafﬁc
Flexible enough rule engine to act as an external patch
for Web applications
Can be embedded as a module of Web server software
Apache, IIS, and Nginx

Also, the Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP)
[17] provides the Core Rule Set (CRS) that includes signatures
for typical cyberattacks for ModSecurity. In this study, we
use ModSecurity as WAF for our proposed system in later
experiments, considering the ﬂexibility of the rule engine and
the versatility of the module.
III. P ROPOSED SYSTEM
We assume that The organization utilizing proposed system
is running WAF and the administrator can customize the rule
of this WAF.
The proposed system consists of four modules:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Collection module
Cleansing module
Signature generation module
Notiﬁcation generation module.
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TABLE I. REAL-TIME INFORMATION SOURCES
Twitter [18]
Stack Overﬂow [19]
Reddit [20]
teratail [21]
Security StackExchange [22]

API
✓
✓
✓
×
✓

Identiﬁcation
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Timestamp
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Figure 1 shows the architecture of the proposed system and its
data ﬂow.
First, the collection module collects vulnerability information from real-time information sources such as social
networks (Fig. 1 (1)). After that, the proposed system performs
data cleansing on the collected data (Fig. 1 (2)). Finally, the
proposed system generates WAF signatures and set them (Fig.
1 (3)). At the same time, the proposed system generates a
notiﬁcation ﬁle for the administrator (Fig. 1 (4)).
In this system, it is assumed that the administrator registers
the names of the Web applications and its version information
into the system beforehand. Based on the registered information, the system extracts vulnerability information from the
Internet.
A. Collection module
The proposed system generates WAF signatures from realtime information shown in Table I. Subsequent processes will
need IDs and timestamps to identify the articles and the
date of publication. As shown in Table 1, these sources are
equipped with IDs and timestamps. The collection module
collects vulnerability information from these sources and saves
their ID, timestamp, and body.
B. Cleansing module
The proposed system performs data cleansing on collected
data to remove duplicate information and get the necessary
information. The cleansing module extracts the following attributes from text and Web page. The system uses the following
attributes for generating WAF signatures.
•
•
•
•

Application name
Vulnerability type
Version information
Vulnerability identiﬁcation information such as a
Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE)-ID

C. Signature generation module
If the Web application name which is used in operating
Web application system is included in attributes from the
cleansing module, the system generates a WAF signature to
block HTTP requests to that Web application and apply it into
the WAF. In addition, the signature generation module notiﬁes
the notiﬁcation generation module regarding the signature
generated.
D. Notiﬁcation generation module
The proposed system generates a notiﬁcation to the administrator. This notiﬁcation includes information such as the
name of the vulnerable web application and its version. We
expect that when the vulnerability is resolved, for example by
applying a patch, the administrator will use this notiﬁcation to
remove the signature.
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Figure 1. System architecture and data ﬂow.

IV. E XPERIMENTS
In this study, we conducted the following evaluation experiments. As a Web application to collect vulnerability information, we used WordPress as a keyword for extracting
vulnerability information due to its known history of many
vulnerabilities.
A. Experiment 1: WAF signature generation using CVE information
As a proof of concept, we implemented the proposed
system shown in Figure 1 with Python 3.6.8 and AWK scripts
and examined the automatic generation of WAF signatures
using NVD data feeds instead of real-time information.
1) Processing Method: In the collection module (Fig.1(1)),
we obtained NVD data feed on a daily basis. This data
feed contains CVEs. In the cleansing module (Fig.1 (2)), we
checked whether the keyword was included in the Common
Platform Enimeration (CPE) name for each vulnerability information of the data feed. After that, following data has been
extracted.
1)
2)

3)

CVE-ID
CPE name
CPE name is a name that identiﬁes the platforms [23].
cpe:2.3:[Part]:[Vendor]:[Product]:[Version]
:[Update]:[Edition]:[SW Edition]:[Target SW]
:[Target HW]:[Language]:[Other]
In this experiment, we used [Part] and [Product]
from the CPE name. [Part] represents a product type
with one character, where ’a’ is an application, ’o’ is
an operating system, and ’h’ is hardware. [Product]
is the product name.
Version information

We extracted these data and stored them into JavaScript
Object Notation (JSON) format.
In signature generation module (Fig.1 (3)), we generated
a signature for ModSecurity from extracted information to
prevent access to the Web application. With reference
to
ModSecurity_41_xss_attacks.conf
and
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Other application: 3
• Import export
WordPress users
• WordPress download
manager
• WordPress ultra Simple
shopping cart

WordPress:17

Figure 2. Extracted information in Experiment 1

ModSecurity_41_sqlinjection_attacks.conf
from ModSecurity’s CRS, we added following signatures to
ModSecurity.
•
•
•

VARIABLES: REQUEST COOKIES|!REQUEST
COOKIES:/ utm/|REQUEST COOKIES NAMES|
ARGS NAMES|ARGS|XML:/
OPERATOR: Regular expression using Web application names
ACTIONS: phase:2,block,msg:’application name injection.’,severity:’2’,id:’15000+line number’

In addition, we generated text ﬁles to notify the signature
generation in notiﬁcation generation module (Fig.1 (4)).
2) Result: We performed this daily process for 10 days
from 21st December, 2019 to 30th December, 2019.
Since the results for all days during the collection period
was same, a single day result is depicted as a sample in Figure
2.
The result of automatically generated WAF signatures is
shown in Figure 3. The signature for WordPress was generated
from 17 cases of WordPress vulnerability information and
other signatures were generated from 1 case corresponding to
each application.
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1

2

3

4

SecRule REQUEST_COOKIES|!REQUEST:/__utm/|
REQUEST_COOKIES_NAMES|ARGS_NAMES|ARGS|XML:/* "
import_export_wordpress_users" "phase:2,block,msg:’
WordPress injection.’severity:’2’,id:’15001’"
SecRule REQUEST_COOKIES|!REQUEST:/__utm/|
REQUEST_COOKIES_NAMES|ARGS_NAMES|ARGS|XML:/* "
wordpress" "phase:2,block,msg:’WordPress injection.’
severity:’2’,id:’15002’"
SecRule REQUEST_COOKIES|!REQUEST:/__utm/|
REQUEST_COOKIES_NAMES|ARGS_NAMES|ARGS|XML:/* "
wordpress_download_manager" "phase:2,block,msg:’
WordPress injection.’severity:’2’,id:’15003’"
SecRule REQUEST_COOKIES|!REQUEST:/__utm/|
REQUEST_COOKIES_NAMES|ARGS_NAMES|ARGS|XML:/* "
wordpress_ultra_simple_paypal_shopping_cart" "phase:2,
block,msg:’WordPress injection.’severity:’2’,id

:’15004’"

1

SecRule REQUEST_COOKIES|!REQUEST:/__utm/|
REQUEST_COOKIES_NAMES|ARGS_NAMES|ARGS|XML:/* "
wordpress" "phase:2,brock,msg:’WordPress XSS.’severity
:’2’,id:’15001’"

Figure 5. Generated WAF signature in Experiment 2

attempting to upload very large ﬁles, because the error
message does not properly restrict presentation of the
ﬁlena...\n\nhttps://t.co/anaw5-QSAoa”
•

urls:
[http://vulmon.com/vulnerabilitydetails?qid=
CVE-2017-9061]

Figure 3. Generated WAF signature in Experiment 1

1) Method and Result: As a result of a visual check of the
Web application and vulnerability information contained in the
tweet, we got the following attributes from the text.

Figure 4. The tweet used in Experiment 2

TABLE II. EXTRACTED ATTRIBUTES OF THE TWEETS
key
id
created at
username
text
urls

Type
Int64
String
String
String
List

Description
tweet id as an integer.
The time when the tweet was created.
User name who posted the tweet.
The tweet contents in UTF-8 format.
Uniform Resource Locators (URLs) in the tweet1 .

•

Application name: WordPress

•

Vulnerability type: XSS

•

Version information: 4.7.5 and earlier

•

CVE-ID: CVE-2017-9061

We also checked the Web page indicated by the URL, but
we couldn’t get any more attributes. Similar to experiment 1,
we generated the ModSecurity signature from these attributes.
The generated signature is shown in Figure 5.
2) Consideration: From the experiment, it was conﬁrmed
that WAF signatures could be generated from collected tweets.
However, a method to select a relevant tweet is needed.
We expect to be able to extract information such as Web
application name, its version, and type of vulnerability through
the pattern matching approach.
C. Experiment 3: Filtering and extracting tweets through
pattern matching approach

3) Consideration: From the generated signatures it could
be seen that in addition to the signature for actual WordPress
application, other applications that include wordpress in
their name have been blocked. These redundant rules give an
additional burden to the WAF. To overcome this limitation, we
need to improve the signature generation rule and tune it.
B. Experiment 2: Generation of WAF signatures using twitter
feed
To conﬁrm the possibility of WAF signature generation
from real-time vulnerability information, we collected tweets
from twitter feeds, chose one tweet, and generated a WAF
signature from it. We collected tweets using the search Application Programming Interface (API) by setting query parameters to “wordpress” and chose the tweet shown in Figure 4.
The proposed system uses information listed in Table II from
tweets, so we extracted the following information.
•
•
•
•

id: 1200259525707796482
created at: 2019-11-29 03:45:45
username: Vulmon Vulnerability Feed
text: CVE-2017-9061\n\nIn WordPress before 4.7.5,
a cross-site scripting (XSS) vulnerability exists when
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Based on the results of Experiment 2, we extracted and
ﬁltered vulnerability information from the tweets. Through
twitter API We collected tweets every day for the following
period. After eliminating the duplicates of the collected tweets,
we further processed 1,116 tweets.
•

Collection period: From 4th December, 2019 to 8th
January, 2020

•

Search query: “WordPress AND Vulnerability”,
“WordPress AND XSS”, and “WordPress AND injection”

To check the results of the ﬁlter, we manually assigned the
following labels to the tweets based on the relevance to the
WordPress vulnerability.
0:
1:

WordPress vulnerability information
Other information

As a result of the manual labeling, 76 tweets regarding
WordPress vulnerabilities have been identiﬁed. The remaining
1,040 tweets were mistakenly extracted since its URL referred
to the Webpage created using WordPress, for example.
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TABLE III. FILTERING RESULTS

Classification elements
0

App_name
1
CVE list

1-a

Null

plugin1
/theme
1

Otherwise
include WordPress
vulnerability

No

correct label

0

0
1
total

1-b

1-c

Stack Overﬂow
Reddit
teratail
Security StackExchange

2

Figure 6. Flowchart of estimated label setting

1) Method: At ﬁrst, we collected the attributes shown in
Table II, from the tweet and then ﬁltered them on its text
context by pattern matching using regular expressions to the
tweet’s text and web page body which is indicated by URL.
The following attributes are extracted from the tweet and stored
in JSON format.
• ID: tweet-id
• App name: If the string includes “wordpress” this
element is 1, otherwise 0.
• CVE: Extract the string “CVE-\d{4}-\d+” and store
it as a list.
• plugin / theme: If the string includes “plugin” or
“theme” this parameter is 1, otherwise 0.
From these attributes and a list of CVEs corresponding to
the target application, we automatically assigned an estimated
label to tweets according to the ﬂowchart shown in Figure 6.
Each label indicates the following categorization result.
0:
WordPress vulnerability information
1:
Other information
1-a: Not included the string “wordpress”
1-b: Expected as a WordPress plugin or theme
1-c: No WordPress vulnerability in CVE list
2:
Unﬁltered by this method
2) Result: We implemented the ﬁlter in Python as per the
ﬂowchart shown in Figure 6 and ran it on the collected 1,116
tweets. The result is shown in Table III. This method ﬁltered
597 tweets and 98.5% of them were ﬁltered correctly. On the
other hand, 519 were unﬁltered. By using the pattern matching
approach, the number of objects of analysis could be reduced
by half.
Out of 7 tweets that have been failed to be correctly ﬁltered,
6 tweets were supposed to be labeled as 0 whereas it was
mistakenly labeled as 1-b. they were weekly summaries of
vulnerability information for WordPress and related modules.
They contained information about WordPress and its plugins
at the same time. Therefore, the ﬁlter misjudged them as
information about WordPress plugins.
3) Consideration: The information required for the proposed system is vulnerability information that is up-to-date or
has not been ofﬁcially announced, which is included in the
tweets labeled as 2 in this experiment. Therefore, there needs
to be a way to extract the required information from these
tweets.
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1-a
0
94
94

estimated label
1-b
1-c
6
0
292
191
298
191

2
57
462
519

total
76
1,040
1,116

TABLE IV. NUMBER OF SEARCH HITS

Yes

0

0
13
1
14
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2018-20148
10(-)
2(-)
6(-)
2(-)

2019-17669
6(-)
15(-)
6(-)
0(-)

2019-20041
10(-)
11(-)
3(-)
2(-)

(): Number of search hits related CVEs

V. C ONSIDERATION OF ADDITIONAL SOURCES
Currently, the real-time information source is only Twitter
and it could be prone to be disinformation. Therefore, we
discussed the possibility of using other information sources
which are shown in Table I.
To analyze whether those information sources are moderate
sources or not, we explored discussions about following three
WordPress vulnerabilities in those communities. These vulnerabilities are registered in the NVD and have a high Common
Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS) score.
•
•
•

CVE-2018-20148 Published: 14th December, 2018
CVE-2019-17669 Published: 17th October, 2019
CVE-2019-20041 Published: 27th December, 2019

Since we cannot collect information from teratail via API,
we searched the above vulnerabilities by Google search with
queries “WordPress” and “vulnerability”. The duration of the
search was set to one month before and after the vulnerability announcement. The results are shown in Table IV. The
numbers in parentheses are the number of search hits. The
result shows that we could not obtain information about these
vulnerabilities from these communities in a timely manner.
Since the results shown in Table IV are not suitable for a
comparison of each knowledge community, we tried additional
exploration. We compared the number of search hits per site
using the Custom Search API provided by Google to see the
number of discussions about vulnerabilities in each knowledge
community. We set the query ”vulnerability” for all sites, and
the period is from 1st January, 2017 to 31st December, 2019.
Since Reddit has a lot of topics that are not security-related, we
only explored two subreddits, “security” and “cybersecurity”.
The results are shown in Table V. Among the knowledge
communities explored in this study, Stack Overﬂow and Security StackExchange are the most active in discussions about the

TABLE V. NUMBER OF SEARCH HITS IN
EACH KNOWLEDGE COMMUNITY
knowledge community\Year
Stack Overﬂow
Reddit[cybersecurity]
Reddit[security]
teratail
Security StackExchange

2017
2,166
31
16
241
1,166

2018
2,072
172
60
196
1,072

2019
1,837
266
151
172
768

total
6,075
469
227
609
4,006
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vulnerability so that they can be used as a good information
source.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this study, we proposed the WAF signature generation
system using real-time information on the Internet and conducted three types of experiments as initial studies. From a
ﬁltering experiment for 1,116 Tweet data, we were able to
narrow down the required data to half of the total data. We also
discovered the following challenges in those three experiments.
•
•

How to clearly distinguish vulnerability information
of other Web applications which may have a similar
name as Web application name
How to select the necessary information effectively
from vulnerability information

In addition, the following challenges may occur when
implementing the whole proposed system.
•
•
•
•
•

How to determine the disinformation
What to do with vulnerability information for which
version information could not be extracted
Block legitimate Web applications which include the
name of the target application in their names
React other than blocking based on the type of vulnerability
Generalize of the system to other than WordPress

In order to solve these problems, we will consider and
verify the following approaches.
•
•

Deﬁning reliability based on the account which posted
information to the information sources
Creating additional signatures to block the target only
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Abstract—Botnets, such as Mirai or Reaper show that many
Smart Home devices are low-hanging fruits for attackers. Nevertheless, it is an ongoing trend to replace everyday devices,
such as TV, fridges or doorbells by smart successors. Thus,
securing Smart Homes operated by private users remains an open
issue. In this paper, we explore options to integrate an Intrusion
Detection System (IDS) in a Smart Home installation. Smart
Home devices use well-established technology. From a technical
perspective, existing IDS approaches can be applied. We focus
on non-technical challenges. This includes a system design that
allows for a pre-configuration. It also calls for processes which
allow users to invoke a security expert in the case of an attack
that cannot be handled by simple means. We demonstrate our
approach with a prototypical implementation.
Index Terms—IT Security; Smart Home Security; Intrusion
Detection Systems

I. I NTRODUCTION
The number of Smart Home devices is increasing day by
day. Almost any recent TV is "‘smart"’. It possesses computational resources, an operating system, various applications,
and an Internet connection via WLAN. Countless everyday
devices from lightbulbs [1] to gardening equipment [2] have
smart successors that use the Internet to provide new modes
of use. Typically, Smart Homes are operated by private users
without IT-Security expertise. For such users it is not obvious
that the new TV needs frequent security updates, while its nonsmart predecessor could be used years without care. It is also
not obvious that security measures like a simple firewall on
the Internet router or an anti-virus software on some devices
cannot protect the Smart Home sufficiently. Botnets, such as
Mirai [3] or Reaper [4] show that Smart Home devices are in
the focus of adversaries already.
A well-established approach to ward off such risks is to
use an Intrusion Detection System (IDS) [5] [6]. An IDS
detects attempts to break into a network segment and allows
the user to take appropriate countermeasures. From a technical
perspective, existing IDS consider network protocols, services,
operating systems, software libraries, etc. that are used by
Smart Home devices. However, due to some non-technical
aspects it is challenging to apply IDS to Smart Homes:
It is not feasible for a private user without security expertise
to configure an IDS. It is neither feasible for this user to
distinguish between a false alarm and an attack, and to
identify appropriate countermeasures. Furthermore, it must be
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explainable to the private user in which way an IDS secures a
Smart Home installation, which devices are secured, and who
is responsible to what extent if an attack goes unnoticed. It is
also problematic to integrate an IDS into a Smart Home as a
security appliance, which is constantly configured, monitored
and maintained by an external security expert. First, this
approach is prohibitively expensive for private users. Second,
the security expert would have full access to the monitored
network segment, which violates the privacy of the user.
In this paper, we focus on two research questions:
1) How can an IDS be integrated into a Smart Home
operated by private users without IT-Security expertise?
2) Which IDS approaches can be adapted for that purpose?
We systematically explore how network segmentation, system architecture, security process and specification of product
features for an IDS must be adapted to secure Smart Home
installations. By means of an experiment, we demonstrate that
both anomaly-detecting IDS and signature-detecting IDS are
applicable, but the latter ones generate fewer false alarms.
Paper structure: In Section II, we review related work.
In Section III, we provide a problem statement. We will
answer the first research question in section IV and the second
research question in Section V. Section VI concludes.
II. R ELATED W ORK
In this section, we briefly describe Smart Homes, existing
IDS approaches and components, and the IT-Security Process.
A. Smart Homes
The term “Smart Home” refers to the use of information
and communication technology for domestic use [7]. This
ranges from (a) home automation over (b) controlling domestic
appliances to (c) smart devices with extended modes. An
example for (a) is the use of smart gardening equipment [2]
that waters the plants depending on the weather and moves
the lawn automatically. An example for (b) is a smart light
bulb [1], which simulates an indoor sunset and synchronizes
with a movie shown in TV. Finally, an example for (c) is a
smart speaker [8]. By using a cloud service to realize voice
control, a smart speaker plays music, reads emails and news,
manages appointments etc. The sum of all smart devices is
a Smart Home installation. Since a Smart Home connects
devices in private spaces to the Internet, it is problematic both
from a privacy and security perspective [9].
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B. Intrusion Detection Systems

D. IT-Security Process

IDS strive to detect attacks [10] to the devices in the
network. Such attacks might come from the outside, e.g.,
over the Internet. Insiders are also possible sources of attacks,
e.g., employees. Typical attacks include Scanning Attacks like
Portscans or network scans [11]. Scanning attacks help an
attacker to identify potential vulnerabilities in a system. Denial
of Service Attacks flood a network or a device with data
packets. Since such packets consume computational resources,
the availability of the attacked system is at stake [12]. Servicespecific attacks, such as a Telnet Attack aim for vulnerable
services [13]. Recently, many Smart Home devices allowed
unencrypted access with a hard-coded administrator password,
which can be exploited with a Telnet Attack.
Host-based IDS detect attacks directly at the monitored
devices [14]. To implement a host-based IDS, it must be possible to install software on the devices that should be secured.
In contrast, Network-based IDS are stand-alone systems that
monitor entire network segments [10]. For this purpose, in
each segment a network appliance, such as a router, bridge
or firewall must sent a copy of all data packets to the IDS.
This allows to secure all devices in a network segment without
having to install software on each device.

The IT-Security Process follows a plan-do-check-act cycle [21]. In the Plan phase, the management defines a general
IT-Security policy. Furthermore the needed controls and procedures are identified. In the Do phase the identified controls
and procedures are implemented. During the Check phase all
the implemented controls and procedures are evaluated. In
this phase security incidents are identified as well. The Act
phase includes a constant improvement of the implemented
measures based on the identified security incidents. These
improvements are leading back to Plan, in which the policy
can be improved [22]. Depending on the company structure,
different persons are involved in this process. However, every
person needs expertise in IT-Security.
The phases of the generic IT-Security Process are adapted to
the needs of an IDS, as follows: In the Plan phase, the IDS is
configured to distinguish attacks from normal network traffic.
In the Do phase, those information are implemented in an IDS
instance. In the Check phase, the IDS detects attacks. Finally,
in the Act phase the performance of the IDS is reviewed to
adapt the Knowledge Base for attacks that went unnoticed.

C. IDS Components

We strive to integrate an IDS in Smart Home installations
connected to the Internet. To this end, we distinguish two roles:
A security expert possesses the IT-Security expertise needed
to develop an IT-Security policy, to configure an IDS respectively, to operate the IDS and understand its alarms, and to
react with appropriate measures to alarms.
A private user lacks this kind of expertise. Such a private
user can follow manuals written without technical vocabulary.
It is difficult for a private user to find out if an IDS alarm
comes from an attack or a misconfigured network appliance.
Our objective is to use an IDS to increase the security of a
Smart Home installation in the possession of a private user.
Observations show that Smart Home devices use protocols,
libraries and technologies which have been developed for
years [23]. From a technical point of view it is feasible
to configure an IDS [24] for Smart Homes. However, IDS
approaches have been developed to secure complex corporate
networks. Existing IDS put an emphasis on the integration
into security management processes, which allow experts to
implement a comprehensive security strategy. It is not in the
focus of such IDS to provide intuitive explanations.
In order to integrate an IDS into a Smart Home, we
specifically consider non-technical aspects of an IDS. Our
starting point is a set of three requirements that arise from
security challenges for Smart Home devices:
Expertise: The user does not need to possess in-depth
expertise of technical internals, such as network protocols and
IT-Security [25]. This requirement is valid for any Smart Home
device tailored for private users.
Separation: Smart Home devices have dedicated use cases
that can be separated from others. In many cases, Smart
Home devices have traditional, non-smart predecessors. Such

Each IDS realizes a number of components. A Knowledge
Base contains all information necessary to distinguish an
attack from normal network traffic. Information about the
current state of the IDS is provided by a Configuration Component. A Sensor fetches data packets gathered at an Information
Source, i.e., a monitored device or an appliance in a certain
network segment. The Detector-ID Engine compares the data
from the Sensor with the information from the Knowledge
Base to identify attacks. If an attack is detected, a Response
Component raises an alarm and initiates an automated or an
human involved action [15].
Two alternatives exist to implement the Detector-ID Engine.
A signature-detecting IDS applies a preconfigured set of
pattern and rules (the signature) to the data packets in order
to identify attacks. These signatures can be defined by the
IDS operator according to match a company-wide IT-Security
policy. It is also possible to import signatures from wellresearched attacks from external repositories [16].
Anomaly-detecting IDS use machine learning and artificial
intelligence to learn what is normal data traffic [17]. A voting
algorithm decides if new data packets differ so much from
normal data traffic that an alarm is generated.
Typically, an IDS comes with a basic pre-configuration that
considers the characteristics of the implemented components.
However, this pre-configuration is only meant to speed up
the configuration process for the security expert, and to
demonstrate the use of configuration parameters. Using an
IDS out of the box does not result in a reasonable networksecurity advantage. Thus, existing IDS approaches must be
part of an IT-Security Process, which is executed by security
experts [18], [19], [20].
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predecessors have built expectations and experiences regarding
modes use and handling [26] [25].
Understandability: The interaction between a user and a
Smart Home device should be as understandable as possible [27], [28]. This is challenging, as private users cannot
expected to comprehend technical vocabulary.
IV. A N IDS APPROACH FOR S MART H OMES
To systematically approach an IDS that secures Smart
Homes, we investigate the four levels Network Segmentation,
System Architecture, IT-Security Process and Contract Liabilities. Our levels have been compiled from proposals to secure
Smart Home networks [6], [25], from well-known IT-Security
concepts [18]–[21], and from challenges discussed in the IDS
context [15], [16], [24]. In the following, we briefly explain
each level, and we apply the requirements from Section III.
A. Level Network Segmentation
The concern of this level is to separate the Smart Home
devices under observation of the IDS from all other devices
that might be part of the network of the user.
Existing IDS approaches are configurable for corporate
networks. Such networks feature multiple segments which
transport data from different applications. Each segment comes
with specific security requirements. Within each network segment, a network appliance, such as a router or a firewall
sends copies of the data stream to an IDS, e.g., via a Security
Incident and Event Management System. Alternatively, IDS
software components can be installed on each device in a
network segment (cf. Section II-C). However, typical Smart
Home installations use a simpler configuration, as shown in
Figure 1. In the figure, arrows describe data transmissions and
rounded rectangles depict network segments.
From Requirement Separation follows that it must be
clear which devices are under observation. We propose to
span a separate Smart Home network containing all Smart
Home devices, as illustrated in Figure 2. All devices in the
Smart Home network have similar properties and security
requirements. That is, the Smart Home devices have a single
purpose, observe the user context, handle person-related data
and possibly communicate over the Internet. For this reason, it
makes sense to operate all Smart Home devices in a separate
network. Furthermore, in case of an attack, conventional
devices such as PCs or laptops remain unaffected.
Requirement Expertise rules out host-based IDS that require a technically demanding installation and configuration.
Figure 1 shows that the best place for an IDS in a Smart
Home installation is the router. The router controls the network
boundaries and handles data transfers between the Smart
Home devices. Figure 2 illustrates this approach.
Regarding Understandability, an isolated network for
Smart Home devices allows to explain to the private user
which devices are under observation and where security alarms
are located. Because all devices in the Smart Home network
have similar security properties, it is not necessary to let the
private user generate a complex IDS configuration. Instead,
the IDS can be preconfigured for typical Smart Homes.
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B. Level System Architecture
This level considers the system architecture of the IDS.
Figure 3 depicts a typical IDS installation (cf. Section II-B).
Components are depicted as gray rectangles, black lines illustrate information flows and ovals represent roles. The dashed
lines are responsibilities. All components that need supervision
or configuration are assigned to the security expert. This
is particularly problematic for the Response Component. It
delivers alarms which can be explained only when knowing
the signatures that have been configured. We tackle this issue
by modifying the information flows, changing responsibilities
and introducing a new component, as shown in Figure 4.
Separation calls for a clear distinction between different
tasks. We distinguish between a preconfiguration stage and
an operational stage. The components assigned to the preconfiguration stage are in the responsibility of the IDS manufacturer. In particular, the manufacturer possesses security
experts, which specify the general IT-Security policy and
signatures for the Knowledge Base. The components assigned
to the operational stage are in the responsibility of the private
user.
Expertise means that the private user cannot be expected
to take actions depending on expert knowledge. With our approach, the components in the operational stage are automated
so that no expert knowledge is necessary.
However, the Response Component cannot be fully automated. The response to an alarm depends on the Smart
Home devices installed, the kind of alarm and the IDS
(pre)configuration, which violates Understandability. To
solve this issue, we introduce a Reporting Component. This
component allows to invoke a security expert with all information needed to find out if it was a false alarm, and to
devise an adequate response if not. In particular, the Reporting
Component automatically generates a report, based on the
system state from the Configuration Component and the alarms
from the Response Component.
Observe that the Reporting Component forwards reports to
a security expert only if instructed by the user. Thus, the
security expert cannot permanently observe the Smart Home
network. Because Smart Homes typically cover private areas
of the user’s life, this is important.
C. Level IT-Security Process
The level IT-Security Process ensures that there is an
appropriate response on IDS alarms, and the IDS will be
adapted to changing properties of the network if necessary.
Corporate networks are frequently adapted to new demands,
and adversaries might develop new attacks. An IDS increases
the network security only if it is constantly monitored and
improved. To this end, an IDS is part of the company’s ITSecurity Process, as shown in Figure 5. In the figure, rectangles
denote process steps and black lines the information flow.
Ovals depict roles and dashed lines responsibilities.
With our approach, only Smart Home devices are part of
the Smart Home network monitored by the IDS. Such Smart
Home devices rarely change its functionality. The security
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requirements of the Smart Home network stem from the Smart
Home concept and do not change over time. Thus, the ITSecurity Process can be streamlined for Smart Homes.
Separation requires to separate the IT-Security Process
into phases that have a distinct purpose. We distinguish
between four phases Preconfiguration, Installation, Detection
and Countermeasures, as shown in Figure 6.
The Pre-configuration phase is related to the preconfiguration stage from Section IV-B. Regarding Expertise,
a private user cannot be expected to devise an IDS configuration. With our approach, the security expert defines an IDS
configuration tailored for a network segment with the security
properties of a Smart Home network.
The other phases are taking place at the operational stage,
i.e., make use of IDS components that have been automated.
In the Installation phase, the private user must only connect
the IDS to the Internet router and the Smart Home devices
to the IDS. After that the IDS starts monitoring the Smart
Home network. In the Detection phase, the IDS automatically
identifies potential attacks and raises the alarms if necessary.
In the Countermeasures phase, the IDS suggests actions to
the private user to ward off attacks. If the IDS detects an attack
that has been preconfigured in the Knowledge Base, it suggests
reasonable measures, e.g., re-starting or disconnecting the
Smart Home device. If there is no countermeasure that is

explainable to the private user, Understandability means that
the private user must invoke an external security expert. In
this case, the Reporting Component helps the user to provide
the security expert with all information necessary to devise
reasonable measures, and to update the Knowledge Base.
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D. Level Contract Liabilities
This level considers in which product features a Smart
Home IDS manufacturer can assure to a private user.
Traditional IDS are sold as a "‘construction kit"’, which
needs to be configured by the customer’s security expert to
be effective. If such an IDS does not ward off an attack, it
is in the responsibility of the security expert. The expert has
compared the abilities of the IDS with the demand of the
company network and generated the configuration of the IDS.
However, such an approach is not suitable for private users.
From Separation follows that a Smart Home IDS must
be able to define a distinct service. With our approach, the
manufacturer can define this service in the pre-configuration
phase. It includes all devices in the Smart Home network that
are connected to the IDS.
Expertise requires to specify the abilities of the IDS without
referring to certain transmission protocols or attack names.
However, many Smart Home devices have a similar architecture and use similar communication protocols [29]. Thus, it
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might be feasible to promise a certain level of protection for
certain product groups or manufacturers.
Requirement Understandability means that it must be
clearly communicated to the private user that an IDS does
not offer a complete protection against any kinds of attack to
the Smart Home devices. Otherwise, the manufacturer would
be held responsible in case of an attack.

end, Kitsune constructs a feature vector from each data packet,
which is transferred to the set of neural networks. The output
of the networks is forwarded to a voting mechanism. Kitsune
is installed with neuronal networks and a voting mechanism
that are pre-trained and preconfigured for services and network
protocols that are also used by Smart Home devices.

E. Discussion
We have shown how an IDS can be used to secure a
Smart Home operated by private users, on four distinct levels.
However, this might result in new challenges. One issue is that
the IDS is operated in a potentially insecure environment. For
example, a private user might turn off the IDS by mistake,
or misconfigure the Internet connection so that the Reporting
Component cannot send information to the security expert.
Another potential issue is the check phase of the IT-Security
Process, which we have automated. If mistakes in the preconfiguration result in successful attacks, such attacks might
not be apparent during the check phase. Thus, the IDS will
not be updated for this kind of attack.

Both IDS approaches provide the features needed according
to Section IV: Both approaches are network-based IDS, which
can be installed on a bridge between Internet and Smart Home
network. Suricata and Kitsune use a modular architecture,
which allows to implement the components shown in Figure 4.
Finally, both IDS can be preconfigured and updated remotely
by a security expert, which is needed by our security process.
Our Smart Home network contains four different devices:
•

V. S IGNATURE - OR A NOMALY-BASED D ETECTION
In this section, we want to confirm that current IDS can be
used as described in Section IV. We also want to find out if
signature-based or anomaly-based IDS are better suited.

•

A. Experimental Setup
We have conducted experiments with the system architecture illustrated in Figure 2. The IDS was installed on a
Raspberry Pi 3B that operates as a Wi-Fi Bridge between the
Smart Home network (WLAN1) and the Internet router (eth1).
The Raspberry Pi 3B is sufficient to evaluate network packets
in real-time. We have tested two different IDS:
Suricata realizes a signature-based detection. Reviews [30]
show that Suricata is widely used, implements state-of-the-art
detection algorithms and makes use of multi-core processors.
Suricata starts with approx. 27.000 preconfigured signatures,
and it allows to update the signatures from a repository.
Kitsune is an anomaly-detecting IDS which implements a
number of neuronal networks to detect attacks [31]. To this
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•

•

The Amazon Dash-Button connects to the Smart Home
network when the button is pressed. Then it fetches the
current time from an NTP server over the Internet, opens
a HTTPS connection to the Amazon cloud and places
an order for a specific product. After that, it disconnects
from the network until the button is pressed again.
The Amazon Echo Dot (2nd generation) is a smart
speaker with a voice assistant. As soon as the speaker
recognizes a wake-up word, it sends voice samples to
the Amazon cloud for natural language processing. The
response data that is sent to the smart speaker depends
on the voice command. A wide number of activities from
playing music to controlling other Smart Home devices
is supported.
The Temperature Sensor communicates via MQTT protocol [32] with a server that logs temperature readings. To
this end, the Temperature Sensor resolves an IP address
for a preconfigured domain from an DNS, and connects
to this IP at port 1883.
The IP-Camera is always connected to a server with
the IP address 35.177.224.169. This server is used to
establish connections between a client and the IP-Camera.
Thus, the private user can connect to the IP-Camera from
different networks.
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TABLE I. STAGE 1: NORMAL USE
Device
Amazon Dash
Amazon Echo
IP-Camera
Temperature

Intervall
10 minutes
10 minutes
10 minutes
10 seconds

Duration
1 sec.
5 minutes
2 minutes
-

TABLE II. NORMAL OPERATION
Interactions
6
6
5
60

B. Experimental Procedure
Our experiment takes place in three stages. In each stage,
the Raspberry Pi records all data packets using tcpdump.
In the first stage, all four Smart Home devices were used for
60 minutes. Table I shows in which time intervals and for how
long each device was used. For example, the first line means
that the Dash Button was pressed every 10 minutes for one
second. The Temperature Sensor sends the temperature automatically every 10 seconds. In this stage, we have recorded
112.602 packets. All packets refer to normal operations.
In the second stage, we have used nmap to perform a
Portscan from the Internet to the Smart Home network. With
a Portscan, a network appliance will be searched for ports that
are open to the Smart Home network. A Portscan is a threat,
because it identifies characteristics of a device. This includes
the services it offers to the network, and the applications or
software libraries listening to open ports. Our Portscan starts
after 48 minutes of normal activity. In total, we have recorded
237.609 packets, and 131.137 of them belong to the attack.
In the third stage, we have executed a Telnet Attack from
the Internet to the Smart Home network. Telnet is a plaintext protocol to access devices offering unencrypted services.
For example, the Mirai Botnet used a Telnet Attack to infect
Smart Home devices with a hard-coded admin password. To
mimic a Telnet attack that was successful, we have extended
the firmware of the Temperature Sensor with a simple Telnet
server. Again, the attack starts after 48 minutes. We have
recorded 114.501 packets, 1.107 of them belong to the attack.
After the execution of the stages, Suricata and Kitsune
process the records. Thus, both IDS analyze the same data.

Reality

Malicious
Benign

Suricata
Malicious
0
0

Benign
0
112.602

Kitsune
Malicious
0
43

Benign
0
112.559

identify vulnerable services. Suricata has identified 48 packets
from the Portscan as malicious, but 131.089 others as benign.
During our experiments, we have learned that Sucicata does
not consider a Portscan as an attack. Thus, depending on the
point of view, either 48 or 131.089 packets were misclassified.
In contrast, Kitsune has classified 129.987 packets from the
Portscan as malicious. Sending packets to all ports on all Smart
Home devices differs from normal network operations. Kitsune
recognizes this behavior as an anomaly and raises an alarm.
TABLE III. PORTSCAN

Reality

Malicious
Benign

Suricata
Malicious
48
0

Benign
131.089
106.472

Kitsune
Malicious
129.987
178

Benign
1.150
106.294

3) Telnet Attack: No device must allow unencrypted login
over the Internet. Thus, a Telnet access is an attack. As
Table IV shows, Suricata has correctly identified all benign
and malicious packets. To our surprise, Kitsune was unable
to identify malicious packets. We think that this is because
the unencrypted TCP packets sent by the Temperature Sensor
with low data rate resemble the Telnet packets from our attack.
Furthermore, Kitsune has classified 2.848 benign packets as
malicious. In this case, we observed that Kitsune was confused
by the user switching the radio station played by the Echo
Dot. This caused an anomaly in the data transfers, but must
be considered a false alarm.
TABLE IV. TELNET ATTACK

Reality

Malicious
Benign

Suricata
Malicious
1.117
0

Benign
0
113.384

Kitsune
Malicious
0
2.848

Benign
1.117
110.536

C. Experimental Results
In this section, we evaluate if the IDS approaches are (a) sufficiently accurate to increase the security of a Smart Home
installation and (b) applicable for a private user. Regarding
(a), we map the detection results to a confusion matrix. Such
a matrix shows in each column the number of packets the IDS
has classified as malicious or benign. Each row shows which
packets were indeed malicious or benign. With an ideal IDS,
only the upper left and lower right fields in the matrix contain
numbers > 0.
1) Normal Operations: As Table II shows, Suricata identified all packets correctly as begin. In contrast, Kitsune has
misclassified 43 packets as malicious.
2) Portscan Attack: Table III contains the classification
of the packets from the Portscan. A Portscan might have a
benign reason. For example, a network operator might want to
confirm that all network services are well. On the other hand,
a Portscan can be the first step of an attacker who wants to
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D. Discussion
Our observations indicate that signature-detecting IDS find
attacks more reliably than anomaly-detecting ones. However,
the preconfigured set of signatures stems from well-researched
attacks from the past. Novel attacks might pose a challenge
for signature-detecting approaches, until the signatures are updated. Furthermore, a Smart Home installation might contain
specific or rare Smart Home devices that are not considered
in the preconfigured set of signatures. This is particularly
problematic, as our role "‘private user"’ cannot be assumed
to successfully define IDS signatures, but needs an expert.
Our experiments have also shown that anomaly-detecting IDS
might generate many false positives. This is because some of
our Smart Home devices change their communication behavior
from time to time. For example, the Echo Dot might switch
from reading the weather report to playing music.
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Furthermore, the learning phase of an anomaly-detecting
IDS in a Smart Home is not monitored by an expert. If the
Smart Home network is already compromised when the IDS
is put into operation, this state is considered as normal. Thus,
there exist situations in which anomaly-detecting IDS cannot
increase the network security. We conclude that signaturebased IDS are better-suited to secure Smart Homes at the moment. However, the pre-configuration needs special attention.
Note that IDS are able to detect more complex attacks than
Portscans or Telnet attacks, even before such attacks were
successful. Nevertheless, it is a challenge already to present
the private user with an understandable solution for simple
attacks, which can be implemented without expert knowledge.
In the case of an unsuccessful attack, generic solutions such as
“Please check with the manufacturer how to proceed in case
of a security incident” cannot be applied. For this reason, we
assume that for complex attack attempts, involving an expert
via Reporting becomes even more important.
VI. C ONCLUSION
To secure a Smart Home installation is challenging. Typically, private users do not possess the IT-Security expertise
needed to implement adequate security measures. Furthermore, almost all Smart Home devices hide security-related
details from the user and do not allow to inspect its software.
In this paper, we have developed a concept to implement
an Intrusion Detection System into a Smart Home installation
without violating the user’s privacy, and without requiring
the user to possess in-depth expertise. We have analyzed in
which way the network segmentation, system architecture, ITSecurity Process and the contractual liabilities of an IDS must
be adapted for that purpose. We have tested our concept with
a series of experiments on four different Smart Home devices.
Our experiments have indicated that at this moment, signaturedetecting IDS, such as Suricata are suitable to secure Smart
Home installations. In contrast, anomaly-detecting IDS like
Kitsune are problematic. The anomaly detection algorithms
tend to misclassify changing user behavior as an attack, but
the user lacks the expertise needed to rule out false alarms.
As a part of our future work we will consider specific
situations which occur when new Smart Home devices are
added to the network segment or the devices change their
behavior after a functional update.
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Abstract—Along with the growth in the usage of software in
almost every aspect of human life, the risks associated with software security vulnerabilities also increase. The number of average
daily published software vulnerabilities exceeds the human ability
to cope with it, hence various threat models to generalize the
threat landscape has been developed. The most popular threat
model MITRE ATT&CK proved to be a very useful tool for
the security analyst to perform cyber threat intelligence, red
and blue teaming, and so on. However, for his daily operation,
the security analyst has to prioritize his defense by manually
mapping the daily published software security vulnerabilities to
the adversarial techniques listed in MITRE ATT&CK. In this
paper, we propose a method to automatically map the software
security vulnerability using a multi-label classification approach.
We took the vector representation of the vulnerability description
and classified it with various multi-label classification methods to
evaluate in different measures and found out the LabelPowerset
method with Multilayer Perceptron as base classifier performs
best in our experiment.
Keywords–Multi-label classification; MITRE ATT&CK; Security
Vulnerability;

I.

I NTRODUCTION

The digital age has presented various opportunities to
society along with different challenges. One of the biggest
challenges comes with the risk of cyber-attack, data breach and
loss of intellectual property, and so on. Software security vulnerability is one of the biggest factors behind these challenges.
According to the US National Vulnerability Database (NVD),
the total number of reported vulnerability as of June 2020 is
146,000 [1] and this number is increasing year by year. In
2019 alone 20,362 vulnerabilities are reported on NVD which
is a 17.6% increase from 2018 (17,308) and 44.5% increase
from 2017 (14,086) and the trend is likely to be upwards [2].
Given this large number of reported vulnerabilities, tracking individual vulnerabilities is nearly impossible. Hence, there
have been various approaches and threat models developed to
generalize the threat landscape and to ease the burden of a
security analyst. One of the most commonly used approaches
is a curated knowledge base called MITRE ATT&CK® that enlists adversary behaviors including their tactics and techniques
based on real-world observations. It is a powerful framework
commonly used as a threat model in adversary emulation, red
and blue teaming, and cyber threat intelligence practices [3].
MITRE ATT&CK generalizes the adversary attack techniques
and tactics based on the common weaknesses of the systems
without mentioning specific product or vulnerability.
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Even though the MITRE ATT&CK proved to be a useful framework, the need to identify the specific threat that
individual vulnerability poses in the adversarial landscape
still exists. In layperson’s terms, MITRE ATT&CK is the
playbook of steps that house robber would take in order to
rob a house (e.g., find open access) and software security
vulnerability is the weaknesses of the house security (e.g.,
unlocked door or broken window). For the effective defense,
the house owner needs to combine this information, the most
common approaches that house robbers use and weaknesses
of his house, so that he can better understand the situation and
prioritize his defenses.
In this paper, we propose a method to automatically map
the vulnerability information to adversary techniques and tactics. Since a specific vulnerability can be used in more than
one adversarial technique we believe developing a multi-label
classification model that can infer the adversarial techniques to
given vulnerability would be suitable. Since every vulnerability
has associated textual description, we believe using the features
of this text, a classic multi-label classification algorithm could
produce a result that could be useful for a practical purpose.
Hence, we experimented with various multi-label classification
methods to evaluate the performance to automatically map the
vector representations of vulnerability description to adversary
techniques and tactics as prescribed in the MITRE ATT&CK
framework.
Mapping individual vulnerabilities to adversarial tactics
and techniques require a certain level of expertise and domain
knowledge. Thus it may consume a considerable amount of
time for the security analyst. To the best of our knowledge,
currently, there are no published works that directly address
this problem. Therefore we believe by utilizing existing tools
and data, the task of mapping vulnerability information could
be automated to spare the human analyst from manual labor.
Hence, the goal of the paper is to seek the possibilities to automate the mapping of vulnerability descriptions to adversarial
techniques by exploring the existing tools.
The specific contributions of the paper are as follows:
1)
2)

To propose an approach to automate the mapping of
vulnerability description to adversarial technique.
Explore and experiment with various multi-label classification methods to compare the performance.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II will review the related research and how this paper differs
in its approach. In Section III, we will briefly discuss the
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background information to be used for this research. In Section
IV, the experiment of the proposed multi-label classification
and the corresponding evaluation will be discussed. Finally,
we will conclude by discussing future work to extend this
research in Section V.
II. R ELATED WORK
There has been an attempt to use a multi-label classification
approach to map cyber threat intelligence reports to adversarial
techniques and tactics. Legoy et al. implemented a tool called
rcATT, a system that predicts tactics and techniques related
to given cyber threat reports and outputs the results using
Structured Threat Information eXpression (STIX) format [4].
They focused to extract MITRE ATT&CK techniques and
tactics from cyber threat reports and used simpler approaches
for text representation and classification algorithms, whereas
we focused to map the vulnerability description to the same
framework, though using more neural and deep learning approaches.
Also, extracting general Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures (TTP) from cyber threat information is gaining some
attention. Husari et al. developed a system to automate Cyber
Threat Intelligence (CTI) analytics that learns attack patterns
[5]. They combined Natural Language Processing (NLP) and
Information Retrieval (IR) techniques to extract threat actions
from threat reports based on their semantic relationships.
Their focus was to extract actionable TTP from threat reports,
whereas our focus is to identify the adversarial techniques that
can exploit the specific vulnerability.
Apart from extracting an adversarial technique from textual
documents, there have been some studies to directly map
the malware behavior to the MITRE ATT&CK framework.
Oosthoek et al. did the automated analysis of 951 unique
families of Windows malware and mapped them onto the
MITRE ATT&CK framework [6]. They generated a behavior
signature of the malware in the sandbox and mapped the
signature to the corresponding MITRE ATT&CK technique.
Their work focused to map the malware based on its behavior
to the adversarial techniques defined in MITRE ATT&CK
framework whereas our focus is to map the vulnerability
description that could be exploited by the adversary to the
same techniques through its textual representation.
Some researchers have been working on the information
provided by the MITRE ATT&CK framework to improve
the adversarial predictions. Al-Shaer et al. presented their
statistical machine learning analysis on Advanced Persistent
Threat (APT) and software attack data reported by MITRE
ATT&CK to infer and predict the techniques the adversary
might use [7]. They associated adversarial techniques using
hierarchical clustering with 95% confidence, providing statistically significant and explainable technique correlations. Our
focus is to correlate individual vulnerability descriptions to the
adversarial techniques and create a model that can be used to
automatically map new vulnerability to the MITRE ATT&CK
framework.
There have been also research on classifying the vulnerability information based on its textual description. Huang et
al. proposed an automatic vulnerability classification model
built on Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TFIDF), Information Gain (IG), and deep neural network [8].
They validated their model with CVE descriptions of the
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National Vulnerability Database and compared them to the performances of SVM, Naive Bayes, and kNN algorithms. We are
also attempting to classify the vulnerability information based
on its textual description, but Huang et al. focused a multiclass classification that each vulnerability belongs to a specific
category, whereas we attempt to classify a vulnerability into
multiple adversarial techniques at the same time.
As listed above, there have been some attempts to utilize
the MITRE ATT&CK framework or vulnerability classification
in the academic context. However, most of the works took
different directions such as [6] focused on mapping malware
behavior on the adversarial technique, and [5] focused on
extracting the TTPs. The only similar work [4] used some
traditional methods to extract techniques from cyber threat
reports, whereas we believe by using more neural and deep
learning approaches, it would be possible to achieve better
results.
III. BACKGROUND
Since this study is on the intersection of different fields,
the theoretical background knowledge is briefly explained in
this section.
A. Vulnerability Modeling
There have been several attempts to standardize the reporting and modeling of software security vulnerabilities or
weakness and threat landscape in general. In this section, we
will discuss a few relevant schemes for this study.
1) Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures: Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) is a list of entries, each
containing an identification number, description, and at least
one public reference for publicly known cybersecurity vulnerabilities [9]. CVE was launched in 1999 and now became
the standard naming convention to address the interoperability
and disparate databases and tools. CVE entries, also called
CVEs, CVE IDs, and CVE numbers by the community provide
common reference points so that cybersecurity products and
services can speak the same language. CVE is an international
cybersecurity community effort and each new CVE entry is
assigned by CVE Numbering Authorities (CNAs).
The majority of the disclosed vulnerabilities are stored at
the NVD for centralized vulnerability management purposes.
The NVD is the U.S. government repository of standards-based
vulnerability management data and is known as the de facto
central database of software security vulnerabilities [10]. CVEs
stored at NVD proved to be a useful resource for vulnerability
management and overall cybersecurity-related research.
2) Common Attack Pattern Enumeration and Classification: Common Attack Pattern Enumeration and Classification (CAPEC) efforts provide a publicly available catalog
of common attack patterns that helps users understand how
adversaries exploit weaknesses in applications and other cyberenabled capabilities [11]. CAPEC was established by the
U.S Department of Homeland Security in 2007 and continuously evolved to include public participation and contributions. CAPEC defines “Attack Patterns” as descriptions of the
common attributes and approaches employed by adversaries to
exploit known weaknesses in cyber-enabled capabilities. Each
attack pattern captures knowledge about how specific parts of
an attack are designed and executed and gives guidance on
ways to mitigate the attack’s effectiveness.
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tactics in the PRE-ATT&CK model and 79 techniques of 13
tactics in ATT&CK for Mobile model.
B. Multi-label classification
Classification is the task of learning to classify the set of
examples that are from a set of disjoint labels L, |L|> 1.
If |L|= 2, then the learning problem is called a binary or
single-label classification and if |L|> 2, it is a multi-class
classification. In the case of multi-class classification, the
example should correspond to a single class or label whereas
multi-label classification the examples are associated with a
set of labels Y ⊆ L [12]. According to Madjarov et al. the
multi-label classification methods could be of the following
categories [13].
1)

Figure 1. MITRE ATT&CK components and their relationship

CAPEC differs from MITRE ATT&CK framework in a
way that it focuses on the application security and enumerates exploits against vulnerable systems, whereas the MITRE
ATT&CK framework focuses on network defense and provides
a contextual understanding of malicious behavior. CAPEC is
mainly used for application threat modeling and developer
training and education, whereas ATT&CK is used for comparing network defense capabilities and hunting new threats.
3) MITRE ATT&CK framework: Adversarial Tactics, Techniques, and Common Knowledge (ATT&CK) was created
at MITRE corporation to systemically categorize adversary
behavior in September 2013 [3]. It was originally designed
as a project to document and categorize post-compromise
adversary TTPs against Microsoft Windows systems and later
added other platforms and called ATT&CK for Enterprise and
publicly released in May 2015. Subsequently, complementary
models such as PRE-ATT&CK, ATT&CK for Mobile, and
ATT&CK for ICS has been published in 2017 and 2020. The
ATT&CK framework consists of the following components:
•
•
•

•
•

Adversary group: Known adversaries that are tracked
and reported in threat intelligence reports.
Tactics: Tactics represent the adversary’s tactical objective: the reason for performing an action.
Technique/Sub-Technique: Techniques represent
“how” an adversary achieves its tactic, whereas
Sub-technique further breaks down techniques into
more specific descriptions of actions to reach the
goal.
Software: Software represents an instantiation of a
technique or sub-technique at the software level.
Mitigation: Mitigation represents security concepts
and technologies to prevent a technique or subtechnique from being successfully executed.

The relationship between the components is visualized in
Figure 1.
The MITRE ATT&CK framework is constantly enriched
with techniques and sub-techniques. At the time of writing,
there are 266 techniques/sub-techniques of 12 tactics in the
MITRE ATT&CK Enterprise model, 174 techniques of 15
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2)

3)

Algorithm adaptation methods: The existing machine learning algorithms that are adapted, extended,
and customized for multi-label classification problem.
The examples include: boosting, k-nearest neighbors,
decision trees, and neural networks.
Problem transformation methods: This method
transforms the multi-label classification into one or
more single-label classification or regression problems. It is further divided into categories as binary
relevance, label power-set, and pair-wise methods.
Ensemble classification: The ensemble methods are
developed on top of existing problem transformation
or algorithm adaptation methods. The examples include Random k-label sets (RAkEL) and ensembles
of pruned sets (EPS) etc.

C. Evaluation measures of multi-label classification
Since the multi-label classification task is different from
the traditional binary classification, the evaluation metrics to
measure the performance of the method also differs. The multilabel classification measures generally fall into the following
categories according to [13].
1)
2)
3)

Example based measures
Label based measures
Ranking based measures

The evaluation measures used in this study are briefly discussed below. In the definitions, yi denotes the set of true
labels for example xi and h(xi ) denotes the set of predicted
labels for the same examples. N is the number of examples
and Q denotes the total number of possible class labels.
1) Subset Accuracy: Subset Accuracy, also called as Exact
Match Ratio is the most strict metric, indicating the percentage
of samples that have all their labels classified correctly. It can
be calculated as shown in (1):
Accuracy(h) =

N
1 X
I(h(xi ) = yi )
N i=1

(1)

where I(true) = 1 and I(f alse) = 0.
2) Micro averaged F1 score: Since the classification is on
multiple labels the results have to be averaged out. Microprecision and micro-recall are the measures averaged over all
the example/label pair. In the definitions below T Pj , T Nj
denote the number of True Positive and True Negative, F Pj ,
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F Nj denote the number of False Positive and False Negative
examples per label λj when considered as binary classification.
PQ
j=1 T Pj
(2)
P recision = PQ
PQ
j=1 T Pj +
j=1 F Pj
PQ
Recall = PQ

j=1

j=1

T Pj +

T Pj
PQ

j=1

F Nj

(3)

Micro averaged F1 Score is the harmonic mean between
micro-precision and micro-recall.
F1 =

2 × microP recision × microRecall
microP recision + microRecall

(4)

3) Macro averaged F1 score: Macro-precision and macrorecall are the measures averaged across all labels and defined
as shown in (5) and (6).
Q

P recision =

1 X
T Pj
Q j=1 T Pj + F Pj

(5)

Q

Recall =

1 X
T Pj
Q j=1 T Pj + F Nj

(6)

Macro-F1 is the harmonic mean between precision and recall
where the average is calculated per label and then averaged
across all labels. If Pj and Rj are the precision and recall for
all λj ∈ h(xi ) from λj ∈ yi then Macro F1 is defined as in
(7):
Q
1 X 2 × Pj × R j
(7)
F1 =
Q j=1 Pj + Rj
4) Hamming loss: Hamming loss evaluates how many
times an example-label pair is misclassified i.e., fraction of
labels that are incorrectly predicted.
HammingLoss(h) =

N
1 X 1
| h(xi )∆yi |
N i=1 Q

(8)

where ∆ stands for the symmetric difference between two sets.
The smaller the Hamming loss better the model performance.
5) Ranking loss: Ranking loss evaluates the average fraction of label pairs that are reversely ordered for the particular
example.
RankingLoss(h) =

N
1 X | Di |
N i=1 | yi || y¯i |

(9)

where
Di = {(λm , λn ) | f (xi , λm ) ≤ f (xi , λn ), (λm , λn ) ∈ yi ×
y¯i )}, while y¯i )} denotes the complementary set of y in L. The
smaller the Ranking loss better the model performance.
IV. E XPERIMENT
Using the background information of Section III we conducted the experiment on the multi-label classification of
vulnerability information.
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Figure 2. CVE to Label mapping of the dataset

A. Experimental Dataset
The European Union Agency for Cybersecurity (ENISA)
published a report in December 2019 titled State of Vulnerabilities 2018/2019 [14]. The report aimed to provide an insight
into both the opportunities and limitations of the vulnerability
ecosystem. They collected in total 27,471 vulnerability information published during 1st January 2018 to 30th September
2019 from various data sources. As part of the analysis of
the collected data, authors mapped the CVEs to the MITRE
ATT&CK technique using the common CAPEC information
found in both NVD and ATT&CK. The authors generously
made available the dataset they’ve analyzed [15] and we
utilized the CVE information mapped to MITRE ATT&CK
tactics and techniques for training and testing the multi-label
classification model.
The ENISA report dataset contained 8,077 CVEs that are
mapped to 52 unique MITRE ATT&CK techniques or in this
instance labels. The dataset cardinality (mean of the number of
labels of the instances) is 9.43 and density (mean of the number
of labels of the instances that belong to the dataset divided by
the number of dataset labels) is 0.18. The dataset CVEs are
distributed into 7 discrete buckets of technique combinations.
For example, there are 668 CVEs that have a single label or
technique associated with it and 1,891 CVEs that have 19
labels assigned to them. Figure 2 shows this distribution.
From the ENISA report dataset of 8,077 examples, we held
out 200 examples to validate and analyze the trained model.
The remaining 7,877 examples were used to train and evaluate
the various multi-label classification methods.
In this study, we focused to do multi-label classification
based on the textual features of the CVE descriptions. The
mean length of the CVE description is 368 characters and
minimum/maximum lengths are 40 and 3,655 characters long.
The oldest CVE updated during the data collection period is
CVE-2007-6763 and the newest is CVE-2019-9975.
B. Text representation
In order to conduct the multi-label classification, the
given text needs to be converted into numerical vectors, also
known as embeddings. Conventionally, vector embeddings
were achieved through shallow algorithms such as Bag of
Words (BoW) or Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF). These approaches have been superseded
by predictive representation models such as Word2Vec [16],
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GloVe [17], and so on. Since the utilization of deep neural
networks has been proven to be superior in different fields,
various studies have adopted deep neural models to embed
the text into vector space, such as Facebook’s InferSent [18]
and Universal Sentence Encoder (USE) from Google Research.
Perone et al. evaluated different sentence embeddings and
Universal Sentence Encoder outperformed InferSent in terms
of semantic relatedness and textual similarity tasks [19]. Therefore, for the purpose of this research, Universal Sentence
Encoder has been utilized to generate the vector embeddings
of the text.
Since the sentence embeddings from USE produce good
task performance with little task-specific training data, a Deep
Averaging Network (DAN)-based USE model introduced in
[20] has been used to represent the CVE descriptions in numerical vectors, so that multi-label classification methods could
be applied. The model takes English sentences of variable
lengths as input and produces 512 fixed-dimensional vector
representations of the sentences as output [21].
C. Model selection
The CVE descriptions of the dataset have been initially
converted into numerical vectors using USE. Every CVE
description becomes a 512 fixed-dimensional vector that can
be treated as features for the classifier. To determine the
suitable model to map the vulnerability description to MITRE
ATT&CK techniques we experimented with 1 Algorithm
Adaptation, 3 Problem Transformation, and 1 Ensemble multilabel classification methods using the open-source library
scikit-multilearn [22]. The experimented methods are listed
below.
•

•

•

•

•

Multi-label k-nearest neighbors (MlkNN) is the
adaptation of the popular k-nearest neighbors (kNN)
algorithm to the multi-label classification task and an
example of Algorithm adaptation method. We estimated the number of neighbors k to be most optimal
when k = 3 where 1 ≤ k ≤ 30 when optimized for
macro-average F1 measure.
LabelPowerset is a Problem Transformation method
that transforms a multi-label problem to a multi-class
problem with 1 multi-class classifier trained on all
unique label combinations. It maps each combination
to a unique id number and performs multi-class classification using the classifier as a multi-class classifier
and combination ids as classes.
ClassifierChain is also a Problem Transformation
method. The classifiers are linked along a chain where
the i-th classifier deals with the binary relevance
problem associated with its label. The feature space of
each link in the chain is extended with the 0/1 label
associations of all previous links.
BinaryRelevance is the well known one-against-all
method. It learns one classifier for each label using
all the examples labeled with that label as positive and
remaining as negative. And while making a prediction
each binary classifier predicts whether its label is
relevant for the given example or not. It is an example
of the Problem Transformation method.
RAndom
k-labELsets
multi-label
classifier
(RAkELd) is an Ensemble method that divides the
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label space into equal partitions of size k, trains a
LabelPowerset classifier per partition and predicts by
summing the result of all trained classifiers.
The above-mentioned methods use traditional classification
algorithms for the multi-label classification task. Since the
utilization of neural networks has been proven to be superior
in almost every task we also experimented with more neural
approaches as multi-label classification algorithms. Since the
multi-label classification task of our experiment doesn’t require
the sequential input or memory state of the input we experimented with a simple Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) neural
model to conduct the classification. Szymański et al. included
a wrapper in a scikit-multilearn library that allows any Keras
or PyTorch compatible backend to be used to solve multilabel problems through problem-transformation methods [23].
We utilized it to conduct the same experiment with neural
methods. The following lists the neural methods we used along
with their basic parameters.
•

•

LabelPowerset (neural) LabelPowerset method with
the Multilayer Perceptron as the base classifier. It has
2 hidden layers and the softmax function is used for
activation.
BinaryRelevance (neural) BinaryRelevance method
with the Multilayer Perceptron as base classifier. It
has 2 hidden layers and the sigmoid function is used
for activation.

In the next section, we will discuss the evaluation results
of these different methods.
D. Model Evaluation
Since the dataset is limited in size we evaluated the models
with 10-fold cross validation method. The evaluations results
as the average of 10-fold validation is listed in Table 1.
From the results listed in Table 1, we could see that
LabelPowerset using the neural model as base classifier has the
best results in all except one evaluation measures we selected.
In terms of Hamming loss, the neural BinaryRelevance has a
better score, but neural LabelPowerset is second in place and
outperforms in every other measure. Hence, neural LabelPowerset model has been chosen as the best performing model.
There is no rule-of-thumb for “good” multi-label classification result and it depends upon various factors such
as classification domain, dataset, and evaluation measures.
However, in order to understand the efficiency of the model
we compared our results with the results published in [24]
in which Pakrashi et al. did a benchmarking study on various multi-label classification algorithms using eleven different
datasets. When compared with their results it has revealed that
the least performance in our experiment is better than the best
performing results of 4 of the 11 datasets in the same measure
as Macro Averaged F1 score. Hence, we concluded that the
experimental results are good enough to be considered for
discussion.
E. Model analysis
After training and testing the best performing model we
conducted an in-depth analysis of the model using the heldout validation data. A total of 200 examples were held out from
the training dataset to validate and analyze the best performing
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TABLE I. EXPERIMENT RESULT.
Algorithm
MlkNN
LabelPowerset
ClassifierChain
BinaryRelevance
RakelD
LabelPowerset (neural)
BinaryRelevance (neural)

Accuracy score
0.6138
0.6133
0.5036
0.3744
0.4237
0.7432
0.5538

Precision
0.7376
0.7186
0.5978
0.5798
0.6255
0.7532
0.7789

Micro Average
Recall
0.6211
0.5741
0.6208
0.6576
0.6216
0.7380
0.7100

F1 Score
0.6740
0.6369
0.6089
0.6158
0.6230
0.7452
0.7426

Precision
0.6507
0.5753
0.4209
0.4638
0.5021
0.6827
0.6924

Macro Average
Recall
0.5081
0.5412
0.4715
0.6193
0.5884
0.6264
0.5957

F1 Score
0.5576
0.5174
0.4243
0.4907
0.5024
0.6396
0.6279

Hamming loss
0.1079
0.1157
0.1427
0.1471
0.1340
0.0911
0.0883

Ranking loss
0.3595
0.3654
0.4298
0.3263
0.3411
0.2448
0.2885

the best performing neural LabelPowerset model.
Due to the partial nature of the experimental dataset,
the experimental result could not be fully tested in real-life
scenarios. However, in the given dataset, the chosen methods
show good performance, indicating a comprehensive dataset
may yield a production-ready system that could be used to
automate and prioritize the cyber defense operations.
In the future, we would like to build a comprehensive
dataset by correlating CAPEC information of the vulnerability
with MITRE ATT&CK techniques and create a model that can
be used in production systems.
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Abstract—This paper discusses means to evaluate the potential
impact of data flows caused by the use of smartphone apps
(applications) on the privacy of the user. While the data flows
are often caused by trackers, permissions set the framework on
which data can flow between the smartphones and the remote
party. Hence, we devise a concept to examine privacy violations
caused by trackers and permissions in mobile apps and to render
the results of said examination more comparable and reliable
based on the characteristics of the examination methods (custody,
examined forensic data streams and type of communication).
We define two different examination scenarios in which this
approach can be deployed and conduct practical tests in these
two scenarios. For the first scenario, the concept is applied to
the static evaluation of 8 exemplary mobile apps running on
the Android platform using 3 different methods (Exodus Privacy,
Exodus Standalone and AppChecker) identifying 162 permissions
and 42 trackers in total. The second scenario employs these three
methods in order to examine the extent to which three mobile
browsers reveal information towards the respective developers.
Our main contributions are the application of a model of the
forensic process to the examination of the loss of potential privacy
due to the use of mobile apps in order to provide comparability
of the findings. In addition, a proposal for a visualization scheme
capable of displaying test results from privacy examinations
covering a large number of examination items is proposed.
Keywords–Privacy Measurement; Data sovereignty.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Privacy and data protection are very relevant topics from
a legal and data sovereignty perspective. While the legal
perspective is no part of this paper, the Principles relating
to processing of personal data of Article 5 of the GDPR[1]
provide a useful overview on the topic of privacy related data.
These principles include data minimisation, storage limitation
and lawfulness, fairness and transparency - principles often
not used in app deployment, most apps contain trackers [2].
This paper aims at supporting privacy and data protection
by providing the user with methods to identify data flows
caused by the use of mobile apps (executed on the smartphone), which could threaten the privacy. Knowledge about
these data flows is essential to obtain some degree of data
sovereignty. These data flows could be used by third parties to
identify customers, create profile, send targeted advertisement
(including those leading to generally known negative social
consequences like advertisement for alcohol or micro-targeting
during political campaigns) or exclude customers from services
based on their liquidity. In addition, these trackers use unnecessary resources (e.g., CPU power, bandwidth, energy) without
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a benefit to the user and the environment. This increased need
for resources also leads to a more negative global ecological
footprint.
The discussion whether certain data flows violate the right
of privacy of an user relies on legal background and a review
of the relevant laws. However, this paper focuses on a purely
technical approach based on the technical properties we can
identify. However, knowledge about the presence of these data
flows is by itself a necessary requirement to achieve data
sovereignty. This is of relevance when deciding whether an
app is appropriate for a given use case, e.g., the use in an
educational or corporate setting. In these scenarios, a teacher
or IT specialist could be the data detective identifying various
trackers.
This knowledge can be used to prevent privacy-related
leakage. Users can prevent trackers by using various blocking
mechanisms like NoScript [3] or the use of a Pi-hole [4].
However, these mechanisms all have their limitations and
require installation and configuration for use. The knowledge
about tracker detection techniques has other uses; developers
of apps can also use the knowledge about trackers within their
apps to remove such trackers, introduced by e.g., software
development kits or libraries.
A necessary property to identify trackers is the destination
of a given data flow. During the course of this paper, we
identify two different potential destinations for data flows
common in the use of mobile apps:
• Data flow to the service provider (DFf p )
• Data flow to a third party (DFtp )
The second property catches the aspect of whether the
data flow is necessary in order for the app to provide the
functionality. Either the app is able to provide the functionality
without this data data or it is not. Hence, we can further specify
the potential data flows:
• Data flow to the service provider necessary for the
functionality of the app (DFf p.req )
• Data flow to the service provider not necessary for the
functionality of the app (DFf p.nrq )
• Data flow to a third party necessary for the functionality of the app (DFtp.req )
• Data flow to a third party not necessary for the
functionality of the app (DFtp.nrq )
A common example for those data flows unnecessary to
provide the functionality intended by the user include trackers.
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These trackers are embedded into many apps in order to gather
data about the user and the use patterns of the given tools.
This is often used as a foundation for the identification of
users which can in turn be used for ads targeted at specific
users. These trackers pose a risk to the privacy of the user. In
disconnect-tracking-protection [5] a detailed description based
on a technical review is given as to why a specific item is
listed as a tracker and might be used as guideline to discern
whether the data flows identified using the approach in this
paper are threats to privacy.
For the sake of simplicity, we refer to any data flow not
necessary to provide the functionality intended by the user as a
tracker during the course of this paper. Various tools designed
to identify these trackers are available with an overview on
these provided in Section II-C. A fundamental problem is
that the results provided by these tools are not comparable.
This increases the difficulty of verifying the results provided
by one such tool through the use of a different tool. This is
due to different underlying criteria used for the identification
of trackers and a varying degree of documentation provided
to the examiner by these tools. This paper explores the use
of a structured investigative approach as used in the field of
computer forensics to achieve this comparability in finding
unnecessary data flows.
However, the absence of any unnecessary data flows does
not guarantee the absence of risk for the user’s privacy. For
example, the service provider could aggregate DFf p.req or
DFtp.req over the course of various requests and compile
them to form an user profile. However, the data that could be
transferred is limited by the access the specific app has to the
operating system. This is controlled by permissions. Hence,
identifying these permissions offers additional information
relevant to judge potential data protection violations.
In general, we identify two different scenarios in which the
approach presented in this paper can be used:
•
•

Examination Scenario 1 (ES1): one (or multiple)
app(s) are examined for trackers and permissions
Examination Scenario 2 (ES2): various alternative
apps for a specific use case are compared with regards
to potential privacy violations

Due to the complexity of this topic this paper focuses
on the identification of the four formerly defined data flows
during the use of mobile apps as well as the permissions
used by these apps. In order to achieve this goal, this paper
is structured as follows: Section II gives an overview on
the domain investigated in this paper, the current tools used
to identify trackers and permissions in mobile apps and the
structured approach to perform an investigation as used in the
field of computer forensics. Section III applies the structured
approach of a forensic investigation to the identification of
trackers (and data flows in general). This includes a discussion
on how the tools detecting trackers and identifying permissions
work in detail and how this type of examination is currently
conducted showing the challenges of the specific domains
in question. Section IV describes the creation of a testbed
which includes the tool sets necessary to conduct such an
investigation following the structured approach. It also shows
how this testbed is then used to identify and categorize various
data flows during the use of eight selected exemplary mobile
apps in ES1. In addition, three exemplary selected different
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browser are compared as an example for ES2 providing a more
in-depth comparison on what the achieved results reveal about
potential violation of the user privacy by the use of these apps.
This paper closes with an overview and an outlook provided
in Section V.
II. F UNDAMENTALS
This section provides some background helpful to follow
the discussions laid out during the subsequent chapters. An
overview on the various approaches to evaluate the privacy of
websites and apps is provided. This includes the identification
of various data flows. In addition, the properties specific to
apps in the mobile domain affecting the identification of
trackers are explored.
A. Exemplary selection of approaches to evaluate the privacy
of websites and apps
Several approaches to determine the privacy and IT security
of websites exist. In [6] a system to improve the privacy and
IT security is described, which analyses selected privacy and
IT security aspects. A special feature of the resulting analysis
site privacyscore.org [7] is that arbitrary users can supply a
single URL to be tested or a list thereof (crowd-sourced list).
The system design allows revisiting those existing URL(s) and
thus enables an analysis of the privacy and IT situation of said
URL(s) over time and for privacyscore.org users alike.
One empirical study to systematically determine the privacy and IT security of apps for the android operating environment is described in [2]. It reveals that most apps contain
trackers, that the tracking is category-sensitive and a highly
trans-national phenomenon. A guideline on how Apps are
tested for trackers is provided by various sources. One example
includes mobilsicher.de [8] which provides an outline of their
approach in German.
B. Mobile Apps
The topics discussed in this paper are also relevant in the
domain of desktop computer systems. Indeed, some of the
concepts presented in this paper can be transferred to this
domain. However, for the sake of brevity, this paper focuses
on the mobile domain in order to discuss some of the specific
challenges of this domain when investigating potential privacy
leaks. Hence, for the course of this paper, an app(lication)
refers to any type of application that is executable on a
smartphone and which is distinguishable from the operating
environment (for example in that it is downloaded or updated
separately).
Apps use the resources of the smartphone as provided by
an underlying operating system. During the course of this
paper, all apps examined and methods used are running on the
Android platform [9]. This does not represent any inclination
of the authors towards this platform nor should it indicate
that the methods used in this paper are not applicable to
different platforms. In the case of Android operating systems,
the access of the apps is restricted by the use of various
permissions. Permissions describe the access rights granted
for a specific app. In essence, they restrict access to given
information. Examples include the access to camera or the
address book. Hence, these permissions are useful to discern
which information could be communication within the specific
data flows.
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C. Methods to identify data flows
Identifying data flows forms the foundation of identifying
potential privacy violations. Two principal approaches exist to
identify such data flows in mobile apps. These approaches are
implemented in various tools but these tools represent insulated
solutions rather than a comprehensive approach providing
comparable results.
a) Static Analysis: Static Analysis describes analysis
performed by investigating the binary representation of an
app. This binary representation can be interpreted in order to
identify certain functions. Trackers for example usually employ
a set of specific function calls or employ communication to certain known servers. Such patterns are referred to as signatures.
As long as the signature for a given tracker is known, it can
be identified. The complexity of this interpretation depends on
the complexity of the programming technology used to develop
the app. Some apps might use standardized development tools
while others might have their binary formats obfuscated to
prevent such analysis.
A tool implementing static analysis of mobile apps is
Exodus Privacy [10]. The characteristics and the operations
methods of this tool are described in III-B. The tool is then
used during the case study as described in IV-B providing
insight into its use and usefulness.
b) Dynamic Analysis: Dynamic Analysis investigates
the runtime behaviour of an app during its execution. In the
context of this paper, this mostly includes the communication
behaviour of the app. Hence, the data flows are observed while
they occur. A tool useful for the capturing of data flows is
Wireshark [11].
c) Specifics of mobile apps relevant during examination: There are some factors which impact the capabilities to
examine apps in the mobile domain:
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Prop1: large amount of background processes: in
general, many background processes are active on a
mobile system implying the presence of background
noise which must be taken into account
Prop2: very low control over operating system: mobile
operating systems generally limit the user in the access
to various system information
Prop3: standardization of development tools: apps are
developed using standard frameworks and languages
which makes analysis easier
Prop4: reliance on system functions: apps often use libraries and operating system calls which are protected
or obfuscated against analysis
Prop5: apps contain a manifest: this gives some
information about the use of certain system permission
by the app, but practical tests have shown that these
are not necessarily conclusive
Prop6: various variants: there are usually various
variants of apps in the mobile domain compiled for
various architectures and operating systems with a
potentially different behaviour in regards to data flows
Prop7: App bundles: sometimes these different variants are combined into an App Bundle which includes
various resources necessary in order to create a device
specific installation
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Prop1 and Prop2 have a negative impact on the capabilities
to perform dynamic analysis in the context of mobile apps,
while Prop5 eases the complexity of of detecting permissions
during static analysis. Prop6 and Prop7 raise the difficulty of
obtaining the correct binary for analysis in the first place. Here,
the use of checksums and other methods in order to identify
the specific binaries is necessary.
D. The structured approach of Computer Forensics
According to [12] computer forensics is The use of scientifically derived and proven methods toward the preservation,
collection, validation, identification, analysis, interpretation,
documentation and presentation of digital evidence derived
from digital sources for the purpose of facilitating or furthering
the reconstruction of events found to be criminal, or helping
to anticipate unauthorized actions shown to be disruptive to
planned operations.
Such an approach implies the use of proven methods in
a structured process in order to document various traces with
the overall aim to present them in a manner which enables a
person reviewing the result to form a well-founded conclusion
based on these traces. When investigating potential privacy
violations during the use of mobile apps the same traceability
and comparability of the results is intended. Hence, methods
from the field of computer forensics could potentially be used
to achieve this.
In general, computer forensic investigations follow a structured process. This process is often described by forensic
process models. During the course of this paper, we employ
a forensic process model based on the one described in [13]
(which is based on [14]) as it offers some advantages for the
task at hand.
This forensic process model structures the forensic process
along the lines of six Investigation Steps. A main advantage
of this forensic process model is the inclusion of a Strategic
Preparation (SP) which covers measures taken by the operator
of an IT-system in order to support a forensic investigation
prior to an incident [14].
The forensic traces originate from three distinct forensic
Data Streams as described in [15]. These data streams identify
the various sources of forensic evidence within the forensic
process and assign general properties to these sources:
•

•

•

Non-volatile Memory: Memory inside a computing
unit which maintains its content after the unit is disconnected from its respective power supply. (denoted
as DST in this paper)
Volatile Memory: Memory inside a computing unit
which loses its content after the unit is disconnected
from its respective power supply. ( denoted as DSM )
Communication: All the data transmitted to other
computing units via communication interfaces. (denoted as DSN )

The potential traces relevant during the forensic investigation are categorized into nine Data Types based on how the
respective data is handled during the forensic process. The
following relevant Data Types are identified in [13]:
•

hardware data (DT1): Data in a computing unit which
is not, or only in a limited way, influenced by software.
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•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•

raw data (DT2): A sequence of bits within the data
streams of a computing systems not (yet) interpreted.
details about data (DT3): Data added to other data,
stored within the annotated chunk of data or externally
configuration data (DT4): Data which can be changed
by software and which modifies the behaviour of
software and hardware, excluding the communication
behaviour
network configuration data (DT5): Data that modifies
system behaviour with regards to communication
process data (DT6): data about a running software
process within a computing unit
session data (DT7): data collected by a system during
a session, which consist of a number of processes with
the same scope and time frame
application data (DT8): data representing functions
needed to create, edit, consume or process content
relied to the key functionality of the system
functional data (DT9): data content created, edited,
consumed or processed as the key functionality of the
system

Six Classes of Methods describe the requirements for the
use of the various forensic methods by categorizing them
based on what kind of software provides said method. This
corresponds to the use of specific tools (or tool chains) in order
to investigate a certain type of data. Some of these classes of
methods defined in [14] are relevant for this paper. These are
the Operating system (OS - methods provided by the operating
system [...]), Explicit means of intrusion detection (EMID methods provided by additional software [...] being executed
autonomously on a routine basis and without a suspicion of
an incident), IT application (ITA - methods provided by ITApplications that are operated by the user [...]) and Scaling
of methods for evidence gathering (SMG - methods to further
collect evidence to be used if a suspicion is raised [...]).
III. S TRUCTURED APPROACH TO INVESTIGATE AND
COMPARE POTENTIAL PRIVACY VIOLATIONS IN MOBILE
APPS
In this section, the approach for digital forensics discussed
in Section II-D is applied to achieve comparability between
the various methods to examine third and first party tracking
employed in mobile apps.
A. System landscape analysis and its resulting forensic process
as part of Strategic Preparation (SP) and its impact on
comparability
The investigation step of Strategic Preparation (see Section
II-D) plays a decisive role during this process in trying and
testing the measures ahead of an incident and setting the
system boundaries of systems which are examined and those
used for examination. Hence, this step directly impacts the
results and their credibility. Setting these boundaries is done
during a system landscape analysis. Such an analysis for
our use case of identifying third and first party tracking by
apps via employing static analysis is depicted in Figure 1.
It also introduces a possible extension enabling the analysis
of websites. The system landscape analysis allows for the
identification of various characteristics in which the employed
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Figure 1. System landscape analysis of the examination of apps and
websites regarding first and third party tracking using the categorization into
custody, data streams, and type of examination

methods differ. These characteristics carry some implications
on how these methods can be used in order to identify third and
first party tracking. This affects the credibility of the results.
The first identified characteristic is custody. This characteristic encompasses two aspects. These aspects are custody over
the method used for the examination and custody over the
examination item which is an app in the context of this paper.
This custody can either be on-premises (the examiner has
custody over this component) or off-premises (another entity
has custody over this component). If two different methods
share the same characteristic in terms of custody, we refer
to them as intra-premises. If they differ in this respect, we
refer to them as inter-premises. Generally speaking, having
custody of these two aspects implies a greater control over
them and, hence, a higher credibility. Secondly, we identify the
data stream examined by the given method as another relevant
characteristic (see II-D for an introduction into the various
forensic data streams). A method could analyse the binary
obtained from the non-volatile memory (DST ), the volatile
memory obtained during the execution of a binary (DSM )
or the communication observed during execution (DSN ).
Finally, we can categorize the type of examination into a static
examination (a single snapshot of the behaviour of the website
or the app) and a dynamic examination (a change in behaviour
of an app over time).
With our stated goal of achieving comparability of tools
and services for privacy examination, i.e., the sets of methods
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from the model from [14], this categorization provides a structure supporting the comparability between various methods.
This is not affected whether these methods rely on the same
internal engine (intra-engine) or not (inter-engine).
B. Comparison of methods within the forensic framework
The forensic data types shown in Section II-D are generally
applicable to all data streams (see Section III-A and can be
used to indicate privacy issues (primarily by their presence
but also by their absence). Also they can be used to describe
the methods employed to identify and examine data flows and
their respective actions in a comparable manner.
One such example is shown in Table I. This table provides
an overview on the three methods used for identifying trackers
and permission during this paper. It includes an intra-engine
comparison of two different means to employ the Exodus
Privacy Engine and well as an inter-engine comparison to a
third method.
The two means to employ the Exodus Privacy Engine are
Exodus Privacy ([10], in short: EPO) and Exodus Standalone
([16], in short: ESA). EPO is a web-based service which
runs remotely (off-premises). The user sends a request to the
service which then downloads an app (in form of an .APK
file) from the Google Play Store. Neither the method itself
nor the examination item are in the custody of the examiner.
ESA is a console application which runs on a local system and
is supplied with a local .APK file to examine (on-premises).
In this case, method and examination item in the custody of
the examiner. Both variants examine a binary file which has to
be downloaded and stored before the examination, hence the
data stream DST is examined. Both employ static measures
as its type of examination.
AppChecker ([17], in short: APC) provides an inter-engine
comparison. This tool is a console application running on a
local system (on-premises) with the method and examination
item being in the custody of the examiner. Again, it employs
static measures (type of examination) on a binary file (DST ).
With this in mind, a closer look on the exact nature of the
examination performed by these three methods is necessary
with a specific focus on comparability and documentation. In
both cases, access to the specific app (in form of an .APK)
is required. In the case of ESA and APC, this .APK might
already be available so the first action is optional. Whether the
.APK has to be downloaded first (in case of EPO), copied from
another medium or is already present on the examiners system,
it represents raw data (DT2). This .APK is then extracted to
reveal the binary (DT2) and the manifest which represents
information about this binary (DT3). Following this, various
pieces of information are extracted from the present data. The
binary (DT2) is searched for hosts and ip addresses leading to
a list of potential communication partners (representing DT5).
The manifest (DT3) is investigated in order to compile a list of
the various permissions the app is supposed to be granted by
the system it runs on (representing DT4). In the next step, both
lists are compared to external data which does not originate
from the examined source but contributes to the examination
result. This external data represents signatures which could
include hosts known to be used for advertisement. In essence,
these data represents a list of known trackers (in case of
host names or ip addresses) or unwanted permissions. This
leads to a reduced list of relevant trackers (DT5) or relevant
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permissions (DT4). In the final step, this data is then compiled
into a report.
While the operations are identical for each three methods,
the visibility to the examiner is different. In the case of ESA
and APC every action was performed locally and was hence
observable to the investigator. At every action, inputs and
outputs could be documented in detail. In the case of EPO
every action taking place after the process is started is not
observable for the examiner. The examiner has to rely on
the summary provided by EPO after the method is finished.
However, the use of EPO requires far less effort from the
examiner in terms of required resources.
TABLE I. FORENSIC DATA TYPES PROCESSED DURING THE
INTERNAL ACTIONS AND THEIR VISIBILITY TO THE EXAMINER
DURING STATIC ANALYSIS
Internal Action

Data Types

Download .APK
Extract .APK
Binary: Extract Hosts
Manifest: Extract
Permission
Host: Compare
Manifest: Compare
Generate Report

DT2
DT2, DT3
DT2 → DT5
DT3 → DT4
DT5, ext → DT5
DT4, ext → DT4
DT4, DT5 →
Report

observable in
EPO - [10]
7
7
7
7
7
7
3

...
ESA - [16]
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

APC - [17]
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

C. Visualization of examinations results
Since the tools and services (i.e., sets methods from
[14]) typically gather a large number of results, an efficient
visualization of the results of their usage is paramount. This
visualization should support an easy comparison of different
methods and should be easily extensible with regards to new
result categories (horizontal view in Figure 2) and new tested
apps and websites (vertical view).
We choose a DNA-graph-style representation as it allows
for the additional integration of information regarding the data
type (e.g., URLs of known trackers as DT3 in the the network
data stream DSN , app permissions as configuration data DT4)
using colouring/shading. A very important property of this
visualization type is that it also depicts the absence using
marked positions, which greatly supports the comparison of
different methods to examine potentially privacy violating data
flows.
IV. C ASE S TUDY
This section describes the creation of a test environment in
order to apply various methods to examine potentially privacy
violating data flows in a sample of selected apps (ES1) or to
examine various alternative apps usable for web browsing with
regards to potential privacy violations (ES2).
A. Building a test environment
A test environment should fulfill a number of requirements
that apply to both dynamic and static tests (see Section II).
To ensure the authenticity of the tested app, it should be
acquired from the official distribution system. One means to
access these stores and extract the app as it was downloaded
is to use an Android Emulator such as the Emulator from
the official AndroidSDK [18] or using dedicated emulators
such as Genymotion [19]. If the option of shared access to
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the emulated system is used, access to the official .APK of
a given app is possible. Thus, the app can be downloaded
from the official distribution and yet is accessible to the tools
for static evaluation by means of accessing the mass storage
of the emulated system. AppChecker and Exodus Standalone
as well as Exodus Privacy compute a SHA265 cryptographic
hash, enabling also an integrity check. The maintenance of
both security aspects are vital for the forensic process (see
Section II-D).
Although dynamic analysis is only included in a minor
role in this paper for the sake of brevity, a few short notes
for a successful conduct of such a structured examination
shall be provided. In this case, the creation of a ”low-noise”
environment is of great help for the examiner. Since in dynamic analysis the network traffic is analysed, any interference
from other parts of the Android operating system should
be minimized. While we consider a complete exclusion of
all surplus network traffic impossible with current mobile
operating systems, at least a reduced interference should be
achieved by the removal of all apps and services not needed
to execute a given app for testing.
B. (ES1): Testing eight different apps for potential privacy
violations
For the tests a set of eight different apps suited for use
in an educational institution was selected. The tests were
conducted using the guidelines provided in Section IV-A.
Genymotion 3.1.1 [19] was used on a Lenovo T61 Laptop
with 4GB RAM running Ubuntu18.04 [20]. The Android
emulator was run within a virtualized system (realized using
VirtualBox [21] with the necessary configuration for shared
access to the virtual file system. The respective apps where
then downloaded from the respective Playstore on the emulated
phone (emulating an Android 7.1). The downloaded binary
file was then transferred using the Terminal App [22] to the
shared folder. Here, the sha256sum for the specific binary was
calculated and documented.
This binary was then examined using Exodus Standalone
and AppChecker. The execution of both methods can be
documented on the command line and the outputs created
can be stored. Since the SHA256 checksum of the binaries
are known, the results of these two methods running onpremises can be compared to the results provided by the offpremises method of Exodus Privacy. The three used methods
are explained in detail in Section III-B including the use of
forensic data types during the application of these methods.
The execution of all methods on the eight selected specimen was successful. Based on the considerations for the
visualization made in Section III-C, the results are shown in
Figure 2. It shows the three different methods of investigations
for each of the eight different specimen as the rows while the
columns show the different identified trackers (DT5) and the
identified permissions (DT4). A colored box indicates that the
specific tracker or permission was identified within the specific
specimen using the specific method.
For the trackers, it is notable that there are very few intraengine differences between EPO and ESA. The exception is
Moodle, where EPO identifies the Google Firebase Analytics
tracker and ESA does not. This might be due to a difference
in the list of known tracker signatures between these versions.
However, since no information on the exact version of this list
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used is provided by the two methods, a further examination
is not possible. While ESA could be modified to store this
list of signatures for documentation purposes (due to being
open source and on-premises), this is not possible for EPO.
Generally, both methods provide the same results, albeit the
use of ESA provides for a better documentation on how these
results are achieved. There are, however, some notable interengine differences in the results when compared to APC. This
can be seen, for example, with DropBox, or Shazam. The
reason here are different heuristics (including the signatures
for the identification of trackers). An overview on these results
is provided in Table II. In general, there is usually a core of
trackers for any given app identified by all methods. Some
trackers are only found by EPO and ESA and some only by
APC. A review of the identified trackers show that all of them
fall under DFtp ) since they represent connections to a third
party. Based on external knowledge about the specific names of
the identified trackers, these most likely all represent DFtp.nrq .
TABLE II. NUMBER OF IDENTIFIED TRACKERS DURING ES1 ON
EIGHT SELECTED APPS AS PERFORMED IN SECTION IV-B
Application Name
and Version
Corona-Warn 1.2.1
Dropbox 194.2.6
GuitarTuna 6.4.0
Moodle 0.0.0
Pixabay 1.1.3.1
QR & Barcode
Scanner 2.1.32
Shazam
10.38.0-200709
Signal 4.69.4

ESA

EPO

APC

0
5
10
0
2
5

0
5
10
1
2
5

1
4
11
2
2
6

common
to all
0
2
9
0
0
4

4

4

5

2

0

0

1

0

TABLE III. NUMBER OF IDENTIFIED PERMISSIONS DURING ES1
ON EIGHT SELECTED APPS AS PERFORMED IN SECTION IV-B
Application Name
and Version
Corona-Warn 1.2.1
Dropbox 194.2.6
GuitarTuna 6.4.0
Moodle 0.0.0
Pixabay 1.1.3.1
QR & Barcode
Scanner 2.1.32
Shazam
10.38.0-200709
Signal 4.69.4

ESA

EPO

APC

8
23
9
30
9
13

8
23
9
30
9
13

8
23
9
30
9
13

common
to all
8
23
9
30
9
13

14

14

14

14

65

65

65

65

For the permissions, the results are identical for all methods
applied to all apps as can be seen in Table II. This is based
on the reason that same approach for detecting permissions
is used by all these methods. All the methods discussed here
perform a review of the manifest to identify trackers.
C. (ES2): Examining various alternative apps usable for web
browsing with regards to potential privacy violations
For this test, three exemplary selected apps for web browsing are examined with regards to potential privacy violations.
The three mobile browsers are Chrome, F-Droid Fennec and
Mozilla Firefox.
The tests employed the same examination setup as used
in ES1 (see Section IV-B). This includes the three methods
Exodus Standalone, AppChecker and Exodus Privacy used for
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Figure 2. Trackers and permissions identified during ES1 on eight selected apps as performed in Section IV-B

static analysis. These three methods and the forensic data types
used during their application are discussed in detail in Section
III-B. However, in this case dynamic analysis was employed
for a more detailed insight into the results.
The execution of all methods on the three selected apps was
successful. Based on the considerations for the visualization
made in Section III-C, the results are shown in Figure 3.
Again, the rows show the three different methods of investigation for each of the three specimen. The columns show the
identified trackers (DT4) or permissions (DT5). Colored boxes
indicate that a method identified the tracker or permission
within the specific specimen.
In case of trackers no intra-engine differences between
EPO and ESA are visible. There are some differences when
compared to the findings of APC. Chrome contains two trackers (Google Ads and Facebook Ads) according to APC. Fennec
F-Droid contains Mozilla Telemetry which EPO and ESA identify as a tracker. Mozilla Firefox has three trackers common
to all methods. These are Facebook Ads, Google Firebase
Analytics and LeanPlum. APC also identifies GoogleAds as
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a tracker. EPO and ESA identify GoogleAdMob instead. All
three methods identify the same set of permissions.
Dynamic analysis can be used in order to verify these
observations. The setup described in IV-A was used to execute Fennec F-Droid within a ”low-noise” environment using
Wireshark [11] to record the network traffic before reviewing
said traffic in order to identify the data flows. In order to
reduce the influence of background noise, Fennec F-Droid
was started multiple times and the resulting communication
behaviour observed. Every time the app started, a connection
to firefox.settings.services.mozilla.com was attempted. Hence,
we can conclude a DFtp , since the host does not correspond
to the provider of app. This confirms the result of the static
analysis with regards to Fennec F-Droid.
Example ES2 clearly shows the limitations of the approach
presented here. The identification of trackers only yields DFtp )
and does not identify DFf p ). This leads to the good results
of Chrome in this comparison without taking into account any
DFf p ), which might cause privacy violations. Here, a thorough
dynamic analysis might provide additional insight. Either
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Figure 3. Trackers and permissions identified during ES2 performed on three different web browser apps performed in Section IV-C

examining the specific data flow or blocking the specific data
flow and then checking if the app still performs its function can
be used to discern whether a data flows represents DFf p.req or
DFf p.nrq respectively. This approach is also usable to separate
DFtp.req from DFtp.nrq .
V. C ONCLUSION
This paper discusses potential privacy violations during the
use of mobile apps caused by data flows to the first party and
third parties. It introduces four different types of data flows
with potential privacy implications and some means to detect
these data flows. It discusses how the results originating from
various methods can be made more reliable and more comparable. This is achieved by applying practices from computer
forensics to this field and describing the examination processes
from the viewpoint of a forensic investigation. This enables
the identification of a set of relevant factors for selecting
the methods of examination. In addition, considerations on a
suitable visualization and an example for such an visualization
are provided.
The approach is applied to two different Examination
Scenario. In this first scenario, three different methods of static
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analysis to examine the potential data flows in a set of eight
different apps are used. This leads to the identification of 42
trackers with 20 of them being different. In addition, 167
permissions are identified with 77 of them being different.
The second scenario examines three different browser apps
and identifies trackers and permissions. It shows the limits of
the presented approach and gives a short example of a dynamic
analysis.
The approach presented in this paper relies on static
analysis and shows the limitations of this approach. The
identification of trackers should use varied methods in order
to achieve conclusive results since the methods presented here
might provide differing results. In addition, they do not identify
DFf p . This would require additional methods. The advantage
of the approach presented within this paper is that it provides
comparability of the achieved results, which is not provided if
only a single isolated method of examination is used.
The approach presented within this paper focuses on the
identification of trackers from a purely technical standpoint
and hence gives no guidance whether a specific tracker would
violate the privacy of the user from a legal perspective. In
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this technological view, the approach presented within this
paper supports data sovereignty. Judging the impact a specific
tracker has on the privacy of the user is a difficult task. Good
guidelines are provided by the Principles relating to processing
of personal data of Article 5 of the GDPR [1]. Chief among
these is data minimisation. A negative example is the approach
of marking tracking from certain providers as less critical since
these providers already have access to similar data (like done
in the grading scheme seen in [8]). If certain providers obtain
personal data through the use of a specific tracker, they can use
the personal data obtained through different trackers in order
to create a profile.
The prevention of tracking is a complex topic. Users
(including administrators or teachers in care of students) can
try to block trackers using technical means. Also developers
who might unwittingly include trackers in their software might
take steps to remove these trackers. However, these methods
are beyond the scope of this paper.
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Abstract—On the 7th of June 2019, the Cybersecurity Act was
adopted by the European Union. Its objectives are twofold: the
adoption of the permanent mandate of ENISA and the definition
of a European cybersecurity certification framework, which
is essential for strengthening the security of Europe’s digital
market. Delivered certificates according to this scheme will be
mutually recognized among European countries. The regulation
defines three certification levels with increasing requirements.
Among them, the “basic level” which typically targets noncritical, consumer objects (e.g.,smart-home or “gadget” IoT). Yet,
various evaluation and certification schemes related to the IoT
already exist prior to the adoption of the Cybersecurity Act. Thus,
discussions are being carried on at the moment of redaction in
order to either choose an existing scheme or to design a unified
scheme based on existing ones. In this paper, we focus on the
basic level, and assemble a survey on existing evaluation and
certification schemes for consumer IoT and compare them based
on various criteria. Then, we propose a unified evaluation scheme
for the basic level driven by Bureau Veritas, based on existing
schemes.
Keywords–Cybersecurity Act; Internet of Things; IoT; certification;
evaluation scheme; smart-home.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

th

On the 7 of June 2019, the Cybersecurity Act has
officially been adopted by the European Union. Its objectives
are twofold: the adoption of the permanent mandate of the
European Union Agency for Cybersecurity (ENISA), the European Union Agency for Cybersecurity, and the definition
of a European cybersecurity certification framework, which
is essential for strengthening the security of Europe’s digital
market. Delivered certificates according to this scheme will be
mutually recognized among European countries. Cybersecurity
certification is the attestation of the conformance and robustness of a product made by a third party evaluator, according to
a scheme describing the security needs of the users, and taking
into account technological developments. The adoption of the
Cybersecurity Act will both encourage the use of certification
and recognition of certificates issued by one Member State
throughout the EU, thereby contributing to the security of the
single market. The regulation defines three certification levels
with increasing requirements:
•

The basic level which typically targets non-critical,
consumer objects (e.g.,smart-home or “gadget” IoT);

•

The substantial level that targets the median risk
(e.g.,cloud computing or non-critical industrial IoT);

•

The high level that targets critical solutions where
there is a risk of attacks by actors with significant
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skills and resources (e.g.,vehicles, critical industry or
medical devices, etc.).
Yet, various evaluation and certification schemes related to
the IoT already exist prior to the adoption of the Cybersecurity
Act, with companies proposing evaluation services according
to these schemes. Thus, discussions are being carried on at
the moment of redaction in order to either choose an existing
scheme or to design a unified scheme based on existing ones.
a) Contributions:: In this paper, Bureau Veritas (BV)
and CEA-Leti teamed up to focus on the “basic” level,
targeting consumer IoT such as cameras, toys, or other “smartdevices”. We assemble a survey on existing evaluation and certification schemes for consumer IoT and compare them based
on various criteria. Then, we propose a unified evaluation
scheme for the basic level driven by Bureau Veritas, based
on existing schemes. The objectives of this unified scheme
are twofold: (i) be a candidate for official certification scheme
for the basic level; and (ii) maintain compliance with existing
schemes to allow certification companies to maintain their
services independently of the chosen scheme.
b) Outline:: The rest of the paper is organized as
follows. Section II will present and compare existing schemes.
Section III will then define our unified evaluation scheme.
Finally, Section IV will introduce related works on IoT certification surveys and Section V will conclude.
II.

C OMPARISON OF E XISTING E VALUATION
F RAMEWORKS

In this section, we propose to analyze and compare existing
referential frameworks dealing with cybersecurity of consumer
directed IoT devices. These evaluation schemes are candidates
to become the one chosen within the Cybersecurity Act.
However, it appears that theses documents have been redacted
with sometimes quite different purposes and target specific
audience. Moreover, their structure can vary significantly. We
first propose to compare them on various criteria, such as:
a) Type of document: This describes the main purpose
of the document, such as evaluation/certification or good practices. Evaluation and certification seek to ensure the compliance of the device with a predefined list of requirements. They
are usually performed by a third party when the development
is finished and prior to a public release. Depending on the type
of evaluation, they can include compliance against functional
requirements to ensure the device only does what it claims to
do; but also robustness evaluation assessing the strength and
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the robustness of a device against cybersecurity threats. On
the other hand, good practices aim at being applied during the
development.
b) Targeted audience: This defines who the document
is destined to. This criterion is generally linked to the type of
document described above. That is, a certification scheme is
usually for “conformity assessment bodies” (CAB). They are
third parties conducting the evaluation of a product. However,
an evaluation scheme may be applied by developers during
development within continuous integration. Good practices are
generally directed to developers, testers, Chief Information
Security Officers (CISO), or Chief Technical Officers (CTO).
c) Structure of the document: A complete cybersecurity
certification process is generally defined as presented in Figure 1. From a set of assets to protect, hypotheses (for instance
on the environment), threats originating from threats origins,
security objectives are obtained. Theses objectives can be seen
as generic counter-measures regarding threats. For instance,
if a threat is “Configuration alteration”, a matching security
objective could be “Secure authentication on administration
interface”. Then security objectives are derived on security
requirements, which are more technical and related to the
target of evaluation. Regarding to the objective “Secure authentication on administration interface”, a requirement could be
“Use two-factor authentication”. Finally, security requirements
are derived in technical requirements which are completely
related to the programming language or framework used by
the product. In parallel, security requirements are derived into
tests procedures, detailing how CAB must conduct evaluation.
This criterion defines which part of this structure are covered
by the scheme.

Hypotheses

Assets

Threats Origins

Security Objectives

Threats

Security Requirements

Test Procedures

Technical Requirements

Figure 1. Structure of certification schemes

d) Split in different security levels: This criterion defines if the scheme proposes different security levels providing
increasing security level and adding more security requirements to cope with. These security levels are internal to
the framework and should not be mistaken with the basic,
substantial and high of the Cybersecurity Act.
e) Technical perimeter: This explains how widely the
scheme covers in terms of technical cybersecurity topics (network, system, cryptography, etc).
f) Level of accuracy of the requirements: This shows
how precise are the requirements provided by the scheme. That
is, if they stay quite generic or become quite technical.
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g) Support from the community/industry: This criterion
details how much the scheme is supported by either the
scientific community or industry. This is a subjective criterion
based on the variety of authors and members if the scheme
belongs to an alliance.
We focus on five IoT evaluation schemes, known to be the
best contenders for the basic level of the Cybersecurity Act,
namely: ETSI, CTIA, OWASP, Eurosmart, IoT-SF. We first
describe briefly every one, then we propose a summary table
given the criteria we defined earlier.
h) ETSI-EN-303-645 (version 2.1.0, 2020-04): ETSI
is a European standards organization based in France. In
May 2018, they release the first version of TS-103-645, later
officialized as EN-303-645 [1], a list of good practices in order
to increase the cybersecurity of consumer IoT devices. This
document is based on a “Code of Practice for Consumer IoT
Security” proposed by the UK government. Destined to vendors, it is organized as a list a security objectives mixed with
requirements. No separation in levels is provided. It covers
a wide perimeter, going from passwords to communications,
with system integrity and personal data. Requirements stay at
a generic level. ETSI involves more than 850 members, drawn
from 65 countries, including major universities.
i) CTIA Cybersecurity Certification Test Plan for IoT
Devices (version 1.0.1, 2018-10): CTIA represents the United
States wireless communications industry. In August 2018, they
released the initial version of their certification plan for IoT
devices [2]. Clearly destined to CAB, it is separated in three
levels with increasing security features. It is not obvious if all
three levels would fit in the “basic” Cybersecurity Act, given
the fact that level three implies advanced security features such
as two-factor authentication or secure boot. It is structured as
a list of generic requirements along with test procedures, test
prerequisites and test cases. The technical perimeter is wide.
j) OWASP IoT Top Ten (version 2018): The Open
Web Application Security Project (OWASP) is a nonprofit
foundation that works to improve the security of software. In
2018, OWASP released their Internet of Things Top 10 [3],
a list of good practice. Destined to vendors, it is a list
of 10 security objectives representing the 10 main kinds of
vulnerabilities targeting IoT devices. It is not divided into
levels but covers a wide range of topics. This list stays at a
very low level of accuracy, only proposing security objectives.
However, OWASP is widely known to propose a very technical
set of coding rules to avoid most of the vulnerabilities. Yet, the
IoT Top 10 document does not refer directly to them. OWASP
has many members both from academic and industry across
the world.
k) Eurosmart IoT Device Certification Scheme (version
2019-05-16): Eurosmart is a European organization based
in Brussels. Their members are mainly working in hardware security (semiconductor and secure-elements) or in highsecurity software and include major companies and research
laboratories. In April 2019, they released an initial version
of their certification scheme [4] designed for CAB, however,
the writing process still seems ongoing. According to published documents, they aim to cover the whole certification
procedures from assets to CAB tests. Yet at the moment of
redaction, they cover risk analysis (from assets to security
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TABLE I. SUMMARY OF EXISTING SCHEMES

Schemes

Levels
Perimeter

ETSI
Good
practices
Vendors
Objectives
Requirements
None
Wide

Accuracy

Generic

Generic

Low

Generic

Support

World-wide

World-wide
industry
(mainly US)

World-wide

SectorSpecific
(mainly EU)

Type
Audience
Structure

CTIA

OWASP
Good
practices
Vendors

Eurosmart

IoT-SF

Certification

Mixed

CAB

Requirements
Tests

Objectives

Complete
(ongoing)

Three
Wide

None
Wide

None
Wide

Vendors
Objectives
Requirements
Five
Wide
Generic
Technical
World-wide
(mainly
UK)

Certification
CAB

TABLE II. MAPPING FOR FIRST BASIC LEVEL

ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
(8)
(9)

Topic
Password management
Keeping software up to date
Securely storing sensitive data
Minimizing exposed attack surface
Ensuring the initial state is secure
Analyzing admin. and user guides
Third-party components management
Unique reference of the device
Resistance to known vulnerabilities

objectives) and generic security requirements. They include
a wide technical perimeter and stay a a generic level. They
do not provide multiple levels of certification and according
to the scheme itself, it is destined to the “substantial” level of
the Cybersecurity Act.
l) IoT Security Foundation Security Compliance
Framework (version 2, 2018-12): The IoT Security Foundation
(IoT-SF) is composed of major companies, including almost
all microchips integrators alongside major mobile network
companies. Yet, smaller members and universities are mainly
from UK. In 2016, they released the first version of their IoT
security compliance framework [5]. Coming with a spreadsheet
checklist alongside, it stands between certification and good
practices as being stated as a “self-checking” framework.
Destined to vendors, it is organized as a mixed list of security
objectives and requirements. Five levels are introduced, based
on a risk analysis to be performed on the device to assess.
Depending on the importance of each security property (confidentiality, integrity, availability), the device is assigned to a
minimum level. It covers a very wide perimeter, with merely
all technical aspects related to security covered alongside with
business, life-cycle management and governance. Interestingly,
depending on the topic, requirements either stay at a generic
level, or become quite technical.
Table I summarizes the criteria for all existing schemes.
III.

A U NIFIED I OT E VALUATION F RAMEWORK

As seen in Section II, two categories of documents are
present in the current state-of-the-art. On one side, there are
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ETSI
4.1
4.3
4.4
4.6

CTIA
3.2
3.5, 3.6

4.2, 4.12

4.1

5.17

OWASP
1
4, 5
7
2, 3, 10
5, 9
8
5
10

certification documents destined to CAB, while on the other
side, there are good practice or self-assessment documents
destined to vendors. It is currently (mid 2020) unclear which
is preferred for the Cybersecurity Act evaluation framework,
given the fact that evaluation modalities are still discussed.
More precisely in the context of the basic level, it is not
precised if the evaluation should be performed by CAB or
vendors them-selves. According to ENISA and the European
Commission during the FIC 2020 conference (Lille, 2020-0128), such questions are likely to depend on the type of IoT
device to test. In other words, there will be different evaluation
schemes with different modalities for the basic level.
In this context, we propose a unified evaluation framework
based on existing documents presented in Section II and driven
by Bureau Veritas. Rather than providing yet another set of
rules to implement, we propose a unified view detailing how
existing frameworks could be mapped with each other. Thus,
rather than implementing only one existing scheme, vendors
and CAB can already include a global view of most of them
in their process, without risking to bet on one not chosen in
the end. The mapping we propose covers ETSI, CTIA, and
OWASP. This choice is motivated as they seem to be the three
main contenders for the final basic level of Cybersecurity Act
framework, according to ongoing discussions.
A. Presentation of the Framework
The idea is to make the set-union of all topics covered in
the different frameworks while pin-pointing the cross reference
of related security objectives in each framework. For instance,
for a common topic related to password security, we would
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TABLE III. MAPPING FOR SECOND BASIC LEVEL

ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
(8)
(9)
10
11
12

Topic
Password management
Keeping software up to date
Securely storing sensitive data
Minimizing exposed attack surface
Ensuring the initial state is secure
Analyzing admin. and user guides
Third-party components management
Unique reference of the device
Resistance to known vulnerabilities
Authentication and access-control
Protection of data in transit
Data input validity

note all related security objectives of each document. We
divided this mapping into three levels based on – what we
consider – realistic evaluation time (either performed by vendors or by CABs). The first level is intended to be completed
within five business days. The second and third levels are
respectively designed for nine and fifteen days. Depending on
a risk analysis or marketing requirements, the device may be
evaluated according to one of the three levels. The mapping
for every level is provided in Tables II, III and IV.
We chose categories in Table II as they are the most simple
and consensual. OWASP, designed to be as simple as possible,
has almost all of his security objectives covered within the first
level. Topics 1, 2 and 3 are essentially straightforward. Topic
4 refers to any software accessible from outside of the device
(either from internet or from the LAN). This includes open
ports, API, running servers, etc. This also includes hardware
debug ports. Topic 5 refers to the guided installation of the
device by the end user. The idea is to verify that default
configuration and/or installation wizards put the device in a
secure state. Topic 6 deals with how clear are the guides
provided with the device in order to inform the end user and/or
the administrator on security, privacy, and configuration. Topic
7 aims at verifying how third party components (software,
libraries, stacks, etc) are manages (at least if they are clearly
identified). Topics 8 and 9 (in brackets) are not directly
mentioned by any of ETSI, CTIA and OWASP. Authors added
these based on their experience of security. Topic 8 requires
that the device can be clearly identified with a version number
or equivalent while topic 9 follows topic 7 and implies that
the certified version on the device is not affected by any
known vulnerability (CVE). Topic 9 also applies for hardware
vulnerabilities such as Meltdown [6], Zombieload [7] and more
recently LVI attack [8]. No security is required for data in
transit at this level which may be controversial. The idea
behind is that this level should be limited to devices either
that do not communicate, or do not communicate any sensitive
data. Any device transferring sensitive data should be de facto
put in level two or three.
The second basic level presented in Table III updates
topic 2 to second level in CTIA and adds a few new topics
(changes regarding Table II are shown in bold). Topic 10
ensures especially that no unauthenticated changes can be
made and that administrator accounts must differ from user
accounts. Topic 11 deals with protection of transferred data.
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ETSI
4.1
4.3
4.4
4.6

CTIA
3.2
4.5, 4.6

4.2, 4.12

4.1

5.17

OWASP
1
4, 5
7
2, 3, 10
5, 9
8
5
10

4.5
4.13

4.3, 4.4
4.8

7

It mainly states that messages shall be encrypted and signed
and that keys must be managed securely. Finally, topic 12
requires that user inputs are checked to avoid code execution
and under/overflows.
The third basic level presented in Table IV updates topic
2 to third level in CTIA and adds a few new topics (changes
regarding Table III are shown in bold). Topic 13 deals with
personal data and can roughly be summarized by compliance
with EU’s GDPR. Topic 14 requires the device to have a secure
boot chain while topic 15 is related to the protection of data
stored on the device. This topic differs from topic 3 “Securely
storing sensitive data” in the sense that here, all the memory
is protected, either by physical means such as scrambling or
by file system encryption.
B. Discussions
As one can see in Tables II, III and IV regarding CTIA,
our mapping can either follow CTIA levels (e.g., for topic 2.
Keep software up to date); or have a fixed CTIA level in all
tables (e.g., for topic 1. Password management). Depending on
the topics, CTIA level following ours means we consider they
are adapted to a certification at the basic level. On the other
hand, a fixed CTIA level means that either lower CTIA levels
are not challenging enough; or that higher CTIA levels are
too demanding. Also, as the evaluation duration is currently
not fixed within the Cybersecurity Act, proposing three levels
has multiple benefits. First, it will help EU working groups to
decide about how much requirements a device shall respect,
without exceeding what will be considered as the maximal
certification duration. Second, depending on specific classes of
product, the Cybersecurity Act may officially require tougher
evaluations. Finally, it will allow CAB to design private
schemes around Cybersecurity Act, for demanding companies.
a) Coverage:: In the mapping presented above, we tried
to maximize coverage, while choosing topics relatively close
from one framework to others. Moreover, we tried to only
select security objectives that can reasonably be asked to a device at the Cybersecurity Act basic level. Doing so, we obtain
a coverage of existing framework as presented in Table V. As
OWASP is simple and straightforward, it gets high coverage.
ETSI is a quite balanced framework and gets a comfortable
coverage at level 3. Finally, regarding CTIA, our first level
already includes requirements from CTIA’s level 2 and 3. Thus,
we computed the coverage of all our levels against CTIA’s
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TABLE IV. MAPPING FOR THIRD BASIC LEVEL

ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
(8)
(9)
10
11
12
13
14
15

Topic
Password management
Keeping software up to date
Securely storing sensitive data
Minimizing exposed attack surface
Ensuring the initial state is secure
Analyzing admin. and user guides
Third-party components management
Unique reference of the device
Resistance to known vulnerabilities
Authentication and access-control
Protection of data in transit
Data input validity
Personal data management
Secure boot
Protection of data at rest

level 3. It appears that this level is actually quite challenging
for devices targeting a Cybersecurity Act basic level. For
instance, topics such as “5.12 – Threat monitoring” or “5.16 –
Tamper evidence” seem more destined to a Cybersecurity Act
substantial or even high level of certification. This explains
that we purposely exclude such topics and got a low coverage
of CTIA.
TABLE V. COVERAGE OF EXISTING FRAMEWORKS

Level
1
2
3

ETSI
46%
62%
85%

IV.

CTIA
29%
47%
59%

OWASP
90%
90%
100%

R ELATED W ORKS

There are some works on consumer IoT security certification. In may 2018, Cihon et al. [9] wrote a report on how
to increase adoption of the proposed European cybersecurity
certification framework. This document was written prior to
the adoption of the Cybersecurity Act but studies the political, societal and economic aspects resulting from a common
policy. In June 2018, Brass et al. [10] published a survey on
cybersecurity standards for IoT. This work is really complete
and provides a very precise overview of all IoT certification
schemes existing at the time. Their survey is not directly
related to the Cybersecurity Act and thus does not focus on the
main candidates (including US regulations). Moreover, it lists
existing standards rather than comparing them. Yet it sheds a
light on most crucial aspects and challenges of certification of
IoT devices and show the trade offs between maximizing the
security of product and have legislations actually applicable.
It is worth noting that given the rapid pace of the domain,
frameworks such as Eurosmart and CTIA were not published
at that time and thus are not included in the comparison.
In July 2019, the US NIST institute released the first
version of NISTIR 8259 [11]. This internal report aims at
giving manufacturers voluntary recommendations regarding
cybersecurity of their devices. No mention seem to be made
about regulation in this document. However in September
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ETSI
4.1
4.3
4.4
4.6

CTIA
3.2
5.5, 5.6

4.2, 4.12

4.1

5.17

OWASP
1
4, 5
7
2, 3, 10
5, 9
8
5
10

4.5
4.13
4.8, 4.11
4.7
4.4

4.3, 4.4
4.8

7
6

5.11
5.15

6

2019, the US Chamber of Commerce released a public letter [12] to the authors of NISTIR 8259. They state that
they support the NIST report and mention that they believe
policymakers in the U.S. and internationally need to align
their IoT security with NISTIR 8259. Still in September 2019,
the ENISA Advisory Group proposed an opinion paper [13]
related to the security of consumer IoT. As an important note,
this group is made of stakeholders including industry and
academia and does not necessarily convey the view of ENISA.
They recall the key elements of cybersecurity for such market
and what ENISA can bring as a cybersecurity agency. While
this article does not explicitly compares existing evaluation
frameworks, it lays the foundations of which requirements
could actually be selected for the basic level. In particular,
authors emphasize the importance of certification schemes
at European level but in contrast state that it should not
impede the pace of innovation. In November 2019, Softic [14]
proposed an analysis of the impact European certification of
IoT on devices, consumers and business. Sadly, this thesis
seem now inaccessible following the demand of the author.
V.

C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we discussed about the upcoming common
cybersecurity certification framework for Europe in the context
of the Cybersecurity Act. We proposed a survey of existing
evaluation and certification schemes for consumer IoT and
compared them based on various criteria. This allowed to (i)
place them in the context of a global certification process, (ii)
see how they are designed to and, (iii) what are the technical
content they tackle and at which level of precision. We then
proposed a unified evaluation scheme for the basic level of the
Cybersecurity Act, based on existing schemes. This unified
scheme lead by Bureau Veritas has two main objectives: (i)
be a candidate for official certification scheme for the basic
level; and (ii) maintain compliance with existing schemes
to allow certification companies to maintain their services
independently of the chosen scheme. Future works include
speaking in depth with both ENISA, association and groups
authoring existing framework in order to have their opinion
on the unified mapping and to allow interested stakeholders
to discuss with Bureau Veritas. Some use cases on various
products with different purpose and security level could help
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seeing if the mapping brings enough security to components
and does not miss critical properties.
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Abstract— Organizations are increasingly being victimized by
breaches of private data, resulting in heavy losses to both the
organizations and the owners of the data, i.e., the people
described by the data. For organizations, these losses include
large expenses to resume normal operation and damages to its
reputation. For data owners, the losses may include financial
loss and identity theft. To defend themselves from such data
breaches, organizations install security controls (e.g.,
encryption) to secure their vulnerabilities. While such controls
help, they are far from being fool proof. This paper examines
the behaviour of Business-to-Consumer (B2C) e-commerce
companies, in terms of why they collect and store personal data.
It then proposes an approach that reduces the impact of a data
breach by limiting the amount of private data that the company
stores in its computer system, while preserving the company’s
ability to accomplish its purposes for collecting the private data.
The paper illustrates the approach by applying it to different
types of B2C e-commerce companies.
Keywords-reducing impact; data breach; private data loss;
B2C e-commerce.

I.
INTRODUCTION
Data breaches of personal data or personal information
are appearing more and more often in the news, devastating
the victim organizations. The losses have serious negative
consequences both to the consumer (e.g., financial loss,
identity theft) and to the organization (e.g., loss of reputation,
loss of trust). Recently in the news is a report that MGM
Resorts has suffered a data breach in which the personal
details of over 10.6 million guests who stayed at its hotels
have appeared on a hacking forum [1]. MGM Resorts is being
sued for this breach [2]. In the first half of 2019, there were
3,800 publicly disclosed breaches worldwide, exposing 4.1
billion records. This represents an increase of 54% in the
number of reported breaches compared to the first half of
2018 [3].
In response to attacks that result in data breaches,
organizations attempt to identify the vulnerabilities in their
computer systems and secure these vulnerabilities using
security controls. Example security controls are firewalls,
intrusion detection systems, encryption, two-factor
authentication, and social engineering awareness training for
employees. Unfortunately, securing vulnerabilities with
security controls is far from being foolproof. One major
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weakness is that it is impossible to find all the vulnerabilities
in a computer system. This means that it is highly likely that
a determined attacker will find an attack path into the
organization’s system that has been overlooked and cause a
data breach, even though the organization believes that it has
done due diligence and secured all its vulnerabilities.
Nevertheless, security controls do help to prevent breaches,
and we are not advocating that they be eliminated. Rather, the
approach in this work can be considered as an addition to the
existing arsenal of security controls.
In this work, we propose an approach in which most of
the private data collected is stored on the user’s device. Thus,
a smaller quantity of private data remains on the company’s
computer system, reducing the impact or the loss of private
data should the company stored data ever be breached. The
approach also ensures that the needs of the company to carry
out its purposes for collecting the private data are satisfied.
The user’s device could be a desktop computer, a laptop, or a
smart phone. The approach is intended for Business-toConsumer (B2C) e-commerce companies, since B2C
companies appear to collect large quantities of personal data
and are often victimized by data breaches. Note that in this
work when we write about data storage on or in the
“company’s computer system”, we mean that the data is
stored on company premises or in the cloud.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II examines
the behaviour of B2C companies in terms of why they collect
and store personal information. It also looks at the nature of
the collected information. Section III presents the approach.
Section IV contains examples of how the approach can fit
with different types of e-commerce companies. Section V
describes related work. Section VI gives conclusions and
future work.
II.

THE COLLECTION AND STORAGE OF PERSONAL
INFORMATION BY B2C COMPANIES
In this section we examine why B2C companies collect
personal information and discuss the nature of this
information.
A. Private Data
Private information consists of data about a person that
can identify or be linked to that person and is owned by that
person. Thus, private information is also “personal
information”, and consists of “personal data”. For example, a
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person’s height, weight, or credit card number can all be used
to identify the person and are considered as personal
information. There are other types of personal information,
such as buying patterns and navigation habits (e.g., websites
visited) [4]. In many countries, personal information is
protected by legislation in which the concept of “purpose” for
collecting the personal information (how the collected
information will be used) is important. Companies must
disclose the purpose for collecting the personal information
and cannot use the information for any other purpose.

as credit card details, date of birth, amount of mortgage on
house, and so on. We group all such personal identifying
information under the heading Customer Personal Data
(CPD). Each customer makes one or more product selections
and effects payment for the product(s) selected. In addition,
there is ancillary data, such as type of payment, date ordered,
date shipped, date delivered (from delivery agent, e.g.,
courier), and so on. Table 2 shows these data types and
whether they originate from the company or the customer.

B. Purposes for Collecting Personal Information
Companies engaged in B2C e-commerce, collect personal
information for the following purposes (the first two purposes
are self-evident):

TABLE 1. PRODUCTS ASSOCIATED WITH EACH COMPANY TYPE.

• Transaction Requirements: Personal information is needed
and used in carrying out the transaction. For example,
making an online purchase requires your name and address
for goods delivery.
• Communication: Personal contact information is needed
to communicate with customers for resolving order issues
or to answer product questions.
• To Secure Other Data: A personal biometric is needed for
further authentication, e.g., a voice print, prior to allowing
the customer to access more secure areas of his or her
account [5]. The biometric may also be required for use in
multi-factor authentication.
• Establishing Loyalty: A personal history of past
transactions may be required to establish a customer’s
loyalty in order to reward the customer with certain
benefits such as free shipping or product discounts [6].
• Targeted Advertising: A personal history of past
transactions is needed to understand the type of products a
particular customer has purchased in the past, and thereby
create more appealing and effective ads directed at the
customer [7].
• Market Research: The personal histories of past
transactions for all customers are studied in order to
understand what products appeal to customers in order to
make decisions for stock purchases, or to provide a better
customer experience in terms of app or website design [5].
• Sharing or Selling: Personal information collected is
shared or sold to other organizations for a profit [5].
C. E-Commerce Data
In B2C e-commerce, online companies sell items and
services to consumers. Example types of such companies
include sellers of goods and services (e.g., Amazon.com),
hotels (e.g., Mariott.com), travel agencies (e.g., Expedia.ca),
financial services (e.g., CIBC.com), and the list goes on. All
these companies share common data types. Each company
offers products that customers purchase. Table 1 identifies
the products for the e-commerce company types mentioned
above.
Each customer has a set of personal identifying
information, such as name, postal address, and phone number
that identify the customer, and depending on the service
provided by the company, include personal information such
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Company type
Products
Sellers of goods and services Physical items such as pots,
(e.g., Amazon.com)
clothing, and electronics;
services such as selling your
items for you
Hotels (e.g., Mariott.com)
Rooms
Travel Agencies (e.g.,
Expedia.ca)
Financial services (e.g.,
CIBC.com)

Travel bookings
Fee-based banking accounts

TABLE 2. DATA TYPES AND WHERE THEY ORIGINATE.

CPD

Data type

Origin

Products

Company

CPD

Customer

Product selection

Customer

Amount paid

Company

Ancillary data

Company

Product
selection

Amount
paid

Ancillary
data

Figure 1. Data collection for a customer order.

We can see that each online customer order involves the
data types shown in the left column of Table 2. Depending on
the company, the instantiation of these data types will be
different, with the possible exception of Amount paid. For
example, the “Products” of Amazon.com would be different
from the “Products” of eBay.com and the CPD for CIBC.com
may be different from that for TD.com (another Canadian
bank). Thus, each customer order may be represented by a
data collection as shown in Figure 1. We wish to emphasize
that there is no implied ordering of the data types in Figure 1,
i.e., Figure 1 does not state that the data types should be
stored in any particular order one after the other. These data
collections would be stored by the company in its own
databases, which may be on company premises or on a cloud
server. If the company were to suffer a data breach, this data
(including CPD) would be exposed.
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III. APPROACH
This section details our approach for reducing the impact
of data breaches.

5.

A. Strategy for Storing a Customer’s Personal Data
The goal of this strategy is to reduce the storage of
personal data on the company’s computer system by storing
the bulk of the personal data on customers’ own devices,
while allowing for all the purposes described in Section II-B
to be carried out. The strategy consists of five parts, as
follows:
1.
2.

Identification of data (Figure 1) to be stored on the
customer’s device: CPD.
Design for linking the data on the customer’s device to
the rest of the data stored on the company’s computer
system: Use a Unique Customer Identifier (UCI) that the
company assigns to each customer. The UCI is the hash
(e.g., SHA-3) of the customer’s User ID and password
for accessing the company. It will form part of the
records shown in Figure 2 (shown as relational records
without loss of generality since we could have shown
them as other types of data structures, e.g., linked lists).
UCI
a)

b)

Product
selection

Amount
paid

Ancillary
data

Contact information

Figure 3. Data record for a customer’s contact information.
Encrypted data types are shaded.

Design to keep the CPD record should the customer a)
use a new device with the company after using other
devices, or b) loses a device used with the company. For
a), the customer can register a new device with the
company on its website after logging in. The company
would then transfer the CPD record from a previously
used device (on which the customer is also logged in) to
the new device. For b), the customer may have used other
devices with the company and wishes to replace the lost
device, in which case the resolution for a) applies. If the
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Contact information

Product
selection

Amount
paid

Ancillary
data

Company’s Computer System

Record of order data stored on company’s system.

UCI

4.

UCI

UCI

Design for enabling the company to carry out its
communication purpose: Use the “Contact information”
data record in Figure 3 to contact the customer, where
“Contact information” consists of email address and
telephone number. Figure 4 shows how the UCI links the
three types of data records together.

CPD

Customer Device

CPD

Figure 2. Data records corresponding to a customer order.
Encrypted data types are shaded.

3.

UCI

Record of personal data stored on customer’s device.
UCI

lost device is the only device used with the company, the
customer would need to re-enter his/her CPD. See also
the third paragraph of Section III-C.
Enabling security: Use authenticated symmetric
encryption (e.g., AES-GCM [8]) to encrypt the UCI and
CPD in Figure 2(a), as well as the Contact information
in Figure 3 (encrypted data types are shaded). The UCI
in Figure 3 is not encrypted. The UCI and remaining data
types in Figure 2 (b) are not encrypted, as it would be
difficult for the attacker to use them alone to identify the
customer, should the data be breached.

Figure 4. How the UCI links data records together.

B. Customer Walk-Through of the Strategy
1. The customer accesses the company using its website,
running either on a desktop computer or on a mobile
device such as a smart phone or tablet. In the following,
all data transfers between the user’s device and the
company’s system is done though a secure channel (e.g.,
TLS).
2.

If it’s the customers first use of the website on this device
(detected by the absence of the CPD record), he/she will
be asked if he/she has a different device that was used
with the website. If not, he/she will be prompted to enter
his/her CPD. The company then generates the UCI,
forms the record in Figure 2(a), encrypts it, and stores
this encrypted record on the customer’s device. The
company then uses the unencrypted CPD entered by the
customer for processing the current order. In addition,
the company checks if the customer’s Contact
information is already in the system (possible if the
customer’s device was lost or stolen) and if not, creates
and stores the record in Figure 3, after encrypting the
Contact information (obtained from the CPD). If the
customer has used the website before on a different
device, he/she will be asked to also login using the other
device, at which point the company stores the CPD
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record from the old device on the new device, decrypts
the CPD record, and uses it for the current transaction.
If the customer has used the website before on this device
(detected by the presence of the encrypted CPD record),
the company automatically retrieves the encrypted CPD
record (Figure 2(a)) from the customer’s device and
decrypts it for use in the current transaction.
Note that the only time the company retrieves the CPD
record from a customer device is when the customer logs
in to do a new transaction.
3.

The customer proceeds with his/her shopping. Once the
customer completes the shopping, the company creates
and stores the customer’s order data record as shown in
Figure 2(b). Note that this record may have to be updated
for some ancillary data (e.g., date delivered) once the
data is available. This update process as out of scope for
this work.

C. Security Analysis
We first consider outside attacks against the company.
Such attacks would result in breaching the company’s data
stores leading to the loss of the Contact information and the
order data (Figure 4). This loss could be in the form of a copy
taken of the data, deletion of the data from the company’s
data stores, modification of the data in the company’s data
stores, or certain combinations of these, namely copy
followed by deletion, and copy followed by modification.
However, the attacker fails to read the Contact information
since it is encrypted. The attacker would be able to read the
UCI from both the Contact information and the order data
records but the UCI would appear as meaningless (hash). The
attacker could also read the order data but would have a hard
time identifying the customer using only this data. Further,
deleting or modifying the data will also fail to damage the
company provided that the company is aware of the attack
and is able to re-populate the data stores using data back-ups.
We assume that the company has implemented other security
measures, including making data backups and having ways
to detect attacks (e.g., intrusion detection system). Any
modification of the encrypted Contact information would
also be detected by a failure to decrypt the modified version,
i.e., the modified encrypted data fails authentication. Note
that for the rest of this paper, whenever we refer to failing to
decrypt attacker-modified encrypted data, we mean that the
modified encrypted data has failed authentication. In any
case, the probability of being attacked after applying the
approach is low, since the only attraction for attackers is
encrypted Contact information, consisting only of email
address and telephone number. Attacks on the company side
could also involve malware, that for example, exfiltrates the
customer’s CPD while in the clear. However, these attacks
are not peculiar to the approach and can occur for any website
that collects information from users. We assume that the
company already has security measures for such attacks.
As for insider attacks against the company, we admit that
our security scheme is vulnerable to such attacks. For
example, an insider could simply access the CPD in its
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unencrypted form. Insider attacks are always among the
harder ones to defend against and given their seriousness, we
expect the company to have implemented other security
measures (e.g., [9]) specifically against insider attacks. An
exploration of these measures is outside the scope of this
paper.
Attacks on the customer side with the device in the
customer’s possession or not (device lost or stolen) could also
result in a copy taken of the customer’s CPD record, deleting
it, modifying it, or combinations thereof. Since the data is
encrypted, the attacker would not be able to read the data if a
copy is taken. Deletion or modification of the encrypted CPD
record would be detected by the company’s system when it
fails to find it or fails to decrypt it, in which case the
company’s system would inform the customer that he/she
needs to re-enter his/her CPD or have it transferred from
another device (see Section III-A, part 4).
The secure communication channel between the
company’s system and the customer device may also be
attacked, but this is again not peculiar to the approach. Such
attacks would be handled the same way as is done for the
many other applications of secure communication channels.
D. Implementation Notes
The following are suggestions on how the above strategy
should be implemented.
• On the company side, the implementation should include
functionality to warn that its data stores have been
compromised when it is unable to decrypt attackermodified encrypted data, or when it finds its data stores
empty. The implementation should also warn the
customer that his/her device has been attacked when the
encrypted CPD record was expected but is missing, or
when it is unable to decrypt the attacker-modified record.
• If the customer changes or forgets his/her password for
accessing the service (if forgotten, a conventional
password reset procedure would be used), the company’s
computer system will need to generate a new UCI
corresponding to the new user-ID/password
combination. The company will have to create a new
CPD record with the new UCI, and upload this new
record to all customer devices via the website. The
company will also have to update the UCI in the records
of Figure 2(b) and Figure 3.
• The company’s system needs to allow the customer to
update his/her CPD and/or Contact information, and
update the relevant records with the new information.
For CPD, the system would need to upload an updated
CPD record to all customer devices.
E. Verification of Purposes
We verify that the approach allows the company to carry
out its purposes (Section II-B) for collecting personal data.
• Transaction Requirements: The customer’s CPD record is
obtained from the customer’s device for every transaction
(either pre-existing or currently entered) and is available
for carrying out the transaction.
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• Communication: For contacting the customer, the
customer’s Contact information (Figure 3) can be obtained
using the UCI link from the order data records since
contacting is done for an order issue. The customer can
contact the company by logging into the company’s
website. The company can determine the customer’s UCI
from the customer’s User ID and password, and use it to
access the contact information for the reply.
• To Secure Other Data: The personal biometric, once
captured, can be stored as part of the customer’s CPD
record on the customer’s device. Once the customer logs
in for a new transaction, the CPD record is retrieved from
the customer’s device, at which point the personal
biometric is available for use.
• Establishing Loyalty: The company has access to a
customer’s order history in the form of the order data
records. These records (Figure 2(b)) are identified as
belonging to a particular customer through the UCI link to
the Contact information records. The company can thus
establish the loyalty of a particular customer.
• Targeted Advertising: Understanding the type of products
a customer has purchased in the past may be done by
accessing the customer’s order data records, as explained
above for establishing loyalty.
• Market Research: The histories of past transactions for all
customers can be studied by accessing the order data
records, ignoring the UCI in each order record, since there
is no need to identify the customers. We assume that
market research is carried out without the CPD records,
since the company probably does not have the customer’s
consent for such use of his/her CPD. If the company does
require the CPD records, the company can always capture
and store them, but would have to accept the risks of those
records being breached and being sued for illegally using
the CPD for market research.
• Sharing or Selling: There is nothing stopping the company
from copying each customer’s CPD record and sharing or
selling the data. The company would have to accept the
risks of the CPD records being breached and being sued
for illegally sharing or selling the customer’s CPD.
F. Strengths and Weaknesses of the Approach
The approach has the following strengths: a) it is straightforward, which may make it easier to “sell” to upper
management for approval, b) it is efficient in that attackers
would have to breach the devices of all the company’s
customers, in order to breach the same quantity of personal
data that are traditionally all stored in the company’s system,
c) it makes the company less attractive to attackers who
intend to cause a data breach due to its efficiency as stated
above and the fact that the only private data left on the
company’s system to be breached is the encrypted customer
Contact information, and d) it should please customers who
want more control over their private data, since most of it is
stored only on their own devices.
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The approach seems to have three weaknesses: a) the
storage/retrieval of the CPD record may attract attacks on the
secure transmission channel, b) there is additional overhead
cost due to encryption / decryption operations, and c) it is
vulnerable to insider attack. Weakness a) does not represent
significant extra risk over conventional transactions since
personal data is transmitted in conventional transactions as
well. For weakness b), the extra overhead should not be
significant. Finally, weakness c) is not exclusive to this
approach, since it can arise wherever there are insiders.
Potential remedies include the installation of specific security
measures to defend against insider attacks [9].
IV. APPLICATION EXAMPLES
We instantiate the data types in Figure 1 for two types of
B2C companies, demonstrating that the approach can fit with
different B2C companies.
Example 1: Seller of goods (e.g., Amazon.com). Table 3
shows the instantiation of the data types for this example.
TABLE 3. INSTANTIATION OF DATA TYPES FOR EXAMPLE 1.

CPD
Name
Billing address
Default shipping
address

Product
selection
Camera
Hair clipper
Laser printer
toner

Amount
paid
$159.00
$49.00
$68.00

Alternate
shipping address
Email address
Phone number
Credit card data

Ancillary data
Date ordered
Date shipped
Date delivered
Payment method
Product returned
Reason for return
Refund status

Example 2: Hotel (e.g., Mariott.com). Table 4 shows the
instantiation of the data types for this example.
TABLE 4. INSTANTIATION OF DATA TYPES FOR EXAMPLE 2.

CPD
Name

Product
Amount
selection
paid
Room $200 /
double
night

Ancillary data
Date of reservation

Billing address
Home address
Email address
Phone number
Credit card data
Loyalty ID number

Arrival date
Departure date
Payment method
Airport shuttle y/n
Daily laundry y/n
Daily cleaning y/n

Country of origin
Passport country
Passport number
Room preferences
Floor preference

Wake-up call y/n
Stay extended y/n
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We could have included other examples here, but the
above examples suffice for our purposes.
V. RELATED WORK
Work that is most closely related to this work are as
follows: Aggarwal et al. [10] propose that an organization
outsource its data management to two untrusted servers to
break associations of sensitive information. They show how
the use of two servers, together with the use of encryption
where needed, enables efficient data partitioning and
guarantees that the contents of any one server does not violate
data privacy. However, it is unclear if attackers can reconstruct the sensitivity associations by breaching both
servers. Ciriani et al. [11] present what they claim to be a
solution that improves over Aggarwal et al. [10] by first
splitting the information to be protected into different
fragments so that sensitive associations represented by
confidentiality constraints are broken, and minimizing the
use of encryption. The resulting fragments may be stored at
the same server or at different servers. Our work differs from
Aggarwal et al. [10] and Ciriani et al. [11] as follows: a) the
above two papers are solutions for securing databases,
whereas our work is focused on reducing the loss of data in
the event of a data breach by simply not storing some of the
data in the company’s computer system, b) we do not use data
partitioning or fragmentation; rather, our data is distributed
between the company and its customers from the point of data
creation, c) we do not need to rely on breaking any sensitivity
associations, d) our approach has been designed to satisfy the
business needs of the organization, and e) our approach is
more straightforward, and is therefore easier to apply.
Other work in the literature mostly deal with the
prevention or risks of data breaches, the discovery of a data
breach, and the aftermath of a data breach. Within these
categories, the most closely related works have to do with
preventing or evaluating the risks of data breaches. We
describe some of these papers below, to give the reader a
sense of this research. Note that these works all differ from
this paper in that this paper aims to reduce the impact or data
lost if a breach were to happen, whereas the works described
in the following are largely focused on preventing breaches
from happening. Panou et al. [12] describe a framework for
monitoring and describing insider behaviour anomalies that
can potentially impact the risks of a data breach. The
framework also enhances a company’s understanding of
cybersecurity and increases awareness of the threats and
consequences related to breaches, and eventually enable
faster recovery from a breach. Guha and Kandula [13]
propose a data breach insurance mechanism together with
risk assessment methodology to cover the risk from
accidental data breaches and encourage best practices to
prevent the breaches. They also present data supporting the
feasibility of their approach. Zou and Schaub [14]
interviewed consumers after the Equifax data breach and
discovered that consumers’ understanding of credit bureaus’
data collection practices was incomplete. As such, consumers
did not take sufficient protective actions to deal with the risks
to their data. The authors describe the implications of their
findings for the design of future security tools with the aim
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of empowering consumers to better manage their data and
protect themselves from future breaches. Nicho and Fakhry
[15] look at the application of system dynamics to
cybersecurity, specifically to the Advanced Persistent Threat
(APT) that can employ technical, as well as organizational
factors to cause a data breach. They applied system dynamics
to the APT that led to the Equinox breach and identified key
independent variables contributing to the breach. Their work
provides insights into the dynamics of the threat and suggests
“what if” scenarios to minimize APT risks that could lead to
a breach. Luh et al. [16] present an ontology for planning a
defence against APTs that can lead to a data breach. The
ontology is mapped to abstracted events and anomalies that
can be detected by monitoring and helps with the
understanding of how, why, and by whom certain resources
are targeted. There are other references in this category which
have not been included here due to lack of space.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have presented an approach, applicable to B2C ecommerce companies, that reduces the impact of a data
breach by storing most of a customer’s private data in his/her
own device rather than in the company’s computer system.
The word “most” is key, since we still allow some necessary
personal data (customer contact information) to be stored on
the company’s system. We also verified that the approach
allows the company to carry out its purposes for collecting
private data. Some readers may consider the approach overly
simple, but if a simple solution gets the job done, it should be
preferred over a complex solution. As well, we do not claim
that the approach as presented is complete, as there may be
details that we have overlooked. We look forward to
receiving feedback and correcting this in a future paper.
In terms of future work, we would like to explore the
application of the approach to other types of businesses and
organizations, and adapt it where necessary. We would also
like to have implementations of the approach in order to fine
tune it, measure implementation effort, and check
performance.
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Abstract—This paper discusses the possibility to perform a
forensic behavior analysis on the network recordings of video
conferences in order to identify different activities taking part
during such conferencing. This behavior analysis is based on the
audio- and video streams of such software. While the connections
are usually encrypted, the possibility of using and deriving
heuristic metadata from the encrypted stream in order to identify
various activities (use cases) is explored. This paper shows first
results of such an approach to identify various activities, which
could then be used to construct a biometric pattern. Furthermore,
a model for communication flows during video conferences is
introduced, formalizing which specific data can be gathered at
various points by an observer. A first case study employs a set
of four different test cases applied to two different solutions for
video conferencing.
Keywords—Security, Video conferencing, Zoom, Big Blue Button, User and traffic profiling, Network forensics.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Video Conferencing (VC) systems are used to communicate
using video, audio and text streams. They are used in business
contexts, as well as in the private life of many people, receiving
additional relevance during the trend of social distancing
associated with the COVID-19 epidemic.
This paper evaluates the possibility to perform a forensic
behavior analysis on network data captures of VC. This
forensic behavior analysis aims at identifying certain activities
during VC sessions. The analysis is based on the audio-, videoand text streams common in this kind of software. While the
network traffic is usually encrypted, the possibility of using
metadata still available, as well as heuristic metadata derived
from the encrypted stream has been explored in different
application scenarios (see Section II-B). This paper discusses
first results of this approach tested with two different VC
solutions and the impact these results have for forensic use
and also the potential impact on the privacy of the users during
such conferencing sessions is discussed.
The paper is structured as follows: Section II of this paper
gives an overview on the VC systems used for the first
tests discussed in this paper, the impact of biometrics on
privacy, approaches used to perform activity identification in
encrypted traffic and general considerations on using such an
approach during a forensic investigation. Section III introduces
the overall approach used during these tests. Section IV
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describes the tools required to conduct such forensic activity
identification. An exemplary case study based on the two
selected VC systems is provided in Section V. A discussion
of the potential impacts of the results presented in this work
as well as a discussion on potential future topics conclude this
paper in Section VI.
II. S TATE OF THE A RT
This section gives some general background to establish the
foundations of the work done during this paper.
A. Video conferencing
This paper discusses systems used to enable the communication between users utilizing text, audio and video. These
systems are referred to as VC solutions during the course
of this paper (based on the definition of this term in [1]).
They are used for business discussions as well as for private
conversations. These two use cases establish a clear need of
confidentiality of the communication and in some cases also
of the resulting metadata of the communication (this includes
the identity of the participants or the date and time of the
communication). If the contents of the communication are
disclosed, private information and business secrets might be
revealed. In this paper, we focus on conferencing systems
which rely on a central (conferencing) server which handles
the communication (in contrast to peer-to-peer systems).
B. Activity and Content Identification in Encrypted Traffic
This section provides an overview on the various approaches
designed to identify activities within encrypted traffic.
An early approach was published in 2001 by Song et al.
[2]. The study found that the reconstruction of single user
inputs in an SSH session is possible based on the packet
size and keystroke dynamics. Statistical models to successfully
extract biometric features from the encrypted traffic of the
TeamViewer application were researched in Altschaffel et al.
[3]. White et al. [4] separated encrypted VoIP-traffic into single
phonemes and were able to show that at least parts of the
encrypted spoken conversations can be reconstructed.
Dupasquier et al. [5] used a dynamic time warping algorithm
based on the size of encrypted packets, as well as the timing
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information as input in order to predict between 60%-83%
of spoken sentences correctly. Korczynski et al. [6] applied
statistical protocol identification on encrypted Skype traffic in
order to distinguish different types of communication (audio,
video, chat, file sharing, etc.). With their approach they were
able to predict the type of communication with accuracy between 60.3% and 100%, depending on the type. Zhu et al. [7]
used packet inter-arrival-times and packet size as parameters
to identify speakers in a Skype session. They also proposed
countermeasures to restore privacy, e.g. the harmonization
of packet sizes between different speakers. Zhang et al. [8]
were able to track Skype users mobility (determine their everchanging public IP-Addresses), by creating unique fingerprints
of their Skype-network-traffic.
Besides the potential risks originating from such transcription attacks and user tracking analyses, Whiskerd et al. [9]
demonstrated that biometric user information can also be
easily derived from such encrypted communication sessions.
In their work they achieved an EER of roughly 5% while doing
keystroke dynamics (KD) analyses in the encrypted domain,
a performance which, for their setup, is not significantly
worse than biometric KD verification on the ground truth (i.e.
unencrypted) input.
C. Digital forensics
Digital forensics is defined by [10] as “[...] the science of
identifying and analyzing entities, states, and state transitions
of events that have occurred or are occurring”. In essence,
forensics is used to reconstruct events. Digital forensics performs this reconstruction in the digital domain. This event
reconstruction might be useful in various contexts, including
judicial proceedings.
Forensic proceedings follow a distinct pattern. Forensic
process models describe this pattern. In this paper, the forensic
process model as described in [11] is used. This model has
two primary advantages useful for the approach used within
this model. At first, the forensic process described in this
model contains a Strategic Preparation (SP) which consists of
activities taken before a specific forensic investigation in order
to support or even enable the possibility of said investigation.
The other advantage is the use of various Data Types which
represent groups of data handled in a specific way during a
forensic investigation.
During this paper, the enhanced definitions presented in [12]
are used. Hence, the following definitions for the Investigation
Steps are used to describe the forensic behavior identification:
•

•
•
•

Strategic preparation (SP) represents measures taken by
the operator of an IT-system, prior to an incident, which
might support a forensic investigation
Operational preparation (OP) represents the preparation for a forensic investigation after a suspected incident
Data gathering (DG) represents measures to acquire and
secure digital evidence
Data investigation (DI) represents measures to evaluate
and extract data for further investigation
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•
•

Data analysis (DA) represents the detailed analysis and
correlation between digital evidence from various sources
Documentation (DO) represents the detailed documentation of the investigation

This identification is based on data which belongs to a
range of different Data Types. The Data Types relevant for
this approach are defined as follows by [13]:
•
•
•

Raw data (DT2): A sequence of bits within the Data
Streams of a computing systems not (yet) interpreted.
Details about data (DT3): Data added to other data,
stored within the annotated chunk of data or externally
Functional data (DT9): Data content created, edited,
consumed or processed as the key functionality of the
system

These Data Types are related to each other. DT2 is the pure
not interpreted data flow between the systems. This contains
some DT3 in order to facilitate the communications between
the systems (in this case network addresses or ports). If the
DT2 could be completely interpreted (incl. decryption and
decoding), the DT9 would be obtained. This would include
the video, audio and text streams. This data might also contain
annotations (DT3). The approach presented in this paper
relies on Strategic Preparation (providing among others the
evaluation setup) and has to address the fact that different
Data Types are available at different locations of the use case
scenarios common with VC systems.
III. U SABILITY OF AUDIO AND VIDEO STREAMS IN VIDEO
CONFERENCING FOR ACTIVITY ANALYSIS

Section II-B has shown that different activities might lead to
a notable change in communication behavior. This change in
network behavior might enable the identification of various
activities in a communication flow without the ability to
interpret the communication flow directly (e.g. by using the
audio codec to reconstruct the transmitted audio). Such an
approach might be useful in cases in which the used codec is
unknown or not available or where such reconstruction is not
possible since the communication channel itself is encrypted.
In order to implement such an approach several steps are
necessary. At first, the various activities in VC which might
lead to discernible difference in communication behavior have
to identified. This is performed in Section III-A. After this, the
discernible difference in the communication behavior has to
be identified. These differences can be used to establish the
properties usable for an identification of the various activities.
This process is described in Section III-B. Section III-C describes where in the communication structure these properties
are available during the use of a VC solution. Section III-D
then explores the technical process used in order to identify
different activities within communication flows. This approach
is based on pattern recognition which evaluates said properties.
During the use of the system, these properties are compared
to a model created during a training phase. This process is
akin to the pattern recognition pipeline.
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A. Activities in video conferencing

CL1

First considerations on the various activities usually performed in VC are listed here. This list describes some basic
behaviors which we suspect to have a notable impact on
the observable communication behavior. For example, these
activities each require a different amount of data to be transmitted to the other participants during the video conference.
This list contains eleven elements at this point of time but
is expandable. However, a distinction between more similar
activities might require additional insight into the communication behavior and the resulting properties.

CL2

CL3

1
2
NI

7
6
NI

NI
5

3
CS

4

Activities in Text
T E1 inactive / not typing
T E2 typing
T E3 sending text

CLn Clients
NI
Network Infrastructure
CS Conference Server
Observation Point

Activities in Audio
A1
A2
A3
A4

N

deactivated / muted
unmute and silent
unmute and speaking fluently
unmute and speaking chopped off

Media …
from individual CLn
DT2 and DT3
… reduced DT3
DT2, DT3 and DT9
… reduced DT3

Activities in Video
V1
V2
V3
V4

deactivated
black screen
one person in front
multiple persons in front

B. Features
Various features usable to distinguish activities within encrypted communication sessions have been proposed by the
literature examined in Section II-B. A common theme here is
the size of the transmitted packets in correlation to the timing
information. Our approach uses these two sets of inputs as
the foundation for the resulting features. The specific features
used in this approach are based on the hierarchy of features
proposed in [3]. Here, Window-based features using fixed
time windows are selected as best representing the results
found in other research work presented in Section II-B. These
features are based on Packet features and aggregated over a
specific amount of packets. Hence, the used features consist
of information about the specific packet size. This is then
aggregated to the minimum, maximum, mean and standard
deviation of packet size over a specific window of packets.
However, obtaining these features relies on the possibility
to separate the various communication streams as understood
by the feature hierarchy. In order to do so, the presence of
additional information might be necessary. This information
includes identifiable network addresses.

Fig. 1. Communication infrastructure in VC solutions and potential available
Data Types at various observation points

path between the various clients and the conference server. In
addition, the conference server fuses the various media streams
of the clients together and delivers them back to the attached
clients. This is illustrated in Figure 1.
It is of relevance to understand where which exact Data
Types (and hence features) are available within this communication infrastructure. Hence, assuming Client CL1 is the target
of the activity identification, the available Data Types at the
specific Observation Points (OP) are:
•

•

•

•

C. Availability of features in the communication infrastructure
Some of the information discussed in III-B is only available
at certain points within the communication infrastructure. This
is due to the fact that the media streams are encrypted on their
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Fussioned

•

OP1 provides access to the entire unencrypted media
streams front Client CL1 (DT9) as well as its representation on the network (DT2) and the metadata necessary
for the network communication (DT3).
OP2 provides access to the raw representation of the
encrypted media streams on the network (DT2) as well
as the metadata necessary for the network communication
(DT3).
OP3 provides the same access as OP2 but might alter
some of the metadata necessary for the network communication (DT3).
OP4 can decrypt the encrypted media streams and has
access to all unencrypted media streams from all clients
(DT9). In addition, access to the individual encrypted
streams (DT2) and the individual metadata from the
network communication (DT3) is available, although
potentially in a form altered by the network infrastructure.
OP5 has access to the encrypted and combined media
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•

•

streams (DT2) as well as to some metadata necessary for
the communication from the Conference Server to Client
CL3 which might be altered due to intervening Network
Infrastructure (DT3).
OP6 has the same access to DT2 as OP5 but has access
to the original metadata for the communication between
Conference Server and Client CL3 (DT3).
OP7 can decrypt the combined DT2 in order to achieve
the combined media streams from all Clients CLn (DT9).
In addition, the metadata from the communication between Conference Server and Client CL3 is available
(DT3).

D. Using pattern recognition to identify activities in VC to
support a forensic investigation

Acquisition
of Training
Data

Acquisition
of Forensic
Traces
Data
Gathering

Feature
Extraction

Feature
Extraction

Feature
Selection

Feature
Selection
Data
Investigation

Data
Analysis

RESULTS

Final
Documentation

Strategic
Preparation

IV. E XEMPLARY I MPLEMENTATION AND PRELIMINARY

Classification

Model

Model
Generation

Process
Accompanying
Documentation

PreProcessing

List of selected features

PreProcessing

In addition to the steps already described in the pattern
recognition pipeline, the acquisition of training data is a
complicated topic and requires special attention. Section III-C
discussed the availability of features at various spots within
the communication infrastructure. The training data should be
as close as possible to the data acquired during the forensic
investigation in order to achieve an usable classification model.
Hence, the training data should be captured at the spot most
likely used by the forensic investigator during a forensic
investigation. The rest of the SP covers the creation of the
model which involves the Pre-Processing, Feature Extraction,
Feature Selection and the Model generation itself.
Once a specific forensic investigation is started the potential
forensic data sources are identified during the OP. This
leads to the exact locations where forensic data is acquired
during DG and will aim at acquiring the greatest extent of
possible data while maintaining integrity and authenticity of
the captures. Hence, a capture location which is entirely under
the control of the investigator might enable a greater degree
of integrity and authenticity. In this step, DT2 is acquired.
Once these forensic traces are acquired, the data is interpreted. DT3 is extracted from DT2. If no encryption is used
(or the encryption keys are known to the investigator), DT9
could also be reconstructed. This data is then used for the
Feature Extraction.
Finally, the model generated during the SP is used to
classify the forensic traces yielding information about the
activities performed during the VC session investigated here.
During the entire process the performed actions and steps are
documented in order to create a final documentation usable
to judge the potential evidentiary value of the classification
results.

Documentation

Fig. 2. Mapping of the pattern recognition approach to the forensic
Investigation Steps, based on [12].

In order to use pattern recognition to identify activities
within an encrypted VC session, various activities during the
forensic process are necessary.
At first, the pattern recognition relies on a classification
model. This model has to be created before a specific forensic
investigation takes place. This has to occur during the SP.
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In order to test our hypothesis that the features presented in
III-B are sufficient to identify the various possible activities
in VC (see III-A) even within encrypted communication a
test setup using two different VC solutions was created. First
preliminary tests have been conducted in order to show the
validity of this approach.
The two video conference solutions Zoom [14] and Big Blue
Button (BBB) [15] are chosen for a first practical case study.
Zoom is selected for its high market share among commercial
VC solutions (as can be seen in [16]). BBB is an Open Source
VC solution. The prevalence of self-hosted instances of BBB
hinders extensive use statistics for this solution. However, it
is broadly used in various educational institutes. Both follow
the communication structure as laid out in Section III-C and
are hence representative for the technologies used in VC.
In case of Zoom we use the educational accounts of our
university and in case of BBB a self-hosted instance (denoted
as BBB). Zoom offers a desktop-client and a web-client
which are both used (denoted as Zoom-Web and Zoom-App
respectively). BBB offers only a web-client.
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A. Setup
Three clients (CL1 , CL2 , CL3 ) are used during these
tests. While CL1 is used in every test-run and actively using
functionalities like the microphone or webcam to generate
corresponding data, CL2 is only used in those occasions in
which multiple active clients are required for the tests. CL3
is a passive observer (participating in the conferences but not
actively using any functionality). The Observation Point for
forensic data is located outside the decryption performed by
the client located on this system. Hence, the observation takes
place at OP6 . All incoming traffic is captured using Wireshark.
Different hardware is used for the clients (and therefore the
possible quality of audio and video data differs): An iPad
(2017) is used for CL1 , an iPhone 11 for CL2 and a Lenovo
Thinkpad Carbon X1 3th Gen for CL3 . The following tests
are performed in this setup:
[T1] - Audio: CL1 is using the microphone to send audio
data. Different levels of audio usage are compared: 1. The
microphone is muted in the conference client and on the hardware (A1 ). 2. The microphone is activated in the conference
client but deactivated on the hardware (A2 ). 3. The microphone
is fully activated and a monotone voice is recorded (A3 ). 4.
The microphone is fully activated and a voice which varies in
vocal pitch and volume is recorded (A4 ). [T2] - Video: CL1 is
using the built-in webcam to send video data. Different levels
of video usage are compared: 1. The webcam is deactivated in
the client (V1 ). 2. The webcam is activated and a black image
is recorded (V2 ). 3. The webcam is activated and a static video
(without visible movement) is recorded (V3 ). 4. The webcam
is activated and and a moving video (movement of a person)
is recorded (V4 ). The aim is to test whether an observer can
identify user behavior, e.g. whether a person is visible in the
camera or not. [T3] - Video2x: CL1 and CL2 are using the
built-in camera and both perform tests like in [T2] (V5 ). The
aim is to test whether an observer can identify the number of
active participants or not. [T4] - Video-Audio: CL1 is using
different audio- and video features like described in [T1] and
[T2]. The aim is to test whether the stream of audio and video
data can be distinguished on network level in order to evaluate
them separately. This adds up to twelve test cases from OP6
(four tests with three different clients). Additional tests cases
are performed to test the validity of our approach in regards to
keystroke dynamics. [T5] - Keystroke CL1 is using the chat
functionality of the client and in case of BBB also the Shared
Notes. Simple text strings are typed and sent. In this test the
outgoing traffic is captured at CL1 (observation point 2) as
well as the incoming traffic at CL3 (observation point 6). In
addition traffic without any user interaction is captured at both
points. Each of the tests presented here is repeated twice in
order to reduce the risk of data corruption.
B. Training
For each of these tests, an initial run during the preparation (as discussed in III-D) is performed in order to obtain
training data. Pre-processing is done using the filter options
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of Wireshark in order to clean up the captures from easily
identifiable noise and in order to separate the specific streams.
The necessary steps are different according to the specific
conferencing software used. These pre-processing steps are
provided here in order to present an overview on potentially
necessary actions:
BBB: The audio and video streams are transferred using
WebRTC[17] which is based on UDP. Other data, like information about the session itself and the text chat is transferred using Websockets based on TCP. Hence, TCP packets
are removed. Zoom-Web: The video streams are transferred
exclusively via UDP. The audio streams are transferred using
Websockets (TCP) and WebRTC (UDP). Depending on the
test scenario, UDP or TCP packets are filtered out. ZoomApp: The audio and video streams are transferred over UDP
exclusively. Additional data is transferred partly via TCP.
Therefore all TCP packets are filtered out. In all cases, only the
incoming traffic is observed, filtered by the source IP address.
While the IP address of the BBB server is unique over all
conference sessions, the addresses of the Zoom server change
every time. The filters need to be adapted accordingly.
Since the data is collected at OP6 , only a subset of potential
data is available. As discussed in III-C, the encrypted and
combined media streams (DT2) as well as some metadata necessary for the communication between the Conference Server
and Client CL3 is available which prevents the separation of
(DT2) into streams specific to either CL1 or CL2 . This data is
then used as training data in order to create models. Here,
a self-created feature extractor which extracts the features
mentioned in III-B is used. This feature extractor also extracts
additional features which were initially deemed not useful
for the decision task at hand. The WEKA machine learning
workbench[18] is used to create the model. In addition, the
captures are visualized using the I/O-Graph tool inherent in
Wireshark in order to perform a first visual inspection of the
features predicted to be relevant. Wireshark allows for the
visualization of (F1) number of packets per time (pck/sec)
and (F2) the throughput (byte/sec).
C. Tests and Results
The test cases cover [T1] - [T4] either using BBB, ZoomApp or Zoom-Web. The J48 classification algorithm in
WEKA was employed in order to identify the various user
activities. This algorithm uses decisions trees which are interpretable in order to identify the relevant feature (as has been
demonstrated in [3]). However, this was preceded by a purely
visual inspection of the respective data.
a) Visual Inspection: A first visual inspection was performed using the Wireshark I/O Graph for every test case as
shown in Figure 3. The identifiable activities for each test
case (see Section IV-A) are shown in the following way: “/”
means a distinction is possible between the activities on the
left and the right side. “∧” indicates that the activities on the
left and right side can not be distinguished from each other,
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but together form a combined class. An X denotes that no
separation was possible.
This approach allows for the extraction of user behavior in
ten out of twelve test cases. An overview of the results is
provided in Table I.
During the inspection, only F 2 shows significant differences
between the different user behavior features and thus only this
feature is used for the visualization. [T4] in Zoom-Web does
not show any difference between the activation of one or two
cameras. This is due to the fact that Zoom-Web can only show
one incoming stream per time and the Zoom server decides
which is chosen. [T3] in BBB cannot be used to differentiate
between audio and video streams, since both are sent over the
same protocol and port. In [T3] in Zoom-Web the audio and
video streams can easily be distinguished based on the protocol
(video: UDP only, audio: UDP and TCP). In the Zoom-App,
the distinction is possible based on different port numbers
per stream. In [T4] in both Zoom-Web and Zoom-App, F 1
differs heavily, based on the quality of the used camera which
potentially allows to extract additional information about the
used hardware. The same is not possible in case of BBB.
Fig. 3. In the case of Zoom, the amount of incoming UDP data at OP6
varies, depending on the audio-channel usage of CL1 . An activated
microphone (A2 ) can be distinguished from a deactivated (A1 ) and a
continuous voice (A3 ) from a choppy voice (A4 ).

indication about, whether a client is currently typing or not.
In BBB keystroke biometrics is possible on different levels:
At OP2 every keystroke in the text chat is visible on the
network as an TCP request to the server, which is directly
answered. The size of the transferred packets does not differ,
since the concrete keystroke (character) is not transferred but
only the information about the occurence of a keystroke event.
At OP6 packets are received whenever the status of another
user changes between writing and not writing. The first event
is triggered after the first keystroke is received by the server,
the second approximately 1.5 sec after the last keystroke
was received. Even stronger keystroke biometrics are possible
with the shared notes: Here every keystroke is also visible at
OP6 and the network packets differs in size, based on the
transferred content (e.g. the packet is larger if one chunk of
text was inserted by just one keystroke like using the insert
shortcut).
b) Classification Results: The promising first results
from the visual inspection are confirmed using pattern recognition in the form of the J48 algorithm. In this case, the
derivation of user behavior is possible in nine out of the twelve
test cases as can be seen in Table II. Here, Kappa Statistics are
used. They range between 0 and 1 with 1 indicating optimal
classification.
The identification is possible to a greater degree than those
based on visual inspection. Indeed, the missing three entries
are the result of non-sufficient training data and are not
indicative of the impossibility to discern the user behavior in
these cases.
The first results lead to the surprising observation that the
most distinct features are those based on the transfer dynamic
during the communication (especially a feature referred to
as syn transfer drop freq which denotes the rate with which
windows of a certain amount of packets each have a lower
throughput than the previous window). The extraction of this
feature is present in the feature extractor used here. However,
when filtering out the STUN protocol, these features lose their
usefulness in the case of BBB. STUN - or Session Traversal
Utilities for NAT - is commonly used protocol which enables
clients to access servers which are based behind a NATfirewall.

TABLE I. RESULTS OF THE VISUAL INSPECTION EMPLOYING THE
WIRESHARK I/O GRAPH FOR ACTIVITY IDENTIFICATION
Test
[T1]
[T2]
[T3]
[T4]

Zoom-Web
A1 / A2 / A3 /
A4
V1 / V2 / V3
V1 / V2 / V3 / A1
/ A2 / A3 / A4
X

Zoom-App
A1 / A2 / A3 /
A4
V1 / V2 / V3
V1 / V2 / V3 / A1
/ A2 / A3 / A4
V1 / V2 / V3 / V4

BBB
(A1 ∧A2 ) / (A3 ∧
A4 )
V1 / (V2 ∧ V3 )
X
(V1 ∧ V2 ∧ V3 ) /
V4

[T5] shows that no keystroke biometrics is possible in
either Zoom-App or Zoom-Web at all. Single keystrokes are
not transferred over the network and other clients have no
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Therefore, we suspect that these features are highly susceptible to changes in the network infrastructure. However, this
question remains open for additional work and for this paper
we removed these features from further considerations.
TABLE II. KAPPA STATISTICS FOR DIFFERENT TEST CASES IN THE
CONTEXT OF ACTIVITY IDENTIFICATION
Test
[T1]
[T2]
[T3]
[T4]

Zoom-Web
0.9989
0.9993
NA
0.9993

Zoom-App
0.9947
0.9953
NA
0.9947

BBB
1
1
1
NA

A detailed example of this can be seen in Table III where
the confusion matrix for [T2] using Zoom-Web is provided.
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The confusion matrix shows a clear distinctness between the
various classes of activities.

media streams on the network layer, like it is possible in both
Zoom clients, is nevertheless very important.

TABLE III. CONFUSION MATRIX FOR [T2] USING ZOOM-WEB IN
THE CONTEXT OF ACTIVITY IDENTIFICATION

VI. C ONCLUSION

Classified as

V1 deactivated

V2 black
screen

V1 deactivated
V2 black screen
V3 one person in front

44
1
1

0
1221
0

V3
one
person in
front
0
0
2898

The J48 decision tree allows for an interpretation of the
features this distinction is based on:
winn_totlen_stddev1 <= 124
|
str_totlen_stddev1 <= 6: NoCamera
|
str_totlen_stddev1 > 6: Black
winn_totlen_stddev1 > 124: MovingImage

The feature winn totlen stddev denotes the standard variation of the total length of the payload of various packets
during windows of 500 packets. Even when these features are
removed, other features would be used without degrading the
classification quality.
Beyond the possibilities of visual inspection is for example
the identification of all specific activities in the case of [T2]
using BBB:
str_entropy_mean1 <= 6.38381: NoCamera
str_entropy_mean1 > 6.38381
|
winn_kbps1 <= 0.069221: Black
|
winn_kbps1 > 0.069221
|
|
winn_ia_pl_mean1 <= 0.01912: MovingImage
|
|
winn_ia_pl_mean1 > 0.01912
|
|
|
str_totlen_mean1 <= 796: MovingImage
|
|
|
str_totlen_mean1 > 796: Black

Here, str entropy mean1 (the entropy) is used to distinguish
between NoCamera and a Black image. This seems to be the
case since there is less variance in the video stream. Hence,
additional features might be useful.
V. D ISCUSSION
The results presented in this paper can be seen as a
preliminary trend indicating the potential benefits of a forensic
behavior analysis in encrypted VC sessions (the resulting
capture files can be found online [19]). While it is freely and
openly admitted by us authors that the amount of training and
test data used within this first evaluation is not sufficient for
any generalization, the used features (mainly those covering
the transfer rate of data) seem promising. The use of OP6
for the DG impacts the attribution of a given behavior to a
specific client since a separation of the specific streams is often
impossible after they have been aggregated by the conference
server. On one hand this might make the approach presented in
this paper impractical for a larger amount of communication
participants, on the other hand is this segmentation problem
not that hard: For example in the case of audio streams in VC,
only one participant is likely to speak at any given point of
time. For larger analyses, the separation of different types of
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In this paper we have demonstrated an approach for forensic
behavior analysis on encrypted VC communications. First
results indicate that an activity identification is possible. This
approach relies on the creation of knowledge (in the form of
decision models) before a specific investigation takes place.
Then, these models are applied to the captured data. The first
tests conducted in this paper have to be repeated on a greater
amount of data for training and test in order to increase the
generalization of the potential this approach offers in terms of
forensic activity identification.
In addition, the first tests identified potentially useful features beyond the use of those based on network throughput.
The multitude of different communication scenarios and the
specific data available at the various points of the network has
been discussed in Section III-C providing a clear definition
of the specific Observation Points. It has to be investigated
how accurate a model created with training data from one
specific Observation Point is when applied to test data obtained
from another observation point. Also, the network connection
characteristics might have an influence on the specific models
since such a connection could limit bandwidth. This might
influence the investigation into the use of specific features (like
for example syn transfer drop freq).
While the presented approach might prove useful in reconstructing potential security events in a given network, it could
also lead to certain privacy related risks. Although the use
of biometrics to identify persons within these streams is not
explored in this paper, this seems like a potential field for
additional research.
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Abstract—To face disaster relief challenges, crisis
management requires operational commitment and efficient
coordination of all stakeholders. Deployment of new
communication channels at the level of the infrastructure but
also at the level of social media streams needs strengthened
emergency response processes. We discuss open questions in
building an effective decision support system to help crisis
decision cells identifying early warnings and situation-specific
awareness and figure out the right actions/partnerships to
coordinate.
Keywords— crisis management ; policy-based management ;
situation awareness ; network infrastructure ; social media ;
machine learning ; natural language processing.

I. INTRODUCTION
Resilience against natural disasters is a field of growing
importance, especially given the current changes in climate
and environment. A crisis, whose cause can be accidental or
intentionally induced, is a sudden situation, unexpected with
severe adverse consequences for humans and organizations.
According to Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC)
Business Advisory Council, the Asia-Pacific region
e periences o er 70% of the orld s natural disasters [1].
With the heavy floods, earthquakes and storm damaging parts
of Asia-Pacific over the past years, it has become clear that
disaster preparedness is an absolute must for this area.
Nevertheless, this issue is not specific to Asia-Pacific
countries only and European Environment Agency reported in
2017 [2] that efforts to reduce disaster risk and at the same
time adapt to a changing climate have become a global and
European priorit . As a consequence, research in this field is
of joint interest being a challenge for both, European and
Asian partners. As IT infrastructures are playing an increasing
role in our economy, their resilience against natural disasters
is of utmost importance. Promoting disaster resilient
Information and Communication Technology (ICT)
frameworks was one of the main recommendations of APEC
Business Advisory Council to APEC Leaders in its 2014
report [3]. Network service providers also share this objective
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in the 2015 reports of the NGMN Alliance [4] that requires
resilience of 5G networks during natural disasters.
Crisis management requires efficient collaboration between a
certain number of public, as well as private actors, acting in a
coordinated way in order to solve the crisis and reduce its
impacts. Mobilizing institutional stakeholders, launching
assessed processes, deploying emergency communications for
disaster relief are among the response facilities.
The increasing adoption of wireless communication
technologies
LTE/4G/5G, wifi, satellite
and the
commercial infrastructures widely available or deployed on
demand in case of a disaster, are at the heart of the information
systems to consider [5]. Because of their nature, and the
services they render, these information systems allow for
incredible and amazing new usages and/or new sources of
information. Actors may exchange and share all types of
multimedia information (voice, photos, live videos,
georeferenced information, etc) and content-rich services
(social media) providing a better appreciation and awareness
of the current situation allowing a more efficient and reliable
coordination for decision making and strengthening
emergency response.
These new communication channels allow crisis cells to
involve citizens in a participative approach to extend and
leverage both the information dissemination and collection
perimeters [6]. The can be seen as a place for har esting
information during a crisis event to determine what is
happening on the ground and providing relevant direct realtime feedbacks.
Given the huge amount of raw data from a large diversity
of sources mostly unstructured, it becomes impossible for a
human to process the whole and take the right decisions
related to the identified crisis situations. Information sources
analytics should help not only in defining and identifying
situations, but also in building a decision support system. Such
cross-fertilization analysis should be gathered within a
dedicated environment integrating support functions such as
storage, filter, aggregation, inference and fusion of data and
their associated meta-data.
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Figure 1. Open research questions

Crisis management processes involve complex
management decisions to automatically adapt the deployed IT
systems. As a consequence, crisis IT management systems
require a better understanding of the dynamics of the
environment which raises important research challenges on:
Eliciting/expressing/validating adaptive systems
requirements.
Expressing/managing/validating adaptive security
and/or management policies.
Dynamically enforcing adaptive security and/or
management policies.
Situational Awareness (SA), describes the idealized state
of understanding what is happening in an event involving
many actors and other moving entities, especially with respect
to the needs of command and control operations. SA theory
provides an interesting construct to structure the dynamics of
the environment in a consistent way [7]. Endsley and Garland
[8] define SA as the perception of the elements in the
environment within a volume of time and space (level 1), the
comprehension of their meaning (level 2), and the projection
of their status in the near future (le el 3) . Since knowing
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hat s going on so ou can figure hat to do [9] is a good
principle, situation awareness can facilitate the decision
making process. Although this construct was initially
developed in the military domain, researchers are now trying
to apply it to other areas such IT risk management [10] or
incidence management in 5G networks [11].
In this article, we intend to consider open issues related to
a holistic approach to improve crisis management efficiency
during disaster by applying situation awareness principles to
dynamic IT crisis management.
A situational awareness perspective is sound for
anticipating how individuals, groups and communities can use
information contributed by others especially in a social media
context. We will discuss what social media may contribute to
situational awareness. We expect to launch situation
characteristics extraction as well as situational updates
labeling from, for instance tweets in the Thai language.
Natural Language Processing techniques will be assessed
contributing in detecting and extracting emergency
knowledge from the social media streams. These situational
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information will be hence transformed into structured
information relevant for the definition of operational policies.
Besides, we have developed dynSMAUG, a dynamic
security management framework driven by situations [12] that
combines a dynamic policy based management system with
situation awareness. On the basis of our dynSMAUG system
(Figure 1), we investigate how to integrate unstructured
information coming from social media to dynamic IT
management and adapt our management system to crisis
management. This analysis highlights broader open research
questions related to governing the operational IT
infrastructure resilience as well as aligning crisis information
system during natural disaster crises.
The rest of the article is structured as follows. Sections 2
to 5 describe the open research questions and related works.
Section 6 complements this analysis by listing recent and
current related research projects. Finally, Section 7 concludes
the article.
II. EXPRESSING EMERGENCY/CRISIS PROCEDURES INTO THE
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Our dynamic management system has to operate within a
global crisis management plan. The security and management
decisions taken by our command centre must comply with the
existing emergency procedures. The main goal should be to
investigate the expression of emergency procedures using a
situation driven policy language. The idea consists in finding
official crisis procedures and express them into our language.
However, how to write policies to dynamically manage IT
systems during natural disaster crisis?
McHugh and Sheth [13] describe how to construct an
emergenc procedure flo chart here The objecti e of the
emergency procedures is to be able to protect lives and
minimi e damage to assets and to tr to nip the incident in the
bud before it escalates into a disaster. The highlight the
process to develop flow charts for emergency procedures,
which in themselves are only able to summarize what needs
to be done and should be used during top-level designs,
trainings and awareness campaigns.
Hanachi et al. [14] ad ocate to go further transforming a
plan into a process providing an accurate and machinereadable specification of actions to be done in the field, a
better common understanding between stakeholders
responsible for these actions and a means to analyse, simulate
and e aluate the crisis response before launching it
The ideal crisis policy language should address the
expression of the policies governing crisis resolution at the
business level. This language should also allow decision crisis
cells to base their policies on relevant facts observed by the
sensors in the impacted field and on the available business
knowledge extracted from the plans, the stakeholders and their
capacities.
We think that our situational awareness policy language is
a good candidate to meet the crisis resolution processes
requirements. In dynSMAUG, security policiesare expressed
in a generic way: when situation and conditions then
authorization decision and/or obligation(s) .
On the one hand, situations allow capturing the dynamic
constraints (time, location, etc.) and organize them into a
stable and logical concept. Situation oriented policies are
simpler and more readable. Also, managing high level
policies, close to the decision crisis cell needs, reduces the gap
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between policies requirements and the effective policy
enforced by stakeholders, and then limits the policy translation
errors. On the other hand, making policies more independent
from technical constraints minimizes the impact of changing
mechanisms and simplifies the policy life cycle management.
This approach has proven to be generic being applied to
different use cases such as dynamic security management
[12], service-oriented architectures [15], virtual organizations
[16], healthcare urgency management by enforcing break-theglass [17] or permissions-based workflow management [18].
III. HOW TO ADAPT THE DYNSMAUG ARCHITECTURE TO
NATURAL DISASTER CRISIS ENVIRONMENT ?
Resilience of networks is also under active consideration
by network service providers being one of the main goals of
future 5G networks. The NGMN Alliance [4] requires that
5G should be able to pro ide robust communications in case
of natural disasters such as earthquakes, tsunamis, floods,
hurricanes, etc. From a more technical point of ie , 5G
networks are expected, by the 5GPP (https://5g-ppp.eu/), to be
a multi-access network in order to deserve 7 trillion wireless
devices serving over 7 billion people creating a secure,
reliable and dependable Internet ith a ero percei ed
downtime for services provision. To reach such one-networkfits-all concept, 5G adopts a new paradigm for computing and
infrastructure including Software Defined Networks (SDN),
Network Function Virtualization (NFV) and Cloud
Computing [4], [19]. The objective is enabling the automation
of network service provisioning and management as software
functions running on commodity hardware to support efficient
network resource utilization, quicker operational changes, and
faster service provisioning cycles. The benefits expected are
the shared infrastructure, the services deployment cost and the
promising disruptive technologies [13], [20], [21].
We envision building a self-organized Public Protection
and Disaster Relief (PPDR) network using a two-tier
architecture that introduces two classes of spectrum users: a)
primary users -- the users owning a license to operate on a
particular frequency, and b) secondary users unlicensed
users who access a particular frequency only if the respective
primary users do not need it. The PPDR will act as primary
user in the frequencies allocated to it (698 703/753 758
MHz and 733 736/788 791 MHz) and use it for missioncritical application such as voice. On the other hand, to enable
new application, such as the exchange of high-definition
videos and images, PPDR will access other spectrum in the
role of secondary user.
This architecture can significantly improve the
performance of the PPDR network, however, it requires the
PPDR radios, especially when acting as secondary user, to be
cognitive. This means radios capable of intelligently adapting
parameters, such as transmission frequency, power, etc.
The vision we would like to share can get materialized
thanks to the 3 following actions:
- Technologies such as mmwave, drones, MIMO and
C-RAN can be combined and utilized in the design of
the new network architecture. The idea is to adapt the
network to priorities and users/network conditions so
as to deliver ultra-high bit rates over targeted
geographical areas. In case of emergency, mobile
access network elements (mainly BS elements carried
by drones and ground mobile BSs) can be utilized for
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-

-

better spectrum management and throughput delivery.
In this context, we plan to conceive algorithms able to
dynamically and quickly make decisions on optimal
number and locations of resources to be allocated.
The design of a mechanism that, depending on the
traffic s qualit of ser ice requirements and possibl
on external events (e.g. an emergency situation), can
decide dynamically whether to transmit the traffic
over the PPDR dedicated frequencies, thus setting the
radio to act as primary user, or over spectrum accessed
opportunistically, thus setting the radio to act as
secondary user. This mechanism can also participate
in the dynamic reconfiguration of network
components (such as edge gateways) and can be
implemented as part of a Network Functions
Virtualization (NFV) architecture deployed at the
PPDR level [20], [22].
The current design of dynSMAUG includes single
points of failure (the command center and the
situation manager) which does not meet crisis IT
requirements. We intend to distribute this entity to
dynamically adapt dynSMAUG to 5G network
requirements during natural disaster crisis.

IV. HOW TO CAPTURE NON STRUCTURED CONTEXT EVENTS?
FOR INSTANCE, TWEETS IN THAI
This section targets situation characteristics extraction as
well as situational updates labelling from social media in
general and for instance tweets in the Thai language. Natural
Language Processing (NLP) techniques are contributing in
detecting and extracting emergency knowledge from the
social media streams. These situational information are hence
transformed into structured information relevant for the
characterization of the situations under operational
deployment.
NLP is a kind of machine learning and artificial
intelligence that can be used to interact with human and
computers in natural languages. The objective of NLP is to
achieve human-like comprehension of texts/languages.
Named Entity Recognition (NER) is a part of NLP
information extraction that seeks to locate and classify named
entities in text into pre-defined categories such as the names
of persons, organizations, locations, expressions of times etc.
NER solutions can be divided into rule-based, machine
learning based and hybrid methods [23].
Many related works have analysed twitter streams for
crisis detection. Thusly in [24], the authors analysed the
contribution of twitter to situational awareness during two
natural hazards events. Corvey et al. [25] pointed out that
using twitter in mass emergency requires NLP techniques.
Neubig et al. [26] quickly created a NLP system to aid the
relief efforts during the 2011 East Japan Earthquake and were
able to effectively deliver new information about the safety of
over 100 people in the disaster stricken area to a central
repository for safety information. Ifrim et al. [27] proved that
aggressive lettering of tweets based on length and structure,
combined with hierarchical clustering of tweets and ranking
of the resulting clusters, achieves encouraging results in
detecting events from twitter. Klein et al. [28] proposed a
combined structural and content based analysis approach to
detect and extract emergency knowledge from twitter streams.
Finally, Imran et al. [29] presented human-annotated Twitter
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corpora collected during 19 different crises that took place
between 2013 and 2015. They used these corpora to train
machine-learning classifiers to demonstrate the utility of the
annotations.
However, these related works do not deal with Thai
language that has specific features such as not marking word
boundaries. As a consequence, an NLP model dedicated to
twitter messages in Thai is required. We can reuse some
existing tools like LexTo [30] or pyThaiNLP [31]. They will
let us focus on how to turning text-based social media stream
into structured events augmenting the knowledge on the
disaster relief and the crisis resolution.
All these cited related works show how to turn social
media streams into structured events augmenting the
knowledge one may have in the disaster relief and in the crisis
resolution. However, social media being not trusted
information may convey fake news. This issue is still an open
question but more and more researchers are focussing on it
[32].
V. HOW TO CALCULATE A NATURAL DISASTER CRISIS
SITUATION?
As pointed out by Castillo [33], Social media is an
invaluable source of time-critical information during a crisis.
However, emergency response and humanitarian relief
organizations that would like to use this information struggle
with an avalanche of social media messages that exceeds
human capacit to process. Situation awareness theory
provides a relevant support to deal with such issues.
A situation is a particular time frame of interest that has a
beginning, a life span and an end [34]. The beginning and the
end of a situation are determined by combining multiple
events coming from multiple sensors and occurring at
different moments. Indeed, a situation involves multiple
entities and multiple conditions. The beginning and the end of
a situation cannot be simple events captured by a unique
sensor. In addition, events being instantaneous, combining
multiple events requires complex temporal operators (event
ordering, event existence/absence, time windows, etc.) to
specify the beginning and end of situations.
Currently, situations in dynSMAUG are described using
Complex Event Processing techniques [35]. CEP solutions
allow to specify complex events through complex event
patterns that match incoming event notifications on the basis
of their content as well as some ordering relationships on
them. We choose the open source event processing
implementation called Esper, which is maintained by
Espertech. For specifying complex event patterns, Esper
offers a stream-oriented language called Event Processing
Language (EPL) that is an extension of SQL for processing
events (e.g., windows definition and interaction, timed-data
arithmetic definition, etc.). We previously showed it is
possible to combine real time events with log events to
calculate situations [36].
This specification-based identification approach does not
scale because situations identification rules become too hard
for a human in such a Big data context that includes plenty of
sensors and very complex situations [14].Therefore, we have
to investigate Machine Learning for crisis situations
identification. We can benefit from initiatives like The
Humanitarian Data Exchange that provides open crisis data
related to previous disasters such as Typhoon Yolanda [37].
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VI.

RELATED RESEARCH PROJECTS

Many research projects have investigated these issues and
we can list the following ones.
The H2020 TransCrisis project [38] - Enhancing the EU s
transboundary crisis management capacity (2015 - 2018) has
studied the crisis management capacities the EU and how
political leaders have made use of these crisis management
capacities. This framework deals with transboundary crisis
management at the EU level.
The H2020 DARWIN project [39] - Expecting the
unexpected and know how to respond (2015 - 2018) has
focused on improving responses to expected and unexpected
crises affecting critical societal structures during natural
disasters (e.g. flooding, earthquakes) and man-made disasters
(e.g cyber-attacks). To achieve this, DARWIN developed
European resilience management guidelines aimed at critical
infrastructure managers, crisis and emergency response
managers, service providers, first responders and policy
makers.
The H2020 5G-MoNArch project [40] - 5G Mobile
Network Architecture for diverse services, use cases, and
applications in 5G and beyond (2017-2020) proposes a
flexible, adaptable, and programmable 5G architecture by
combining virtualisation, slicing and orchestration of access
with inter-slice control and cross-domain management,
experiment-driven optimization, cloud-enabled protocol
stack.
The H2020 MATILDA [41] - A Holistic, Innovative
Framework For The Design, Development And Orchestration
Of 5g-Ready Applications And Network Services Over Sliced
Programmable Infrastructure (2017-2020) designed and
implemented a holistic 5G end-to-end services operational
framework tackling the lifecycle of design, development and
orchestration of 5G-ready applications and 5G network
services over programmable infrastructure, following a
unified programmability model and a set of control
abstractions.
The H2020 SLICENET [42] - End-to-End Cognitive
Network Slicing and Slice Management Framework in
Virtualised Multi-Domain, Multi-Tenant 5G Networks (20172020) aimed at creating and demonstrating the tools and
mechanisms to achie e net orks as a ser ice here logical
network slices are created and allocated to flexibly and
efficiently in a multi-operator environment.
The H2020 5G ENSURE [43] 5G Enablers for Network
and System Security and Resilience (2015 2018) proposed
the design of an overall security architecture including
authentication, authorization and accounting, privacy, trust,
security monitoring, and network management and
virtualization isolation.
The H2020 SELFNET [44] A Framework for SelfOrganized Network Management in Virtualized and Software
Defined Networks (2015
2018) designed an autonomic
network management framework targeting the integration of
SDN, NFV, Self-Optimizing Network, Cloud Computing,
Artificial Intelligence and Quality-of-Experience, to address
self-protection (to prevent distributed cyber-attacks), selfhealing (to deal with network failures) and self-optimization
(to enhance the QoE and network performance), and virtual
infrastructure management.
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The H2020 COHERENT [45] Coordinated control and
spectrum management for 5G heterogeneous radio access
networks (2015
2018) defined a programmable unified
management framework for heterogeneous 5G Radio Access
Networks (flexible spectrum management, radio resources
coordination and modelling, and RAN sharing).
The H2020 5G NORMA [46]
5G Novel Radio
Multiservice Adaptive Network Architecture (2015 2018)
developed an adaptive networking architecture with flexible
and context-aware network functions deployment in a multitenant scenario involving software defined network control,
joint optimization of access and core network functions, and
adaptive decomposition and allocation of network functions.
The ANR GéNéPi project (2014-2017) proposed a
Mediation Information System dedicated to support the
collaborative management of crisis situation. Especially, it
aimed at exploiting very large quantities of and flows of data
generated from crisis sites.
None of the previous works integrate social media crisis
information and the crisis IT architecture deployment. The
originality of our approach is thus twofold. First, we consider
natural disaster crisis management as a big data issue and we
would like to exploit social media especially in Thai language
using machine learning techniques. Secondly, we advocate for
a crisis IT management framework that integrates information
coming from social media to dynamically adapt the network
architecture and support the crisis management services.
VII. CONCLUSION
Crisis management is definitely a big data issue given the
incredible diversity, heterogeneity and number of channels
that can contribute to a crisis resolution. To allow more
efficient and reliable coordination for decision making and
strengthening emergency response, crisis cells have to govern
the operational IT infrastructure resilience as well as align its
information system for a better appreciation and awareness of
the situation being managed.
As it becomes impossible for a human to har est and
process the whole information, machine-learning techniques
can help in identifying the right situations in which the right
decision might be taken. Situation awareness theory provides
the tools for expressing and deploying the right policies.
Using the dynSMAUG system as a concrete example, we
highlighted open questions in building an effective decision
support system to help crisis cells identifying early warnings
and situation-specific awareness figuring out the right
actions/partnerships to coordinate. Our future work will tackle
these open questions to propose a situation-based IT
management system during natural disaster crisis.
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Abstract — In this paper, we present a framework for modelbased security testing. The primary advantage of our framework will be the automation of manual security reviews as well
as automation of security tests like penetration testing. The
framework can be used to decide on single steps for the test procedure. This paper focuses on the concept of the framework, describing the necessary components and their use. Our framework can simulate the behaviour of an adversary that executes
multiple attacks to reach his primary goal. Using our approach,
it is possible to continuously and consistently address security in
software development, even in the early phases of software engineering when no running code is available. Due to the consistency, some of the necessary tests can be executed with less
effort. This makes security tests more efficient. Our preliminary
evaluation shows that it is possible to use our attack model in a
wide range of domains and that there is potential reuse of modelled elements.
Keywords-attack model; adversary model; model-based
testing; security testing; penetration test.

I.
INTRODUCTION
The research project MASSiF (Modellbasierte Absicherung von Security und Safety für umfeldbasierte Fahrzeugfunktionen) addresses model-based safety and security
testing in the automotive software domain. In the automotive
domain, software engineers thoroughly use model-based
safety engineering and model-based safety testing. However,
to our best knowledge, there are currently no approaches for
holistic attack-model-based security testing. This argument is
also supported by [1]. Depending on what the use case requires, a suitable attack model of the existing multitude of isolated solutions is used. If the use case changes or new questions arise, the applied model may have to be updated, or further models may have to be used, e.g., the MITRE ATT&CK
Framework [2] (used for details of a specific adversary profile) in contrast to attack trees [3] (focusing the system security on identifying security improvements). Using different
models or the constant development of new models is timeconsuming and causes security to be inconsistent and untraceable, which in turn may have a negative impact on the quality
of security testing. This paper and the associated master thesis
[4] introduce a holistic modelling framework for attacks that
provides an adversary-based and target-based foundation for
a guided model-based security testing to close this gap. As
model-based security testing is likely of benefit for other
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domains than automotive software, our framework is domainagnostic. For example, penetration testing is usually applied
towards the end of software engineering to evaluate implemented security controls
Penetration is a common means to evaluate implemented
security controls [5]. However, penetration testing usually
takes place in the late phases of software development, when
it is expensive to fix security problems. Also, the effectiveness
and efficiency of penetration test depend on the skills of the
tester[5]. Vulnerabilities could go unnoticed. In contrast, a holistic attack model that provides automated mechanisms for
generating security test cases could be applied in the early design phase. Hence, it mitigates some of the shortcomings of
penetration testing. Our approach is a complement for penetration tests. The automatable test execution is more cost-effective, and early weaknesses can already be detected. The
primary focus of this paper is on the attack model and its use
in the framework.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section II
discusses related work on attack modelling. Section III states
the requirements for the holistic modelling framework for security testing. Section IV presents our approach to attack modelling. Section V shows the preliminary evaluation of the part
of the modelling framework presented in this paper. Section
VI concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK
Several adversary and attack models exist. Dependent on
the perspective of the attack, there are various modelling concepts.
The process modelling approach focuses on representing
the attack based on phases. For example, the Lockheed Martin
Cyber Kill Chain [6] defines an attack with seven phases that
have to be passed through by the adversary. The kill chain
model intends to model Advanced Persistent Threats (APTs)
and malware behaviour. Hence, an attack is seen as a linear
process, and it does not represent information about the attack
surface that is provided for an adversary. Testing requires exploring multiple attack techniques, so bare process modelling
approaches are typically not sufficient for testing.
Another standard method is graph-based modelling that
uses attack graphs to represent various attack opportunities.
Kaynar [7] presents examples of this class of adversary and
attack models in the domain network security.
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A specific graph representation of attacks is the attack tree
by [3]. An attack tree focuses on the primary goal of an adversary. This primary target represents the root of the attack tree,
the elementary attack steps to are the leaves, and the various
associated subgoals link these nodes. Existing attack trees can
easily be reused or combined to form more comprehensive attack trees for threat and risk analysis. Attack trees incorporate
multiple paths adversaries may take, but they do not include
any characteristics of an adversary or about an adversary’s decision on next steps in an attack. Efficient testing requires an
approach that also takes into consideration realistic assumptions about attack paths. Our work uses tree structures in combination with adversary modelling and target modelling to
overcome the shortcomings of attack trees.
Classification modelling approaches model attacks on different abstraction levels. For example, MITRE proposes the
ATT&CK framework [2] to model attacks based on the adversary’s perspective. Tactics, techniques, and procedures define adversary behaviour. MITRE ATT&CK can be used both
to derive behaviour-based adversary scenarios and to establish
attack profiles of an implemented system. It is suitable for
testing and verifying the security of a software product. However, the MITRE ATT&CK framework is not designed for use
in the early design phase to support a model-based security
testing based on a specific adversary strategy. Our work closes
this gap.
There are also combined approaches to attack aspects
shown above. Adepu and Mathur [1] present unified adversary
and attack models with a focus on both security and safety aspects in the context of Cyber Physical Systems in [8]. The relevant system information is part of an attack domain model.
However, Adepu and Mathur limit the proposed framework
by not considering the characterization of an adversary, e.g.,
the adversary's current knowledge about the target. However,
realistic assumptions about an adversary are necessary for
comprehensible modelling the strategic and tactical attack actions of this adversary.
ADVISE [8] is the work most similar to our approach. It
addresses the structured and goal-oriented procedure of an adversary. ADVISE is based on an executable security model on
system-level to generate security metrics. Our work can be applied earlier in the design process of a system. The application
of ADVISE is neither limited to a specific domain nor a certain level of detail. In contrast to our work, the adversary's decision function of ADVISE for the simulated attack procedure
does not include the different aspects of designing and launching an attack, e.g., reconnaissance actions. ADVISE is proposed for a repeatable usage in the security engineering to support the evaluation of system security. However, this security
analysis method is not designed to support security testing by
providing a guideline for performing security tests based on a
specific adversary.
III. REQUIREMENTS
In this paper, we propose a concept for a holistic attack
modelling to support the model-based security testing by simulating the strategic actions of an adversary in terms of traceability. The general basis for the requirements engineering is
[9] by interpreting security tests as business processes.
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Concerning the modelling of dynamic behaviour, there are
analogies between model-based testing and models for business processes [9] [10]. Using models, complex scenarios can
be simulated. The suggested model is intended to be used to
decide on the next steps during testing activities, e.g., the
structured use of existing penetration testing tools. Hence, relevant requirements for the design of our approach can be derived from [9]:
a) Model-based: The expectation is that applying a
model-based perspective to an attack presents a suitable basis
for formalization similar to the formalization of the software
development process in IT that came with the introduction of
model-based software engineering [11]. This formalization is
a basis for automation of security testing of system models.
b) Expressive: The purpose is to model as many attacks
as possible by the proposed general attack model. A generic
attack model should express all necessary information regarding attack, adversary, and target. As already shown in Section
II, most attack models only incorporate certain aspects of an
adversary and the target. Area of application is a relevant factor for the choice of an attack model. Using a holistic attack
model for multiple use cases can involve less effort than the
application of several different attack modelling techniques,
and it offers a widespread usage.
c) Reusable: The holistic attack model should consist of
reusable components to reduce the time-consuming modelling
of new attacks [9]. For example, already modelled elements
of the attack model should be reusable for as many different
use cases as possible (e.g., change of target, change of adversary, change of attack). The requirements a) “model-based”
and b) “expressive” support this requirement “reusable”.
d) Systematic: The proposed model should ensure a
systematic and continuous (re-)use of attack information in all
phases of the software engineering process. Today’s software
development often lacks such a systematic and continuous reuse of information about attacks.
e) Consistent: The proposed attack model should be
consistent. A consistent model can be verified and validated.
Formalization and automated tool support require a consistent
model.
f)
Visualizable: The model should use visual means to
model attacks. An appropriate visual graphic representation of
attacks facilitates the readability and understandability, especially of complex attacks. Visual illustrations are more intuitive for humans than prose text [9] [10]. The use of visual elements supports the formalization as it is missing the ambiguity and inaccuracy of prose. The aim is to achieve a concise
expressiveness of the model. The connection of individual attack model components should be easily identifiable, such that
security can be consistently verified and software quality increases.
g)
Understandable: Software engineers that are no security experts should be able to use our models throughout the
software development process. Hence, our models should be
understandable, easy to learn and uncomplicated to use. Complex models tend to be difficult to understand [11]. This disadvantage should be avoided.
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IV.

DESIGN OF AN ATTACK MODEL FOR A MODELBASED SECURITY TESTIG FRAMEWORK
This paper introduces a holistic modelling framework for
attacks that provides an adversary-based and target-based
foundation for a guided model-based security testing. We postulate the following scope for our approach. Future work will
probably leverage some of these restrictions:
• The proposed attack model is limited to one or
more cyber-enabled capabilities [12] as a target.
The term “cyber-enabled capability” describes
any software enabled technology that can be influenced by an adversary in various ways [12].
Attacks targeting on humans (e.g., Social Engineering) are out of scope.
• Our model is limited to adversaries that follow a
rational goal. Random attacks are out of scope of
this work. The method is limited to goal-oriented
adversaries.
• The focus of this paper is to identify the necessary conceptional elements for a suitable, holistic
attack modelling framework. Completeness, detailed specification and implementation of these
elements are out of the scope of this paper.
Overview
In our attack model, we associate each attack with an adversary and the system under attack (target). An adversary
plans, develops, and executes attacks against the target by using specific resources. The target may provide one or more
access points for an attack. Both for the construction of the
proposed model and its execution, it requires this basis of the
content in the context of attacks.
Figure 1 shows the essential elements of our framework:
the attack model, adversary model and the target model. The
adversary model characterizes a specific adversary. Each adversary is defined by descriptive attributes, the goal of his attack, and his current knowledge about the target (called adversary perspective model in Figure 1). The target model represents the system under attack and all necessary associated
components of the environment that can be exploited by an
attack attempt. The attack model connects all components of
the framework. Each attack is simulated within an iteration of
defined steps. For this purpose, all necessary information from
the attack base is used.
Figure 2 illustrates the pictorial representation of the context of two elementary attack iterations. In each step of the
attack simulation, one elementary attack iteration is executed.
The adversary's primary goal sets the direction for each attack
iteration. Depending on the current adversary's knowledge, he
attempts to exploit the target by an available access point. The
attack base provides all actions that an adversary could possibly execute in an elementary attack iteration. For example, it
stores knowledge about possible weaknesses, available attack
techniques, and exploits for the vulnerabilities. The simulation
of the target model provides the effect of the attack on the target. The use of a target model allows executing attacks on systems that do not yet exist. Each simulation step ends with an
update of the adversary and the target model. When the
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adversary reached his primary goal, the simulation terminates.
Otherwise, the next iteration starts.
Our executable attack model simulates the strategical approach of a specific adversary to attack a particular target. It
takes into consideration the properties of this adversary as
well as the knowledge the adversary has about a target system
at a given time. Security testers can use each iteration to derive
security tests. Thus, this holistic method for attack modelling
provides a holistic basis for model-based security tests.

Figure 1. Components of the framework.

Figure 2. Interaction of the components shown
for two elementary attack iterations.

Adversary Model
The adversary model consists of three main components:
Adversary primary goal, characteristic attributes, and the adversary perspective model, as shown in Figure 1.
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The adversary primary goal indicates the direction of the
attack. For example, the primary goal of an adversary may be
the extraction of financial data from a financial data transfer
system. During modelling, the adversary's goal does not
change. The adversary's goal is used to derive the behaviour
of an adversary during an attack simulation. In the example
above, the goal derives attractive data stores in the target system. The adversary tries to navigate from any access points
available to the adversary to these data stores.
Attributes characterize each adversary. Attributes include,
e.g., the location of an adversary (remote adversary, local adversary) and his skills.
The adversary perspective model represents the adversary's knowledge about the target at a given time. During the
attack simulation, each elementary attack iteration increases
this knowledge, thus changes the adversary perspective
model. For example, the adversary may get access to further
access points after the first attack iteration, that he can use for
an attack attempt in the next attack iteration. As long as the
adversary's current knowledge is not sufficient to achieve his
primary goal, the adversary tries to expand his knowledge in
the appropriate direction through further attack attempts.
The difference between the target model and the adversary
perspective model is that the target model holds only correct
information. Still, the adversary perspective model may keep
incomplete or blurry details on the target. It represents the current, preliminary view an adversary usually has on the target.
Target Model
The target model represents one or more cyber-enabled capabilities that an adversary wants to attack. For example, the
target model holds information about available access points
of the target. An access point, based on [13], provides adversaries unintended access or unintended information disclosure. The access point is either part of or related to a cyberenabled capability. During an attack iteration, an adversary
analyzes or uses access points to gain knowledge or to control
or manipulate the target.
When an adversary chooses to execute an exploit as part
of an elementary iteration, this exploit is applied to the target
model. The outcome of the exploitation updates both the target model and the adversary model. Thus, the target model is
a necessary element for holistic attack modelling.
Attack Characterization and Simulation
The attack model shows various perspectives of an attack.
The process perspective focuses on the execution of an attack.
The attack model simulates each attack within one iteration
that incorporates four steps. We call such an iteration an elementary attack iteration, as shown in Figure 1, as it constitutes
the smallest attack unit possible from a process perspective.
Each elementary attack iteration includes the four steps: (1)
Identify available access points, (2) Select one access point,
(3) Probe the target, and (4) Update adversary's knowledge.
To achieve the adversary's primary goal, usually, several elementary iterations are necessary.
The technical perspective focuses on the selection of available exploits in a proper order to achieve the adversary's goal.
An exploit is an umbrella term for various means of actions to
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execute attacks [14]. It represents one specific step of an attack and is the elementary element of the technical perspective. An attack technique summarizes the necessary exploits
to achieve an adversary's primary goal. Selection and execution of an exploit in our simulation can be subject to preconditions [2]. For example, the adversary first has to ensure that
the provided access point is vulnerable before he can take further actions in this regard.
The strategic perspective brings together both the process
perspective and the technical perspective. It simulates the strategical behaviour of the adversary in the attack simulation, as
exemplarily shown in Figure 2. To do so, it selects the next
iteration in the attack simulation as well as decides, when the
adversary reached his primary goal.
V. PRELIMINARY EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate if our attack model framework
meets the requirements of Section III. We evaluated the attack
model framework under the following restrictions (future
work will leverage some of these restrictions):
• The application of the modelling is limited in
each case to one attack iteration.
• The attack scenarios under consideration focus
the first activities of an attack, comparable to Reconnaissance of the Lockheed Martin Cyber Kill
Chain [6].
• The proposed attack model is applied to two significant attack scenarios by way of example. The
first example incorporates vulnerabilities of the
OWASP Top Ten 2017 [15], hence is highly relevant in the domain of web application. In contrast, the second example stems from the automotive domain. We use the idea of UML activity diagrams [16] and attack tree [3] for our examples.
We choose UML as it is common in many relevant application domains.
Evaluation Criteria
The following criteria were identified for the evaluation:
a) Model-based: The criterion refers to the extent to
which the attack modelling method is based on a
model.
b) Relevant attacks: The criterion refers to the extent to
which relevant attacks can be modeled using the proposed attack model.
c) Application domain independence: The criterion refers to the ability to model different attacks independently of the application domain.
d) Reusable elements: The criterion refers to the extent
to which the modelled contents and elements of the
attack model can be easily reused in conjunction with
other attack scenarios.
e) Systematic structures: The criterion refers to the extent to which there is a systematic approach to the
structure and procedure of the proposed attack modelling concept so that an attack can be modelled in a
comprehensible and repeatable way.
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f)

Visual elements: The criterion refers to the extent to
which the proposed attack model has graphic elements or can be illustrated visually at a glance.
A consistent model is a requirement for the use of automatism [9] and thus, a suitable basis for supporting security
tests. Therefore, proper syntax and semantic for the necessary
elements have to be defined. The specification of the individual elements of the proposed concept is out of the scope of this
paper. Therefore, we omit the evaluation of the model consistency. The understandability of a model helps to evaluate
its usefulness. Also, we omit the evaluation of the requirement
understandability. We will survey relevant stakeholders to assess the understandability of the model at the end of the still
running research project MASSiF.
Findings
We iterated through the proposed attack model based on
two exemplary attack scenarios. Due to lack of space, we only
present an extract of exciting findings in Figure 3 and Figure
4 concerning the elementary attack step (3).
In the first scenario, we model an identity theft attack on a
social media platform. This scenario incorporates attacks from
the OWASP Top Ten 2017 [15]. Figure 3 shows a technical
perspective of an attack on the user input field of a web application. Visualized using tree structures, the adversary selected
Credential Stuffing as an attack technique and utilizes an associated exploit.

Figure 3. Selected exploit based on the access point "User Input Field".

In the second scenario, based on the research project
MASSiF, an adversary tries to manipulate data on an Electronic Control Unit (ECU) in a vehicle. Figure 4 shows a technical perspective of an attack on the standardized interface
OBD-2 (On-board-diagnose) Connector in a vehicle. The adversary selected Extraction Technique to extract data from the
vehicle.

Figure 4. Selected exploit based on the access point "OBD-2 Connector".

The respective application of the exploits on the corresponding target model for the scenario leads to new information for the adversary, e.g., the specific access point is vulnerable. During the next iteration, the adversary can select the
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next exploit based on the new information the adversary
gained from the previous attack iteration.
Interpretation
Using the example of tree structures and UML activity diagrams, model-based elements could be used systematically
for attack modelling. The criterion model-based can be confirmed insofar as the developed attack model provides a suitable foundation for different modelling approaches.
The criterion relevant attacks can be confirmed to the extent that we were able to model two representative examples
from very different application domains. In our opinion, the
proposed concept provides a suitable basis for modelling attacks, independent of the domain. Consequently, the proposed
concept accomplishes the criterion application domain independence. However, it is still an open question to what extent
the specific characteristics of individual domains must or can
be captured.
The content of the attack basis, e.g., defined exploits, attack techniques, or access points, as well as the elementary
attack iteration process itself are exemplary representatives of
reusable elements. Likewise, and regarding the criterion reusable elements, the adversary model can be applied repeatedly,
e.g., with different starting positions of the adversary's
knowledge for the attack modelling.
The elementary attack iteration represents the basic, systematic guideline for the execution of the attack model. Likewise, the adversary model, target model and the attack basis
represent a suitable foundation for a systematic deployment,
representation and reuse of attack information. In this respect,
the criterion systematic structures is accomplished.
The exemplary use of tree structures and UML activity diagrams shows that the attack modelling concept provides a
suitable basis for the integration of graphical model elements.
In this respect, the criterion of visual elements is accomplished.
We evaluated five out of seven requirements. In the context of the criteria, our attack model meets the requirements
model-based, expressive, reusable, systematic, and visualizable. Requirements e) “consistent” and g) “understandable”
can only be meaningfully evaluated in a later stage of the research project MASSiF. Hence, we did not evaluate these criteria.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we present the concept of a framework for
model-based security testing. The framework addresses security throughout the software engineering process. The main
goal of the framework is the automation of security tests, especially of security tests in early phases of software engineering (e.g., manual security review).
The central part of our framework is the attack model. The
attack model offers several perspectives on security. It can
simulate an attack against a target system model. Using a target system model allows simulating attacks on software systems that are not yet implemented. The primary goal that the
adversary wants to achieve drives the simulation and offers
multiple paths of attacks. Our approach can be used to drive
security testing to increase its quality. The preliminary
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evaluation of the attack model shows that the model is expressive, reusable, systematic, and visualizable.
Future work will focus on detailed specification, implementation of the proposed elements, particularly the attack
base and the testing part of the proposed framework.
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